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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY JANUARY 22, 1948
Peoria Vep:etable Grovers Meet
URBANA, ILL., Jan.
. The Peoria area vegetable grow-
ers will hold a school at the Farm Bureau hall in Peoria on Wednes-
day, January 28, it was announced here today by Lee A. Somers,
vegetable gardening specialist at the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture.
Fred Krause, Peoria, president of the Peoria vegetable
growers association, will preside.
Specialists from the University will take part on the
speaking program. Dr. A. S. Colby, professor of small fruit cul-
ture, discusses "Small Fruits"; Professor Somers will explain "Chem-
ical Control of Weeds"; Dr. M. B. Linn, assistant professor of plant
pathology. Will talk on "Diseases of Tomatoes"; H. B. Petty, exten-
sion entomologist, will report on "Insect Control"; and R. A. Kelly,
assistant professor of agricultural economics, will review the
"Economic and Agricultural Outlook."
All vegetable growers are Invited to attend the meeting.
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY JANUARY 22, 19^8
Honor Local 4-H Club Leaders at Springfield Banquet
URBANA, ILL, ,January 22. Approximately three hundred
seventy-five Illinois 4-H Cluh leaders with long records of service
will be honored at a state recognition banquet to be held at the
Abraham Lincoln Hotel in Springfield today.
The banquet will be highlighted by a recognition ceremony
to honor the men and women for their long and devoted service as
leaders of local 4-H Clubs and to express to them the feelings of
gratitude of thousands of persons who grew up the 4-H way and who
now enjoy positions of responsibility in their respective communi-
ties.
Dr. Oscar Johnson, pastor of the Third Baptist Church,
St. Louis, will be the featured speaker. Dr. Johnson was recently
elected president of the Baptist World Alliance in Copenhagen, Den-
mark.
During the afternoon, the 4-H Club leaders will bo con-
ducted on a tour of points of interest in the Springfield area. The
tour, arranged by the Springfield Chamber of Commerce, will include
visits to the State Capitol, the Centennial Building, Lincoln's Home
and other Lincoln shrines.
Sponsored by the Illinois Chain Store Coiincil, local farm
and home bureaus cooperating, this will be the second state 4-H lead-
er recognition banquet held. Last year's meeting was attended by
326 local leaders and farm and home advisers, representing 75 counties.
Anna Searl, assistant state leader of home economics ex-
tension, will preside at the banquet as mistress of ceremonies.
E. H. "Duke" Regnler of the Illinois Agricultural Extension Service
will be in charge of entertainment, and dinner music will be pro-
vided by the Pearl Kemp ensemble.
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 19^8
State Conference on Camping
URBANA, ILL., January 22. E. H. Regnier, University of
Illinois specialist in rural sociology and chairman of the State
Camp Conference, announced today that Thelma Patterson, nationally
known camping authority, vill meet with state officials and College
of Agriculture authorities in Springfield January 23 and 24 to plan
the 19^8 state camping program.
According to Chairman Regnier, camping programs for 4-H,
rural youth, and adult extension summer camps will be planned during
the two-day conference and considerable attention will be given to
developing the Illinois 4-H Camp Training Program.
Featured speaker at the State Camp Conference will be
Thelma Patterson, widely known for her activities with Girl Scouts,
Campire Girls and other camping organizations. According to Miss
Patterson, good camping must be fun, must be out of doors, must be
good social adjustment and community living, must have a motive and
must be high adventure. She expressed her camping philosophy in
these words at the State Lelsurecraft and Counseling Camp held at
East Bay Camp on Lake Bloomington last spring.
Chairman Regnier pointed out that more and more farm and
home advisers are making use of 4-H and rural youth camping exper-
ience as a leader- training opportunity. Hidden talents in young
people are more easily brought out in a camping situation, and county
workers are channeling these talents into useful community activities.
Following the general business meetings, representatives
will form in small groups to discuss special problems in county and
district camps.
The state conference on camping will adjourn on the 24th
after a luncheon meeting and a summary of the 1948 state camping
program by Regnier.
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY^ JANUARY 22, 1948
Getting Started In Farming and Homemaklng
UF?BANA, ILL., January 22. Charles L. Stewart, professor
of agricultural economics, University of Illinois, announced today
that a special program of interest to Illinois young people planning
careers in farming and homemaklng will be presented as part of the
College of Agriculture's 47th Annual Farm and Home Week program to
be held in Urbana February 9 to 13.
Stewart pointed out that "Getting Started in Farming and
Homemaklng" is a big subject to cover In a half-day program, but
the Departments of Agricultural Economics and Home Economics are
planning a program that will answer many of the questions facing
young people today.
Scheduled to get under way at 9 a.m. Wednesday, February
11, in Smith Music Hall, University of Illinois campus, the meeting
will be presided over by J. B. Cunningham, associate professor in
farm management extension. Opening address will be "Capital for
Renting and Owning a Farm: Amount Needed and How to Get It" by
L. J. Norton, acting head of the department of agricultural economics
Following this address will be a report by Margaret Good-
year, assistant professor of home economics, on "Equipment and Fur-
nishings for a New Home." Other features of the program will Include
an address, "Miking Farming Pay," by M. L. Mosher, professor of
farm management, and a talk by E. B. Hill, head, department of farm
management, Michigan State College, entitled "Some Ways Elders Can
Help Younger People Get Homes Established."
Highlight of the morning program will be a panel discus-
sion led by P. E. Johnston, professor of agricultural economics.
;ajw';
Add 1- -Getting Started in Farming and Homemaking
Discussion will center in a family vhich has "been practicing farm
family cooperation, and the theme will be a father- son profit-
sharing arrangement. Professor Johnston will have the help of a
farm adviser, a home adviser and a farm accounts specialist in
bringing out the practical points. An ex-serviceman, his wife and
his parents will be on the panel.
Stewart and other college authorities suggest that "Get-
ting Started in Farming and Homemaking" as well as the other pro-
grams of Farm and Home Week may be of special interest to newly
married couples and to those planning marriage in the near future.
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Conference to Review Milk Marketing
URBANA, ILL., January . The third annual meeting of
the Midwestern Milk Marketing conference will be held at Michigan
State College, East Lansing, Michigan, April 2-3, announces R. W,
Bartlett, University of Illinois agricultural economist and secre-
tary of the conference.
A major part of the program will be devoted to consider-
ation of milk price formulas, classification prices, intermarket
pricing and principles underlying prices and price plans.
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 19^8
Farmers Curbing Brucellosis
URBANA, ILL., January . Five progressive Illinois
farmers have joined in the fight to control brucellosis in swine by-
enrolling their herds in Project 1046, the antibrucellocls donon-
strational project of the University of Illinois Extension Service
in Agriculture and Home Economics.
Recent enrollees include L. F. Tomlinson, West Frankfort;
John N. Urish and Sons, Green Valley; Wayne Brethorst, Mahomet; Dr.
Dwight J. Ladd, DeKalb; and A. C. Re id, Genoa.
At present 86 herds with more than 4,900 swine are regis-
tered in the project. Fifty-nine veterinarians in 4o Illinois
counties are cooperating with the owners in demonstrating the con-
trol of swine brucellosis, also called infectious abortion.
Dr. B, W. Kingrey, Lena, has enrolled 10 Stephenson coun-
ty herds in Project 1046. Other leading counties Include Tazewell,
Knox, Greene, Iroquois, Champaign, DeKalb, Edgar, Logan, McLean,
Sangamon and White.
State accreditation has been awarded 21 of the herds en-
rolled in the project. Accreditation is made by the State Depart-
ment of Agriculture on the recommendation of the College of Veteri-
nary Medicine. Breeding herds with no reactors after two tests made
30 to 90 days apart may be recommended for accreditation. Prom then
on, annual tests are necessary in order to keep the accredited
standing.
Besides being capable of infecting cattle, diseased swine
may cause undulant fever in man. To aid in the control of this
health menace, the College of Veterinary Medicine furnishes veteri-
narians with sterile vials used in collecting blood samples and makes
laboratory tests without charge. The farmer pays only the fee of
the veterinarian who collects the sample.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JANUARY 26, 19^8
DHIA Reports for December
URBANA, ILL., Jan. . The 11-cov diary herd of J. B.
Stouffer, Sterling, Whiteside county, ranked highest in butterfat
production for December among the state's 1,302 herds participating
in dairy herd improvement associations.
Announcement of the herd standings vas made here today
by C
. S. Rhode and J. G. Cash, specialists in dairy extension at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture, who supervise
the D. H. I. A. testing.
Stouffer' s herd averaged 57.2 pounds of butterfat per
cov compared vlth the state average of 25.^ pounds for the month.
The Effingham No. 1 association, C. R. Mann, tester,
placed first among the associations with an average butterfat pro-
duction of 33-7 pounds per cow.
Other high individual herds for December included: Donald
Elliott, Edinburg, Macon county, 5^.2 pounds butterfat per cow;
Walk Bros., Neoga, Effingham No. 1 association, 51.6 pounds; H. H.
Mooberry & Sons, Peoria, Tazewell No. 1, 51.1 pounds; Buford Bros.,
Stockton, Jo Daviess No. 1, 50.8 pounds; R. M. Bennethum, Preeport,
Stephenson No. 1, 50,4 pounds; William White, Ottawa, LaSalle No. 2,
kj A pounds; Raymond Wlttenborn, Sparta, St. Clair-Monroe-Randolph,
46.4 pounds; Loren Hoge, Harmon, Bureau No. 2, 45.9 pounds; and
Carl Polgate & Boals, Dakota, Stephenson No. 3, 44.9 pounds.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, JANUARY 29, 19^8
National 4-H Club Winner Speaks
URBANA, ILL., Jan. 29--Parm and Home Week visitors at
the University of Illinois will hear an Illinois farm boy give his
views on the problems of soil conservation.
The speaker will be William McDonald, 20-year-old Win-
nebago county k-E club member, who was named 19^7 state and na-
tional winner of the soil conservation contest. He received a
$200 educational scholarship and an expense-paid trip to the Na-
tional Club Congress in Chicago last December for his work in re-
building a run-down 80-acre farm.
McDonald will review his experiences in a talk, "Youth
Looks at Conservation," scheduled for Thursday, February 12, in
the University auditorium on the campus.
Farm and Home Week, February 9-13, is expected to at-
tract more than 5,000 Illinois people to the University. All
departments of the College of Agriculture are cooperating in pre-
senting the latest in farm and home research to the visitors.
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Svlne Growers to Meet
URBANA, ILL., Jan. 29--Illlnols svlne growers are in-
vited to a spring Swine Growers' Day at the University of Illi-
nois, Urbana, Thursday, April 8, announces Dr. J. L. Krider,
professor of animal science in the College of Agriculture.
Although the full program has not heen announced, it
will open with an inspection of the University's swine farm and
the experimental work. Reports will be made on current research
projects by members of the staff.
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33,000 Animal Specimens Examined by UI
URBAWA, ILL., Jan. 29--MDre than 33,000 specimens from
domestic and wild animals, submitted by Illinois veterinarians,
farmers and pet owners, have been examined by the University of
Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine diagnostic laboratories
since June 19^7. The specimens varied from rabbits and monkeys
to milk, oats and turkey blood.
The work also included tests for 86 owners of purebred
swine enrolled in Project 10^6, the antibrucellosis demonstration-
al project of the Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics, University of Illinois, Twenty- one of the 86 enrolled
herds have been accredited. Accreditation is given to breeding
herds that have no brucellosis reactors after two tests made 30
to 90 days apart.
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Named to Advisory Committee
URBAM, ILL., Jan. 29- -Dean H. P. Rusk of the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture has released the names of ad-
visory committee members for the several departments or divisions
of the college as approved by the Board of Trustees.
General committee: Ernest D. Lawrence, Danvers, agricul-
tural economics; T. J. Shambaugh, Jr., Oakley, agricultural engi-
nooring; Charles B. Shioman, Sullivan, agronomy; L. E. Mathers, Mason
City, animal science; W. J. Svayer, Chicago, dairy husbandry;
James Sykora, Chicago, floriculture; and Howard M. McDonald, Triv-
oli, forestry.
Agricultural economics: John P. Hanna, Geneseo; Pred
E, Herndon, Macomb; Earl M. Hughes, Woodstock; Ernest D. Lawrence,
Danvers; H. H. McLaughlin, Salem.
Agricultural engineering: W. H. Beauman, Tunnel Hill:
Gilbert W, Brown, Geneseo; Royal Cakes, Bluffs; T. J. Shambaugh,
Jr., Oakley.
Agronomy {farm crops): Roy Burrus, Arenzville: J. R.
Holbert, Bloomington: J. R. Huey, Carthage t L. L. Lowe, Aroma Park.
(Soils): ^fa.rion Finley, Hoopeston; C. B. Shuman, Sullivan; Earl C.
Smith, Detroit.
Animal Science: Lyman Bunting, Ellery; Arley Hohenboken,
Geneseo, L. E. Mathers, Mason City; J. C. McLean, Quincy; Charles
Meek, Carrollton; J. R. Pulkerson, Jerseyville, honorary member.
Dairy husbandry: Lucian Dressel, Granite City; P. H.
Kullmo-n, Jr., Chicago; Chester J. McCord, Newton; W. J. Swayer,
Chicago
.
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Add l--Advisory Committee
Floriculture: Rudolph Ellsworth, Downers Grove: Vfllllam
G. Loveridge, Peoriaj James Sykora, Chicago; P. A. Washburn, Bloom-
ington; William J. Werstler, Chanpcicn.
Forestry: L. A. Abbott, Morrison; Howard M. McDonald,
Trivoli; Mrs. C. Phillip Miller, Chicago.
Horticulture: Leo J. Hagemann, Peoria; Vilas Hensel,
Princeton; Lloyd A. Koritz, Rochelle; David B. Perrine, Centralia;
Paul Ringhausen, Hamburg.
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Farm News
^ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE SUNDAY FEBRUARY 8, 1948
Tractor Care and Repair
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 8. In the face of possible shortages
of fuel for farm machines this spring, farmers may well look to
increasing the efficiency of their equipment.
Checking a tractor for repairs and adjustments each
year, or at other regular intervals, catches all the loose bolts
and nuts and the parts that need adjusting or replacing--a pre-
caution that prevents serious delays in the field. Every repair
and adjustment should be made just as soon as the need is found.
R. I. Shawl, University of Illinois agricultural engineer,
reports that a tractor in good repair can operate on two to three
less gallons of fuel than the tractor with faulty operation.
When the fuel saved on each tractor is multiplied by the 204,000
tractors in Illinois over a season's operation, the potential
saving in fuel becomes significant.
Tractor operators who depend on servicing by dealers
should give the repairmen as much time as possible to do the work.
There are now about 135 farm tractors per dealer in the state,
and that is a sizeable niimber for one dealer to service.
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Tractor Care and Repair- -add 1
Another University agricultural engineer, H. P. Bateman,
reports on tests with farm tractors used for eight to 10 years,
which show that performance can be improved by making minor ad-
justments. For example, the power of one tractor was increased
from 23 to 28 horsepower by adjusting the magneto so that it
would not retard itself when running. The tractor used about the
same amount of fuel per hour to develop the 23 horsepower and the
28 horsepower.
Economy was further improved after the magneto adjust-
ment by regulating the carburetor. Fuel consumption was decreased
from k^ gallons to three gallons an hour to develop the same
amount of power, or a saving of 10 to 12 gallons per 10-hour day.
After testing 12 tractors, Bateman believes that many of
the old tractors can be made to give good power and fuel perform-
ance with good servicing, correct adjustment and timely repairs.
Although he does not minimize the need for new tractors on many
farms, he did emphasize the fact that proper repairs, made at the
right time, can keep many old machines working satisfactorily.
Among the parts that need checking for possible adjustment are
the carburetor, governor, timing, manifold and valves.
L. H. Simerl, agricultural economist, believes that trac-
tor fuel will cost much more in 1948 than in 19^7. Trends in re-
cent years Indicate that fuel costs will be high for a long time.
"When the average level of prices comes down, prices of
fuel are not expected to decline nearly so much as prices of farm
products," Simerl declared. "The talk about the need to spend
eight billion dollars to construct synthetic oil plants Indicates
the seriousness of the problem.
"Synthetic fuel plants will not reduce fuel costs but
will come as a result of high prices for crude oil."
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Save Spring Figs
URBAM, ILL., Feb. 12. Illinois hog men who wish to
avoid severe baby pig losses this spring will find a key in the
records of 19^7, according to Dr. C. C. Morrill, University of
Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
A survey conducted in 11 Illinois hog-raising counties
by the veterinary college indicated that hi percent of the losses
in newborn spring pigs last year were caused by chilling and
lowered sugar content in the blood.
Artificial heat provided in brooders during the first
days after farrowing in cold weather vrill help to save pigs whose
dams give little milk. l-Then artificial heat is used, the pigs can
use more of their food for growing and less for maintaining their
body temperatures. Veterinary treatment often helps low milk-
producing sows.
Baby-pig losses within the first two weeks from other
causes were: 25 percent from nutritional problems; 1? percent
from diarrhea; and 17 percent from a combination of causes. Many
of these miscellaneous deaths were caused by brucellosis, poor
mothers and poor housing. In pigs from two to seven weeks old,
anemia, influenza and enteritis were the worst killers. Some
farmers reported they wouldn't have saved any pigs without using
brooders and artificial heat.
,
Llvablllty in baby pigs is also aided by an alert care-
taker, healthy sows bred to healthy sires, proper equipment, proper
nutrition during gestation and lactation, supplying iron to the
(baby pigs within a few days after birth, creep-feeding after the
fourth week and strict sanitation.
Is
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RELEASE FEBRUARY 8, 19^8
UI Farm and Home Week
URBAKA, ILL., Feb. 8. Upwards of 5,000 persons are ex-
pected to converge on the campus of the University of Illinois
here tomorrow for the opening sessions of the 47th annual Farm
and Home Week.
The traditional event, held under the auspices of the
College of Agriculture, represents a keystone in the farm program
calendar of the state for the year. Illinois farm and home leaders
will take part in the five-day program.
Allan B. Kline, president of the American Farm Bureau Fed-
eration, will address the opening session tomorrow afternoon on
"Our Future and Europe's Food." Kline succeeded Edward A. O'Neal
as president last December at the annual meeting of the federa-
tion in Chicago. He has long been a farm leader in his native
state of Iowa and more recently in two trips to Europe helped to
form the International Federation of Agricultural Producers.
The annual meeting of the Illinois Farmers' Institute
is scheduled to be held following Kline's address. J. C. Spltler,
associate director of extension. University of Illinois, will
preside.
Rural youth of the state will get the jump on their
alders, as several hundred are expected to register for a morn-
ing program. Oliver Caldwell, Washington, D.C., division of in-
jternational exchange of persons, will open the youth program with
in address, "American Youth and a United World."
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UI Farm and Home Week- -add 1
Afternoon programs will Include sessions for special-
interest groups, Including homemakers', veterinary medicine, agri-
cultural engineering, feeds and feeding, beekeeping, and a rural
pastors' short course.
The program will continue through Friday, with fathers
and mothers occupying the classrooms of the University hulldlngs
vacated by their sons and daughters in the between- semester pe-
riod of the school year.
A staff of nearly one hundred vrlll be presenting ap-
proximately 300 different programs on all major phases of home-
making, livestock and crop production, agricultural engineering,
soil conservation, and economic information.
General sessions will be held each afternoon in the
university auditorium, when prominent speakers will be presented.Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Raymond Sayre, Aclcworth, Iowa, president
01 the Associated Country Women of the World, speaks on "Europe
as I See It
; Professor Earl L. Butz, head of the department of
agricultural economics, Purdue University, speaks Wednesday after-
noon on, Citizenship Responsibility Called Price of Freedom."-Professor John Klassen, Bluffton college, Bluffton, Ohio, pre-
sents an illustrated lecture on Thursday afternoon- whll4
'^^'^^i'^'^h^?
session of the Week on Friday morning. Dean H,
I lu^
University's College of Agriculture and Dean H. R.
or the College of Commerce will speak.
^„>,. .1,
^®l^ted interest groups will be meeting on the campusduring the week for their annual meetings and special dinners.
m„ ^ .
'llinois Home Bureau Federation meets Monday andTuesday morning and Wednesday evening. The annual Stockmen's
^S?^J Tuesday evening will be addressed by Charles E. Snyder,
tho Tni°
the Chicago Dally Drovers Journal. On Wednesday evening
banm,Ai^nni%K''°?.n^?^'^?''®S^''^ Association will hold their annualquet, and the Illinois Rural Life conference their annual dinner.
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On Thursday there will be a dinner honoring Illinoisarme s who have cooperated in farm-account-keeping projects for
i?irS^L°J>,"?''®' ^""^ ^^® Illinois Turkey Growers' association
noT. 5S?.^ ? t'^'^^l banquet and meeting. Friday noon the 1111-
?hi?. H f ^P"" Managers and Rural Appraisers have scheduled
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RELEASE FEBRUARY 5, 19^8
UI to Sponsor Limber Course
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 5--A lumber-grading short course
planned to train personnel of the sawmilllng and vood-using in-
dustries and lumber wholesalors and retailers in the principles
of inspecting and grading hardvood lumber will be held by the
University of Illinois on Msrch 8-12.
The school will be under the supervision of L. B. Cul-
ver, University of Illinois extension forester, and will be held
at the Women's building. State Fair Grounds, Springfield.
"This short course offers those employed in the lumber
industry an opportunity to understand the rules as well as to get
some practice in grading lumber. It should be particularly help-
ful to persons who are planning a career in the hardwood business,"
Culver said.
L. C. Nicely, New York, deputy inspector of the Nation-
al Hardwood Lumber association, will serve as an instructor. He
has conducted similar schools in other states and has been doing
lumber inspection work for more than 25 years. Information on
wood growth and structure and on lumber seasoning will be given
by C. S. Walters, assistant professor in forest utilization re-
search in the University's department of forestry.
Registration in the course is limited to 25, and ap-
plications for enrollment will be accepted until March 1 by the
department of forestry, University of Illinois College of Agricul-
ture, 219 Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
Nev Fertilizer Grade
FOR RELEASE FEBRUARY 15, I948
URBANA, ILL. Feb is r-im-t^^.^
,
1^., 1.80. 15--Llmited quantities of a nev
rertllLer grade, 16-20-0, are now being offered for sale to
Illinois farmers, reports A. L. Lang, agronomist, University
of Illinois College of Agriculture.
The nev grade has the advantage of being highly con-
:Z:T 'T ^"' ""^^" " "^ ^-^^ '' ..n.«Iegu.Lu3crops for nitrogen and phosphorus, if potasslu. Is lov, it
vlll have to be supplied additionally or by usln^ nth.of fertilizer. ^ ®^ grades
factory resi^L^ \^L%'j.^^S.'^^L\\'^ ^-^ -tls-
returns should be obtained vhen ?t '1 . L^^i'"^''®' ^^^^ S°°ddeficient soils at the ?lte ol 200 tn ^nn^'^^^'i °^ nitrogen-disked m ahead of spring graLo? cSrn "^^^^^^ ^" ^'^^ ^^^
trogen and^^SoSph^JS^ moirexpenfl?e"?h.^°rr""- ^^^^^ ^he nl-vhen purchased In ammonJSS nU?a?e or rn?v''^^ '^"^ nutrient
„„,
. ,.
'''^'^^^® °^ ^°°1^ or superphosphate.
kind Of fermi^^'^itt'^^ofh^f ''^^^^^^^ f^o«t the use of this
actual productivity oftSeso?l?.^h^r'^'' '° ^^^^ ^^^t thepointed out. "16-20-0 lUrl I ^^ being Increased," Langlal, cannot subs^ltuteVoi th^^ °^^^'' ^^^^^ ^^^^ supply mater-building practices. sSch as l?n,?nr°^'^" recommended s?iL "^ing organic mtter' to the son ^' growing legumes and return-
of the crops 'irthl" rotew;S ^^^^^^^^ supply plant food for alllegumes and rock or sSp^rpSSspSate'"'"^ "' ^''' limestone,
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FOR RELEASE FEBRUARY 15, 19^8
Dairy Outlook Good
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 15--The prices received and the de-
mand for dairy products are expected to be about the same this
year as In 19^7, believes C. S. Rhode, dairy extension special-
ist. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Higher feed prices make it essential to pay special
attention to dairy cattle feeding problems. Opportunities for
saving expensive and badly needed grain are being continually
reported, Rhode says.
Dairy herd improvement association testers in White-
side county told of one cooperator vho was feeding his cows
grain from a basket and guessing at the amount to give each cow.
When the testers measured the grain fed, it was found that he
was overfeeding his 15 cows about 100 pounds of grain a day. By
feeding according to production, he was able to save nearly a
ton and half of grain in one month, or a cash saving of about
$156.
Another new D.H.I. A. member was feeding his cows
about twice as much grain as they needed to meet production re-
quirements. After feeding was balanced according to production,
the monthly feed bill was reduced about $70. and he made about
$100 more above feed cost the following month.
Experiences like these show that it is wise to feed
covs a carefully balanced grain mixture and to feed strictly ac-
cording to production, Rhode declared. Holstein and Brown Swiss
cows should be fed one pound of grain daily for every four
pounds of milk Produced, and Jerseys and Guernseys should re-
ceive one pound of grain for about every three pounds of milk
, produced. In addition, plenty of water should be provided, and
!
good roughage should be fed.
!
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RELEASE ON RECEIPT
Report Corn Hybrid Tests
URBANA, ILL., Feb. --Two hundred ninety-five corn
hybrids were tested by the University of Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station during 19^7. Fifty- two companies, individu-
als and the Illinois Station furnished seed for the tests.
Most of the hybrids selected for testing are grown
extensively in the state, while some were included because they
had shown promise for commercial production in preliminary tests.
Results of the tests were reported at Urbana during
the 47th annual Farm and Home Week program. Evaluation studies
of hybrids are made every year by the University to help growers
select hybrids best suited to their local conditions.
Growers were cautioned to study carefully the results
in Bulletin 527, "19^7 Illinois Hybrid Corn Tests," before de-
ciding which hybrids to grow. This bulletin may be obtained free
at the office of the county farm adviser or from the College of
Agrlcul ture , Urbana
.
An average yield of 73-0 bushels an acre on the Gales-
burg field in west north-central Illinois was the highest in
the state, reports J. P. Rundquist, agronomy department of the
college. On the other test fields, average per acre yields
j
were: Sheldon, 71.1 bu.; Sullivan, 63.8; Alhambra, 48.5; Wood-
I
stock> 42.3; Dixon Springs (bottomland), 41.7; and Dixon Springs
(upland), 34.0.
The five highest yielding hybrids in the three-year
summaries are as follows:
TV.J.-T 'V. I--
A :; r . :.'
aae ea'
i.Oiiri ^7»i-
"y-
Report Corn Hybrid Tests--Add 1 RELEASE ON RECEIPT
Northern Illinois: Furr 67A, Sleben S-450, Doubet D-1,
Nichols 5A and DeKalb 609 . West North-Central: Pioneer 339,
Pioneer 304, Doubet D-72, Kelly K-37^ and Holmes Utility 39.
East North-Central: Pioneer 313B, Pioneer 304, Morton M-380,
Prey 644 and Pioneer 332. South Central: Doubet D-4l, Bear OK-40,
Producers 1050, Illinois 21 and Pioneer 313B. Southern: Whis-
nand 91? (W), Illinois 200, U.S. I3, Funk G-80 and Pioneer 332.
Extreme Southern: Vfhisnand 905 (W), Keystone I06 (W), Whisnand
917 (W), P.A.G. 6i'2' (¥') and Love 855 (W)
.
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RELEASE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13; 19^8
Hybrid Corn Big Business
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 13--It is no accident that the
hybrid seed corn business In Illinois totals approximately
$35,000,000 annually.
Excellent land, fine climate., superior hybrid combin-
ations, desirable production practices, modern processing facil-
ities and conscientious producers all go to place the state in
a position of leadership, declares R. W. Jugenheimer, professor
of plant genetics, University of Illinois College of Agricul-
ture. He reported that Illinois produces about three and one-
half million bushels of seed corn a year and is recognized as
a leading exporting state.
"The development of hybrid corn for commercial plant-
ing is perhaps the most striking advance in the long history
of corn," Jugenheimer says. "Corn yields in Illinois during
the past 10 years, when hybrids have been grown almost exclusive-
ly, average 15 bushels an acre more than during the previous
70 years, v:hen open-pollinated varieties were grown."
Hybrid corn acreage in the U.S. increased from 143,000
in 1933 to almost 62 million in 19^7. Illinois grows about
nine million acres of corn each year. Thus the 15-bushel per
acre increase means that the state has averaged about 135 million
extra bushels of corn each year because of hybrids.
The entire hybrid corn research program in the U.S.
has cost about $10,000,000, Jugenheimer says, but it has been
-J,
-"rjQ'i ev-
Hybrid Corn Big Business--Add 1 RELEASE FEBRUARY 13, 19^8
a profitable Investment. In 19^6 the hybrid corn crop paid
the American farmer a dividend of $750,000,000.
Research with hybrid corn was started at the Univer-
sity of Illinois about 50 years ago. Selection for high and low
protein and high and low oil in corn has been continued since
1896. The 1947 crop represents the 48th generation of this
experiment. The protein in the high-protein strain ranges from
18 to 20 percent, while in the low-protein strain it ranges
from 6 to 8 percent. The high-oil strain ranges from 12 to
14 percent compared to 1.25 to 1.5 percent for the low-oil
strain.
Jugenheimer compared research to an insurance policy,
stating that we must pay annual premiums if the insurance is to
be of any real benefit.
"True cooperation between all interested parties, ade-
quate financial support and plenty of trained personnel will
help to insure that Illinois will remain in the forefront of
hybrid seed corn production.
"Every extra bushel of salable hybrid seed corn pro-
duced per acre here in Illinois represents an additional mil-
lion dollars to our hybrid seed corn industry."
Jugenheimer heralds corn as the most important crop
in American agriculture. The corn fields of the United States
produce more wealth than its coal fields, oil wells or metal
mines. Corn has over 500 different uses. Directly and in-
directly, it provides America with more food and feed than any
other cereal crop, and it yields more industrial products than
any other grain.
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 19^8
Regnler Is Chairman of National k-E Committee
Chairman of the nevly appointed National 4-H Club
Recreation Committee is E. H. Regnler, associate professor in
rural sociology extension. University of Illinois College of
Agriculture. The committee was appointed by the United States
Department of Agriculture to develop a program in recreation
and rural arts for the nation's 1,700,000 4-H Club girls and
boys.
The committee will be responsible for selecting a
program in music and dramatics, art appreciation, hobbies,
athletics and other recreational activities, suitable for
^-H Club members in all parts of the United States.
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RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 19^8
Complete Dam Near Montlcello for 4-H Camp
Urbana, 111., Feb. I9.--A 350-foot dam on the State 4-H
Memorial Camp site near Monticello has been completed, according
to an announcement made yesterday by H. W. Gilbert, assistant
professor of landscape gardening extension, University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture.
Gilbert stated that the dam will provide a three-acre,
5,500,000-gallon capacity lake for fishing, boating and vater-
front activities for the 19^8 4-H summer camping season. Spring
rains are expected to fill the lake to a depth of 10 feet.
Initial surveys of the area were made last sximmer, and
actual construction operations were started December 8, 19^7.
Structural features of the dam include a tile drainage
system designed to intercept seepage water. Provisions also
have been made for draining the lake periodically to control fish
population and aquatic growth.
According to Gilbert, the area surrounding the small
lake will be used for 4-H camping until the permanent State Me-
morial Camp has been developed. After completion of Memorial
Camp, the area will be developed into permanent picnic, recreation
and day- camping grounds.
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FOR RELEASE FEBRUARY 22, 19^8
D.H.I. A. Proves Bulls
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 22--The ability of about 170 bulls
to transmit production to their daughters was proved in the dairy
herd Improvement associations of Illinois in 19^7, reports
C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist, University of Illinois
College of Agriculture. About one-half of this number increased
the production of their daughters over that of their dams, and
about half lowered production. At least five dam-and-daughter
comparisons were made for each bull
.
"The information obtained shows that a great many of
the herd sires that have been used in Illinois herds and others
that are now in service do not have the ability to improve the
herd," Rhode observed.
In contrast he pointed to the results obtained from
the bulls used in the three cooperative artificial breeding
associations in the state. Two hundred unselected daughters of
bulls used in one of these associations averaged 450 pounds of
butterfat, considerably better than the production of their
dams and twice that of the average cow in the state.
At present these artificial breeding associations are
operating in 72 organized counties, and more than 20,000 farmers
are using the service. Judging from the results, it would seem
that thousands of other farmers could profit by breeding their
cows to these high-class bulls, Rhode said.
Interested farmers can obtain more information from
the county farm advisor or by writing the dairy production de-
partment. University of Illinois, Urbana.
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FOR RELEASE FEBRUARY 23, 19^8
Artificial Breeding Popular
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 23- -Illinois farmers and dairymen
are rapidly learning the advantages of breeding their cows and
heifers artificially, according to Dr. L, E. Boley, University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Farm horses and cattle have been bred artificially in
the United States for many years, but only recently has artificial
breeding become available to most farmers , Doctor Boley said.
The first cooperative breeding association in America vas organ-
ized In Nev Jersey in 1938.
During the past nine years, many cattle breeding assoc-
iations have been organized throughout the United States. At
present Illinois has three cooperative breeding associations that
provide service in 72 counties. Some of the advantages of art-
ificial breeding are:
1. The use of valuable proved sires can be increased
many times.
2. Small herd owners can have the use of outstanding
sires and eliminate the danger and expense of keeping a herd
sire on the farm.
3. Outstanding animals can be mated even though they
may be hundreds of miles apart.
4. It is possible to keep better breeding records.
Artificial breeding will not cure sterility, nor is it
satisfactory to use if cows are not in good breeding health.
Doctor Boley emphasized. The practice requires expensive labora-
jtory equipment and proper facilities as well as well trained per-
sonnel who can devote their full time to the job. If artificial
(breeding is to be successful, it cannot be undertaken in a hap-
jiazard way.
_q_
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RELEASE FEBRUARY 2^, 19^8
Study Illinois Uoodlands
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 2^1- -Growth performance In 19 select-
ed farm woodlands in Illinois netted average earnings of $4.79
an acre annually, according to L. B. Culver, extension forester.
University of Illinois College of Agriculture and State Natural
History Survey. The studies were made on permanent plots located
in upland oak-hickory woodlands set out for educational pur-
poses 10 and 15 years ago.
"Primary factors contributing to the better- than-
average growth on these plots include absence of grazing by do-
mestic livestock, absence of fire, and sound cutting practices,"
the forester reported. "We have known for many years that both
livestock and fire damage timber by making the larger trees de-
fective and by destroying the yo\ing ones."
Culver's analysis shows a close relationship between
the cash value of the growth and the volume of growth in board
feet.
The Mrs. Jacob Dunkel woodland in Wabash county topped
all plots with a grov/th rate of 5^1 board feet an acre annually
and a corresponding value of $10.51, also the highest in the
series
.
The highest total growth occured in Marion county in
the Fred J. Blackburn woodland, where 1.86 standard cords an
acre annually were produced. Production averages of the 19
woodlands are well above the average for the state.
The plots averaged 1.04 standard cords an acre annual-
ly, or 324 board feet, on which the $4.79 net return is based. The
average for all woodlands in Illinois as determined by the Amer-
ican Forestry association in the forest appraisal 2 1/2 years ago
is 107 board feet for upland timber and 162 board feet as a
weighted average to include both upland and bottomland.
Even as good as the growth rate is on these plots.
Culver believes, it can be further increased. He described a
highly desirable type of stand as one in which good varieties of
trees have enough room for rapid growth but in which neither soil
nor space is wasted.
Culver points out that professional assistance is avail-
able through the Illinois farm forestry program to all woodland
owners of the state who wish to make their woodlands more pro-
ductive and profitable.
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ERSITY Of ItllNOIS COllEOE Of AGBICUITURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE THtmSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1948
Mai-oh 1 to 7 13 Watlon;,! h-n club VI^.v
"RBANA, ILL., Peb. 26.-IlUnoi3 4-H Club
-e^bera vlll
Place special e.pbasla on the the.e "Oreatl., Better Homes Toaa.for a More Responsible Citizenship Tomorrow" during National 4-HOlub VeeK, March 1 to T, according to an announcement b. the state
*-H Club sta« at the University of Illinois College of Agrlcul-
ture.
A state-vide campaign Is planned for that week to en-
courage girls and bovs h«tu«an i-uD y be wee the ages of 10 and 21 years to be-
come 4-H Club members and tr. hoir, ^uo o elp them get started in 4.H Club
work.
The Illinois 4-H membership goal for 1948 Is 55,000 mem-be-, according to Anna Searl and E. I. Piie,,rd, state 4-H Club
staff members. The. pointed out that this figure represents an
girls and boys of 4-H Club age,
-0-
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RELEASE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 19^8
President Truman Issues National 4-H Message
URBANA, 111., Feb. 26. -President Truman has Issued a
special message to America's 1,700,000 ^-H Club girls and boys,
officially setting the stage for observance of National 4-H Club
Week, March 1 to 7
.
"You are to be congratulated on the theme chosen for
this year's National 4-H Club Week, 'Creating Better Homes Today
for a More Responsible Citizenship Tomorrow. • It is a message
that is deep-rooted in the American way of life," asserted the
President.
"In the family circle we learn by dally experience that
liberty carries with it some essential obligations that each of
us must respect if we are to Insure harmonious family living. In
a highly scientific age like ours, this concept is one that should
extend beyond the family into the larger community and the hinnan
society of which all of us are a part. I hope you will succeed
in your goal of reaching every rural boy and girl with your mes-
sage," President Trvmian stated.
-0-
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RELEASE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27
DHIA Winners foi'' January
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 27. -For the second successive month,
the 14-cov dairy herd of J. B. Stouffer, Sterling, Whiteside
county, topped 1,460 Illinois herds in average butterfat produc-
tion for January. The herds are all enrolled in dairy herd im-
provement associations.
Announcement of the herd standings were made here by
C. S. Rhode and J. G. Cash, specialists in dairy extension at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Stouffer's herd averaged 55.1 pounds of butterfat per
cov compared with the state average of 27.2 pounds per cow for
the month.
The Effingham No. 1 association, Clarence R. Mann, tester,
again led the associations for the second successive month with
an average butterfat production of 35.8 potmds per cow for the 299
cows in 21 herds.
Other high individual herds for January include Walter J.
Harms, Flanagan, Livingston county, 5^.6 pounds butterfat per cow;
Robert Stiff, Dundas, Richland county, 54.2 pounds: Donald Elliott,
Edinburg, Macon county, 53.1 pounds; Walk Bros., Neoga, Effingham No. 1,
52.2 pounds; Allen Daws, Lena, Stephenson Mo. 1 association, 51.3 pounds;
Ray E. Meyer, Roselle, Cook, 50.1 pounds; Buford Bros., Stockton,
Jo Daviess No. 1, 49.9 pounds; Mrs. Maud Martin, Kankakee, 48.9
pounds; and J. D. Milliken, Princeton, Bureau No. 1 association,
48.4 pounds.
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RELEASE SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 29
Svlne Spread Brucellosis to Man
URBANA, ILL., Feb. 29. -Farmers who assist sows at pig-
ging time should guard themselves against infection, warns
Dr. E. A. Woelffer, extension specialist. University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Failure to wash and disinfect the hands properly after
helping the sovr to pig may result in a long period of sickness
from undulant fever, the human form of swine brucellosis. Research
has proved that the brucellosis germ can enter the body even
through the unbroken skin, Doctor Woelffer said.
Erysipelas is another disease which man can get from
swine. This germ enters the body through cuts or breaks on the
hands. Plenty of soap and water and a good antiseptic are good
insurance against either undulant fever or erysipelas.
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RELEASE MONDAY, MARCH 1
Lumber Grading Course
URBANA, ILL., March 1.--A few more registrations can be
accommodated for the lumber grading short course to be conducted
March 8-12 by the University of Illinois, reports L. B. Culver,
extension forester. The course will be given at the state fair
grounds in Springfield and is designed to aid those in the lum-
ber industry who wish to learn the rules as well as practice the
grading of lumber.
The course is in charge of Culver, who announced that
registration in the course is limited. L. C. Nicely, New York,
an inspector of the National Hardwood Lumber association, who has
been conducting similar schools for the past 25 years, will aid
in the instructional work. C. S. Walters, assistant professor in
forest utilization research at the University will present infor-
mation on wood growth and structure and on lumber seasoning.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, MARCH 5, 19^8
Milk Price Studies
URBANA, ILL., MARCH 5--Dr. R. W. Bartlett, University
of Illinois agricultural economist, will serve as chairman of a
five-man committee named to study milk prices in St. Louis and
Kansas City. The study is being made at the direction of the
federal milk market administrators of the tvo cities.
Other members of the committee are Dr. George Montgomery,
Kansas State College; Dr. E. H. Matzen, University of Missouri;
Father Leo Brown, St. Louis University; and Don Henry, St. Louis
Federal Reserve Board.
In addition to directing the new study. Dr. Bartlett
is chairman of the committee on consxamptlon and demand studies
of the agricultural experiment stations in the north central states,
and secretary of the Midwestern Milk Marketing conference which
is being held at East Lansing, Michigan, April 2-3.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, MARCH 8, 19^8
Fishing and Farm Pond Mana[,ement--4-H Simuner Camp Activities
URBANA, ILL., MARCH 8--Illlnols 4-H Club members at-
tending State 4-H Memorial Camp this summer will have an opportun-
ity to fish and to learn how to manage farm ponds for fish pro-
duction.
Arrangements will be made to stock the three-acre arti-
ficial lake with large-mouth bass, bluegills and black bullheads
if enough water has collected by April or May.
According to George W. Bennett, head of the aquatic
biology section. State Natural History Survey, many Illinois farm
ponds are poor producers of fish because they are not properly
cropped each year. He points out that recent legislation per-
mitted pond owners to use hoopnets or seines in taking an annual
crop of fish.
Bennett believes that ^-H Club members could learn proper
pond management lessons at Memorial Camp this summer. He also
suggests that instructions in fly and bait casting might be in-
cluded in the 4-H summer camping activities.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, MARCH 8, 19^8
Rural Education Conference
URBANA, ILL., MARCH 8--The third annual conference on
rural education in Illinois will he held at Springfield March
12-13, announces Dr. D. E. Lindstrom, University of Illinois rural
sociologist, and chairman of the state rural education committee,
sponsor of the conference.
The Friday morning session vill hear Dr. Lindstrom
report on school reorganization developments and Professor M. R.
Sumption, University of Illinois ^ discuss "Financing a Sound
Educational Program."
Friday afternoon Dean W. B. Spalding, University of Illi-
nois College of Education, reports on "What Should the Schools Do
for Children and How Can it Be Done?"; Dean Chris DeYoung, Illinois
State Normal University, on "Limitation of Small High Schools and
What Are Desirable Standards?"; and Mrs. Evelyn Damm, president,
Illinois Congress of Parents and Teachers, on "Securing Parent-
Teacher Cooperation and the Teacher's Stake in School Reorgan-
ization. "
The evening program features Professor Edwin Reeder,
University of Illinois, and Vernon L. Nickell, state superintendent
of public instruction.
Walter W, Whitlock, Illinois Agricultural Association,
will discuss safety education in schools at the Saturday morning
program, followed by a panel discussion on the unit versus the
j
dual system in education. Robert Cole, Illinois Association of
School Boards, will speak on policies, and Dr. Howard Bosley,
Southern Illinois University, on "How Can We Implement the Pro-
gram of School Reorganization?"
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 19^8
Seed Oats "Thinly "
URBANA, ILL., MRCH 9--"Thln" seeding of oats has proved
to "be a practice that deserves a second thought.
"Thin" seeding means seeding at the rate of one bushel
an acre compared vlth the usual higher rate.
George H. Dxingan, department of agronomy, University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, reports the results of tests made
at the "thin" seeding rate: At this low rate of seeding, the
strength of straw increased, the plants grew taller and the num-
ber as well as the height of the clover plants Increased. All of
these advantages were obtained with a reduction of only 7 percent
In oat yield.
Seeding oats with a drill at one bushel an acre gave
93 percent as high a yield as seeding at a two-bushel rate. Thin
seeding resulted in taller plants with taller and stiffer stems.
Lodging was noticeably less severe on the plots seeded at the one-
bushel rate.
Red clover seeded in the thin oats did much better than
in the thicker plots. There were 53 percent more clover plants,
and these plants were 22 percent taller in the thin oats at
harvest than in the adjoining plots seeded at the regular two-
bushel rate.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 19^8
Grain Elevator School
URBANA, ILL., MARCH 9— One hundred veterans and non-
veterans engaged in grain elevator operations are expected to
attend their tenth management school in St. Louis March 15, l6
and 17.
The program was announced today by L. P. Stice, Urhana,
University of Illinois agricultural economist and secretary of the
Country Grain and Peed Institute, co- sponsor of the school v:ith
the State Board for Vocational Education.
The program for Monday, the 15th, includes a discussion
of public relations problems of the grain trade by E. G. Cherbon-
nier, feed consultant to the Grain and Feed Dealers National As-
sociation; "River Transportation of Grain" by H. R. Diercks,
Cargill Grain company; "The Freight Car Situation" by H. H. Albers,
Association of American Railroads: and 'Grain Contracts," by
K. Horn, Continental Grain company.
Tuesday's program will feature a movie, "Pillars of
Plenty," and a discussion en "Factors in Grading Wheat and Oats,"
led by \I . B. Combs, extension service, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture. The afternoon program will be the practice grading of
wheat and oats.
On Wednesday a trip will be taken to the Purina-Ralston
farm under the direction of Earl A. Sindecuse, director of the
educational service division.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 19^8
Interstate Conference of State 4-H Personnel
URBANA, ILL., Mar. 12- -State 4-H staff members of the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture are attending an
interstate conference of state 4-H staff personnel at Angola,
Indiana, this week.
Representatives of the Indiana, Ohio and Michigan state
colleges of agriculture also are attending the meeting, as well
as representatives of the United States Department of Agriculture
and the National Committee on Boys and Girls Club Work.
The meetings are being conducted on a workshop basis.
Main topic for discussion is the national 4-H health program.
E. H. Regnier, extension specialist in rural sociology,
will introduce the national 4-H recreation and rural arts pro-
gram to the group. Regnier is chairman of the committee planning
the nev national 4-H activity.
J. C. Spitler, associate director of the Illinois ex-
tension service in agriculture and home economics, is representing
the administrative staffs of the four states taking part in the
[conference. 0. P. Gaebe, Illinois 4-H staff member, is chairman.
The interstate conference will end Saturday.
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POH RELEASE MARCH 12, 19'l8
Newcastle Disease Is Chicken Killer
URBANA, ILL,, March ll--Illlnois poultry flock owners
are finding Newcastle disease a tough foe that strikes hard and
fast.
Eighty cases of Newcastle disease of poultry were re-
ported in 43 Illinois counties from February 11 to December 3I,
1947, according to Dr. P. D. Beamer, University of Illinois Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine. The disease was first found in Il-
linois in 1946, he said.
Many Illinois poultry raisers report that Newcastle
disease is a killer of baby chicks, sometimes causing a death loss
of 75 percent in their broods. The losses reported in laying
flocks are usually less than 10 percent, but egg production often
stops for several weeks
.
Persons buying spring chicks should learn the symptoms
of Newcastle disease. Chicks with the disease gasp and cough and
find it hard to control their neck muscles and legs. They often
stumble around in circles. However, since other poultry diseases
have similar symptoms. Doctor Beamer urges poultrymen who suspect
Newcastle disease to call their local veterinarian.
Preventing Newcastle disease is easier than trying to
make up losses, Doctor Beamer said. His formula for prevention
includes keeping infected birds in a house away from hatching and
brooding houses, letting no one pass between the houses to spread
the disease on shoes or clothing, allowing no visitors in the
poultry house, and keeping birds that have recovered from the
disease separated from healthy flocks.
Thorough cleaning and disinfecting of hatcheries and
brooder houses are essential. Pximigation of clean incubators and
brooder equipment also is a good preventive measure. Doctor
Beamer says.
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FOR RELEASE MARCH 12, 19^8
Files Must Flee
URBANA, ILL., March 12--Parm folk and city dwellers
are lining up a double-barreled attack on the state's fly pop-
ulation! By late spring a large-scale campaign to eliminate
this No. 1 nuisance will be under way in many of the state's
102 counties.
Under the direction of four state-wide organizations,
the "Illinois Ply-Pree Program" calls for the use of strict
sanitary measures, followed by thorough spraying of all premises
with DDT. The University of Illinois Agricultural Extension
Service, Illinois Agricultural Association, Illinois Natural
History Survey and State Department of Public Health are spon-
soring the program.
Farm groups will be asked to help organize the program
in the rural areas, while civic-minded organizations in the city
will be asked to support city-wide programs. H. B. Petty, ex-
tension entomologist, points out what needs to be done to control
flies both in the city and on the farm.
In cities sanitation should be continued through the
Slimmer months. Flies breed in filth. Petty advocates cleaning
up any decaying organic material in city alleys and disposing
of piles of grass clippings. Rotting garden vegetables may also
be a source of flies.
The traditional Spring Clean-Up program in April is a
jgood time to clean all areas that may be a source of fly breeding.
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It will not be possible to eliminate the fly hazard without the
cooperation of the Individual. For this reason, you are asked to
get ready to lend your support at the word from your leaders.
DDT should be sprayed in all areas after the clean-up
,
advises the entomologist. More detailed recommendations will be
given when spraying time comes.
The state-wide program will be carried on in the coun-
ties vmder the leadership of the coimty farm advisers. In the
calendar of events, the last two weeks of May are designated as
the clean-up period, with a wide spraying program to follow im-
mediately. To get the greatest possible results from the program,
the drive will be waged about the same time throughout the state.
The fact that flies spread disease among humans Is
well known. Authorities claim that some 20 diseases are trans-
mitted by flies. Such Information should stimulate all citizens
^
both rural and urban, to determined action to eliminate the fly
menace
,
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Farm News
'"SITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGFncA^»^ULLEGE OF AGRICULTU RE EXTENSION SERVICE
Svine Day at UI
FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, MARCH l8, 1948
UHBANA, ILL., March l8-nUnois hog producers vill
attend a Svlne Growers, day at the University of Illinois
Thursday, April 8, announces Dr. j. l. Krlder, head of the
svine division in the College of Agriculture.
Visiting farmers vill inspect the hog herd that is
used for experimental purposes and rii<.n,,y discuss reports of feeding
experiments during the day-s program.
,
,
'"
^- '• '^^'^' ^^^^ ^--^ ^i-ctor Of the Regional
Svine Breeding Laboratory,
.m report on the s.ine breeding
P-gram, vhile Leslie
.. Heiser, Pisher, Illinois, president
Of the Illinois swine Herd Improvement association, will tell
of a brood sow testing program.
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, MARCH l8, 19^8
Farmhouse Remodeling
(Editor's Note: This is the first of a series of
articles on farmhouse building and remodeling. Problems of
financing, location, type, equipment, safeguards for health,
safeguards against fire and accidents, and building materials
vill be included in the series.)
URBANA, ILL., March l8--Improved farm housing begins
vith planning. And the key to good planning is personal plan-
ning that begins long before detailed drawings can be made or
the improvement started.
Such questions as when to build, how much to spend,
what Improvements to make in an old house and what importance
to give to certain comforts and enjoyments must be decided first.
To aid the farmer and his wife in these planning stages
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture has published
a new guide.
Written as a planning guide rather than as a book of
plans, the 48-page Illustrated circular takes up farm house
problems step by step. It not only lists the housing needs
and points out solutions but also suggests other planning helps.
It deals with "the things that need thinking through before
starting to build or remodel."
Planning aids, money problems, house location, ideas
for planning and requirements for new and remodeled farm homes
are a few of the points covered in the circular. Other items
discussed are planning for health and comfort, safety, fire
protection and durable construction.
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Farmhouse Remodeling- -add 1 RELEASE THURSDAY, MARCH l8
"All evidence points to intense interest in farm
housing/' states Deane G. Carter, professor of farm structures.
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, and one of the
authors of the circular. "Farm families are intensely interested
in making home improvements and in avoiding mistakes that are
expensive and difficult to correct later. The nev circular
will help the builder reach decisions."
Other authors of the publication are Keith Hinch-
cliff, University of Illinois, and Olevia C. Meyer, agent of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Cooperating states in issuing the publication are
Illinois, Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North and South Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
and VJisconsin, and the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Copies of the planning bulletin, "When You Build
or Remodel Your Farmhouse," are available from the Colleges
of Agriculture in the cooperating states. A charge of 10 cents
a copy will be made for general distribution outside the
states named.
Residents of Illinois may obtain a copy from the
county farm adviser or by addressing a request to the College
of Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois, and asking for Regional
Publication No. 8.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1948
Scholarships to UI
URBANA, ILL., March 20--Slx $200 scholarships will he
awarded by the Kroger Company to six outstanding Illinois high
school graduates who will enter the University of Illinois in
the fall of 19^8, it was announced by Associate Dean Robert R.
Hudelson of the College of Agriculture.
The grants will be divided equally among students of
agriculture and home economics. Students will be selected by
the College Scholarship Committee on the basis of scholastic
achievements in high school and on leadership qualities as dem-
onstrated in school, church, 4-H clubs, Future Farmers of America
or similar organizations. ;
Winning students will receive $200 in cash during the
college year. (Application for the scholarships may be obtained
from Robert R. Hudelson, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. Completed applications must be re-
turned to that office by July 1.)
The six Illinois scholarships to be awarded are among
the 77 Kroger scholarships being given during 1948 to outstand-
ing students in midwestern and southern states.
Illinois winners of the Kroger scholarships in 1947
were: Vfayne Svenson Hanner, Elkhart; William R. Hobson, White
Hall; Charles Stoutenborough, Maroa; Gene Lenore Bischoff , Ur-
bana; Aleita Clements, Wellington; and .Nadyne Elliott, Tolono.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE SUNDAY, MARCH 28, 19^8
Rural Chorus to Canada
UR3ANA, ILL., March 28--The Illinois Rural Chorus has
received an invitation to appear before the Canadian National
Exposition at Toronto this siommer, announces Dr. D. E. Lindstrom,
chorus superintendent and rural sociologist at the University
of Illinois.
Prom three to five hundred members of the 19^8 rural
chorus are expected to make the journey. The details for the
appearance have not been completed.
The dates for the exhibition are August 27 to Septem-
ber 11. The chorus is tentatively scheduled to perform at one
or more of the evening programs during the second week of the
exposition.
E. H. Regnier, Illinois rural recreation specialist,
is associate superintendent of the chorus, and Robert G. Ealey
is chorus director.
Professor Lindstrom said that arrangements had been
made for the chorus to make the trip to Canada in 1942, but the
trip was cancelled because of the war. The proposed trip brings
a resumption of the out-of-state performance trips by the chorus
interrjpted by the war. Th-^ chorus s-:.ng at the New York World's
Fa'.r in 1959 and ngain in 19^0 and at the Southern California
Musical Pie aba in 19^1.
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RELEASE MONDAY, MARCH 29, 19^8
Yellows Resistant Cabbages
URBANA, ILL., March 29--A prevalent and often destruc-
tive soil born© disease of cabbages is known as "yellows."
Germs that cause the disease may live in the soil for
several years, and for this reason control by rotation of crops
is almost impossible.
Lee A. Somers, University of Illinois gardening au-
thority, reports that plant breeders in Wisconsin, New York
and other states have developed several varieties that are re-
sistant to the "yellows" disease. The principal varieties in or-
der of their earliness are:
1. Golden Acre Resistant (also sold as Detroit Re-
sistant). This is a small solid round headed variety. It matures
in 64-66 days.
2. Jersey Queen is a small conical headed variety.
It is not a sure-heading variety in Illinois. It matures in
68-70 days.
3. Marlon Market is the standard yellows resistant
variety. Although primarily an early variety it may also be
grown as a fall crop. Its solid round head is medium in size.
It matures in about 76-78 days.
4. Wisconsin All Season is a large oblate or nearly
drum shaped heading variety. Heads of this shape are somewhat
resistant to bursting. For this reason they are preferred as
midsummer varieties. It matures in about 88-90 days.
5. Wisconsin Ballhead is a distinctly late fall vari-
jety. Its medium sized extremely compact head is excellent both
for kraut and for storage purposes. It matures in about 100 days.
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RELEASE THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 19^8
DHIA Winners for February
URBANA, ILL., March 25--The 19-cov Holstein herd of
Hickory Creek Farm, McHenry county, topped 1,4^3 Illinois herds
in average butterfat production for February. The herds are
all enrolled in dairy herd improvement associations.
0. S. Rhode and J. G. Cash, specialists in dairy exten-
sion here at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture,
made the announcement todajr.
The McHenry county herd averaged 60.6 pounds of butter-
fat per cov compared vith the state average of 26.4 pounds per
cow for the month.
For the third straight month, the Effingham No. 1
association, Clarence R. Mann, tester, again led the associations
with an average butterfat production of 35.3 pounds per cov for
the 297 cows in 21 herds.
Other high individual herds for February Include Joe
Walden, Penfleld, Champaign No. 1, 53.5 pounds; Burdette Walsh
end Son, Charleston, Coles county, 51.2 pounds; J. B. Stouffer,
Sterling, Whiteside county, 51.1 poxinds; Warren Lewis, Qulncy,
Adams county, 50.3 poimdsj Glen Neff and Son, Carthage, .Hancock
county, 49.4 pounds; J. E. Cotner, Bethany, Moultrie county, 48.1
pounds; Melvln Graves, Olney, Ambraw association, 48.0 pounds;
Taft and Bull, Stephenson ootonty No. 2 association, 47.8 pounds;
and Leslie Durward, Thomson, Carroll county, 47.8 pounds.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 19^8
Parm Advisers on Committees
URBANA, ILL., April 1--Nine Illinois county farm ad-
visers have been appointed to ten committees of the National
Association of County Agricultural Agents for 19^8.
V. B. Bunn, Champaign county adviser, is serving as
vice-chairman of the committee on professional improvement and
also as a member of the livestock committee.
Other farm advisers and their committee membership
include Edwin Bay, Sangamon county, chairman of the committee
on coordination vith the U. S. Department of Agriculture; T. W.
May, Madison county, vice-chairman of committee on relations;
0. 0, Movery, ^fecoupin county, publicity; C. A. Hughes, Cook
county, city-county agents; W. P. Coolldge, Livingston county,
rural youth; C. E. Yale, Lee county, vocational agriculture;
Harold N. Myers, DeWitt coionty, soil conservation; and L. E.
McKinzle, Edgar county, agricultural planning.
McKlnzle is serving this year as president of the II-
!
linols state association of farm advisers.
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RELEASE FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 19^8
Treat Garden Seeds
URBANA, ILL., April 2--Good seed may germinate like
poor seed xinless it's protected from soil rot by fungicides,
says M. B. Linn, pathologist, University of Illinois College of
Agriculture. But seed treatment won't make good seed out of
poor seed.
Weak vegetable seeds are generally more susceptible
than good, vigorous seed to rotting in the soil, and that's
vhere fungicides help out.
Linn says the home gardener would be wise to treat
all of his seeds before planting. It would cost only a few
cents to treat all seeds to be sown in the average-sized garden.
Arasan and Spergon are fungicides recommended for
sweet corn. Both kill soil fungi which often attack the seed
and cause it to rot before it has a chance to sprout and come
up. Semesan is another product that is recommended for treat-
ing cabbage, radish, broccoli and cauliflower seed. Spergon
is best suited for peas and also for green and lima beans.
Yellow Cuprocide or Arasan may be used for tomato seed, and
both are excellent for pepper, spinach, cucumber, muskmelon
and eggplant seed. However, if Semesan is the only fungicide
available in your community, it can be used on all kinds of
seeds except lima beans.
"A few companies are now packaging vegetable seeds
that are already treated," Linn reported. If you notice some
colored material on the seeds when the package is opened, read
the label to see whether the seed has been treated with a fungi-
cide. This will be your insurance policy against seed decay
and damplng-off, which is another disease."
Seed can be treated by shaking the proper fungicide
and the seed together in a small glass jar. Directions for
using the fungicide are given In a publication, "The Illinois
Garden Guide," available at the office of your county farm adviser,
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RELEASE MONDAY, APRIL 5, 1948
UI Swine Day
URBANA, ILL., April 5-
-Advancements in svine breeding
will be reviewed Thursday as Illinois Swine Growers' Day is
observed here at the University of Illinois College of Agricul-
ture.
Swine growers of Illinois and other midvestern states
are invited to attend and take part in the day's program, ac-
cording to Dr. J. L. Krider, head of the University's swine
division, who has arranged the program.
Following an Informal inspection of the swine herd
and experimental work at the farm, visitors will assemble at
the University auditorium at 10:15 a.m., where Dr. L. E. Card,
head of the department of animal science, will preside. Staff
members will present reports on experimental work.
Dr. C. C. Morrill, College of Veterinary Medicine,
will open the afternoon program at 1 o'clock, reporting on
"Necro-Its Control and Treatment": Leslie W. Reiser, Fisher,
president of the Illinois Swine Herd Improvement Association,
Will speak on "Let's Look at a Brood Sow Testing Program"; and
Dr. W. A. Craft, Ames, Iowa, director of the Regional Swine
Breeding Laboratory, will discuss "Progressive Swine Breeding."
Dr. Krider will preside at the afternoon's program.
I
Projects to be reported at the morning program Include
lineal versus pelleted supplement for growing-fattening pigs in
Idrylot; recent results of drylot tests with weanling pigs; and
jalfalfa meal, distillers' solubles, meat scraps and sardine solu-
IjRw'ir"'^^''^'^
^' supplements for sows fed in drylot.
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RELEASE MONDAY, APRIL 5, 19^8
Springtime May Mean Llcetlme In Cattle
URBANA, ILL., April 5--Sprlngtlme may mean llcetlme In
cattle. Cattle seen rubbing against posts, trees or feed bunks
during these early weeks of spring should be checked for lice,
says Dr. E. A. Woelffer, extension specialist. University of
Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Cattle and calves that have been In winter quarters
are sometimes so badly Infested with lice in the spring that
they scratch themselves until they rub off the hair around the
head, neck, tall and withers. Doctor Woelffer says. If the
farmer doesn't kill the lice on his cattle, milk flow may drop
or beef cattle may lose condition.
Beef cattle raisers and dairymen are finding DDT ef-
fective against both the biting and the sucking lice. DDT may
be applied to animals in either the povrder form or the liquid
form as a spray or dip. The sprayer should develop about 250
povmds' pressure when the cattle are treated, the veterinarian
states.
Now that fly time is approaching, a DDT spray may be
used to kill two birds with one stone. Farmers who spray their
animals with two quarts of one-half per cent DDT will control
both the lice and the horn flies. The spray may be made by mix-
ing eight pounds of 50 per cent wettable powder in 100 gallons
of water. Doctor Woelffer says.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL 11, 19^8
Soils Men Meet
URBANA, ILL., April ll--Extension soil conservationists
from the eight north-central states will meet for a conference at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture this week, an-
nounces E. D. Walker, University extension soil conservationist.
The meeting, the first to he held at a state agricul-
tural college, will open Tuesday morning and end Thursday after-
noon. Serving with Walker as hosts for the group will be W. Prarik
Purnell and Alfred Tate, assistant state soil conservationists.
Those invited to attend are J. A. Slipher, Ohio; R. 0.
Cole, Indiana; Leonard Braamse, Michigan; 0. R. Zeasman, Wisconsin:
M. A. Thorfinson, Minnesota; L. E. Clapp, Iowa, and J. W. Fergerson,
Missouri.
W. R, Taescher, Washington, D.C., extension soil conser-
vationist for the federal extension service and graduate of the
University of Illinois, and P. A. Fisher and R. H. Musser of the
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, regional office are also scheduled to he
present.
Members of the Illinois soil conservation advisory'
'committee invited to attend the conference include Dean H. P,
Rusk of the University College of Agriculture; J. C. Spitler,
; associate director of extension; W. L. Burlison, head of the de-
jpartment of agronomy; and B. B. Clark, state conservationist.
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RELEASE MONDAY, APRIL 12, 19^8
B & Conservation Contest
URBANA, ILL,, April 12--For the third consecutive year
twenty-three Illinois counties will have an opportunity to parti-
cipate In a soil conservation contest, announces Ernest D. Walker,
extension soil conservationist at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture. The closing date for entries will be
October 1, 19^8.
The contest, sponsored by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,
is open to conservation-wise farmers served by the railroad in
Illinois counties participating in a soil conservation district.
Coiinties listed include Vermilion, Sangamon, Moultrie,
Champaign, Cass, Douglas, Piatt, Christian, Edgar, Macon, Shelby,
Gallatin, Marlon, Wayne, Effingham, Clay, Hamilton, St. Clair,
Richland, White, Payette, Clinton and Lawrence.
Farm conservation plans started on or after October 1,
19^7, will be in Class I, while plans that were started before
that date will be in Class II. The award to first-place winners
in each class will be a $50 U.S. savings bond, and second-place
winners will receive a $25 bond.
A B & system-wide conservation champion will be named,
who will receive an order for $250 for use in furthering the con-
servation program on his farm. William Redman, Zanesvllle, Ohio,
was the system-wide conservation champion for 19^7.
JRW:lk -0-
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RELEASE TUESDAY, APRIL 13, 19^8
Veterinary College Tests Turkey Blood Samples
URBANA, ILL., April 13--A total of 30,856 blood samples
from breeding turkeys was tested for pullorum disease in the lab-
oratories of the University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine during the 1947-'^8 testing season, Dr. J. 0. Alberts of
the veterinary staff announced today.
Turkey blood samples from 49 turkey farms vere taken
by authorized collectors >/ho sent them to the veterinary college
for diagnosis. Owners of the turkey flocks are members of the
Illinois Turkey Growers association who are cooperating with the
State Department of Agriculture in developing pullorx:im-clean
flocks under the National Turkey Improvement Plan.
After the blood samples have been tested, turkey flocks
are classified as (1) pullorum- tested, (2) pullorum-controlled,
(3) pullorum-passed, or (4) pullorum- clean. By removing reactor
birds after each test and by strengthening flock management
practices, each flock owner works to reach and to keep a pullorum-
clean classification. Eleven Illinois turkey breeders now have
pullorum- clean flocks. Doctor Alberts said.
JRW:lk -0-
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RELEASE WEDNESDAY, APRIL l4, 19^+8
Ladlno for Pasture
URBANA, ILL., April l4--Ladino clover with its high
protein and mineral content, coupled with its ability to stand
close pasturing and severe drought, makes a high-quality pasture
crop, points out H. J. Snider, agronomist. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture.
Samples of Ladino clover cut on May 28 at the Univer-
sity's Dixon Springs Experiment Station vere found to contain
24.1 percent protein compared vrith 15.8 percent protein in red
clover. On this basis the Ladino had 482 pounds of protein per
ton of dry hay, and red clover had only 316 pounds of protein in
a ton.
! Ladino clover sampled on June 10 at the Urbana South
Farm contained 21.8 percent protein, while red clover in full
bloom on this same date contained only 17.5 percent protein. On
the dry basis a ton of Ladino at Urbana contained 436 pounds of
protein, and red clover had only 350 pounds of protein.
"Ladino clover was also found to be very high in min-
eral," Snider reported. "The mineral content of Ladino was
considerably higher than that of red clover. The essential miner-
als ^Tlth which Ladino is so well supplied are phosphorus, potas-
sium, calcium and magnesium."
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RELEASE FRIDAY, APRIL 9, 19^8
UI Swine Growers' Day
URBANA, ILL., April 9--Alfalfa is a gold-medal feed for
growing and fattening pigs. That is what Illinois swine growers
learned at their annual field day held here on Thursday at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Experiments reported hy S. W. Terrill showed that pigs
fed alfalfa meal gained 17 percent more rapidly and ate 8 percent
less feed for every 100 pounds of gain than pigs fed a basal
ration. Investigators reported that every 100 pounds of dehy-
drated alfalfa meal fed to growing pigs was equal in value to
136 pounds of ground corn, 50 pounds of soybean meal, 4.5 pounds
of meat and bone scraps, and 1.2 pounds of minerals.
About one thousand swine producers in Illinois and
other midwest states attended the field day, inspected the Uni-
versity's experimental swine herd and heard reports on research
projects.
Dr. \J
.
A. Craft, Ames, Iowa, director of the regional
swine breeding laboratory, reported on swine breeding experiments.
Leslie W. Heiser, Fisher, Illinois, president of the Illinois
Swine Herd Improvement association, explained the place of a
brood sow testing program, and Dr. C. C. Morrill, College of
Veterinary Medicine, described "necro" disease, its control
;and treatment.
Members of the swine division of the University told
Df feeding, breeding and management experiments that are being
conducted by the department of animal science.
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UI Swine Growers 'Day- -add 1
Comparison was made of a meal and the same food prepared
In small pellets for feeding pigs. The pigs fed pellets ate 6
percent less feed per 100 pounds of gain than the pigs fed the
meal. In feed eaten per 100 pounds of gain, 100 pounds of pel-
leted supplement was worth 107 pounds of meal supplement plus
39 pounds of corn.
"Further tests are needed to check this observation
on economy of gains before definite conclusions are justified,"
said G. R. Carlisle. "Both treatments produced satisfactory
growth and economical gains."
I
A ration of groTond yellow corn, expeller soybean meal,
5 percent alfalfa meal, minerals and vitamins A and D has been
found to be "nutritionally inadequate for gestation and lacta-
tion under drylot conditions," according to J. L. Krider.
Gilts fed such a ration at Illinois weaned only 26
percent of their pigs, which averaged only 17 pounds at eight
weeks of age. Gilts fed the same ration on fall-seeded rye
pastures weaned 79 percent of their pigs, with weaning weights
of 32 pounds, vrhen 10 percent dehydrated alfalfa meal was
added to the ration, the sows weaned 9.8 pigs per litter, or
91 percent of all pigs farrowed.
IRV:lk -0-
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RELEASE THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 19^8
To Open Veterinary College
URBANA, ILL., April 15--The University of Illinois Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine will be activated this fall with the
acceptance of a small freshman class. Dr. Robert Graham, dean of
the college, annoxinced today. Preveterinary students were ac-
cepted at the University in 1945.
Until funds are available for the construction of perman-
ent buildings to house the college, a former student residence will
be used for offices and laboratories to accommodate the freshman
group. The former veterinary pathology laboratory also is being
remodeled for teaching purposes. Only small classes can be
accepted until the new buildings are completed. Dean Graham said,
because the training of veterinarians requires classroom , labora-
j' tory and hospital units.
The College of Veterinary Medicine was established by
the University of Illinois Board of Trustees in Jxme 19^4, and
building funds were appropriated by the state legislature in
19^5 after curriculum and building needs had been determined by
la special committee.
Shortages of building materials and labor made construc-
jtlon Impossible at that time. Further delays have resulted from
'increased construction costs and the fact that the original ap-
propriation is now insufficient to complete the college's bund-
ling project.
Dean Graham said that an official announcement of the
•new college and its curriculum was being printed and would soon
be available.
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RELEASE THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 19^8
Rural Youth Groups Are Training Grounds for Citizenship
URBANA, ILL., April 15--Nlnety counties in Illinois now
have rural youth groups, and more county groups are organizing
every month, according to Clareta Walker, extension specialist in
rural youth. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Because they are making Important contributions to the
development of good citizenship, these county organizations for
older youth are gaining steadily in popularity in Illinois as
well as in many other states.
Rural youth activities are aimed at larger community
service and the development of good citizenship and social respon-
sibility among rural young people.
Participation in community activities offers these
young people an opportunity to train for community leadership.
Activities include leadership of 4-H clubs, direction of local
recreation- training schools, leadership in Red Cross and Community
Chest drives and social welfare work. These and many other
activities are carried on by rural youth groups throughout the
state.
Most of these young people tackle community problems
with the same interest and enthusiasm they show in attacking their
personal problems. So it's not difficult to understand why folks
say that the rural youth groups is an excellent training ground
ij
Tor the development of good citizenship and social responsibility.
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RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL l8, 19^8
7 Svlne Breeders Join Pro.ject 1046
URBANA, ILL., April l8--Seven Illinois breeders of
purebred sifine have accepted the challenge against swine brucel-
losis by enrolling their herds In the fight to control the dis-
ease. Dr. E. A. Woelffer, University of Illinois College of Veter-
I
inary Medicine reported yesterday.
Kenneth Bast, Tallula: Walter E. Passett, Reynolds;
Carlyle Plrkins, Genoa; E. L. Minnes, Taylorvllle; Wallace St, John,
Maroa; C. W. Weeks, Fairbury; and M. J. Worthington, Petersburg,
are recent enrollees in Project 1046, the antlbrucellosls project
of the University of Illinois Extension Service in Agriculture
and Home Economics. .
Members of Project 1046 vho have recently been occredited
by the State Department of Agriculture upon the recommendation of
I
the College of Veterinary Medicine are Harrison Lahr, Beason, and
C. M. Weeks, Fairbury.
At present 91 breeders of purebred swine are enrolled
in Project 1046; 25 of the breeders now have state-accredited
I
herds.
By fighting brucellosis in their purebred swine herds,
swine breeders also help to control Bang's disease in cattle
jand undulant fever in man- -both of which may be caused by infected
swine. Owners of brucellosis-accredited purebred swine herds
'Often have a better sale for breeding stock than do those whose
1 herds are not accredited. Doctor Woelffer said.
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RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL l8, 1948
19^7 Butterfat Club V/lnners
URBAKA, ILL., April I8--A purebred Holstein cow owned
by A. E. Hodman, Bement, Piatt county, for the second consecutive
year led the parade of Illinois dairy cows in the 19^7 500-Pound
Butterfat Cow club, C. S. Rhode and J. G. Cash, dairy extension
specialists. University of Illinois College of Agriculture, an-
nounced Saturday.
The top cow produced 806.2 pounds of butterfat and 20,621
pounds of milk for the year. She has made five consecutive records
in the club --one over 900 pounds of butterfat in a year, two over
800 pounds, one over 700 pounds and one over 6OO pounds.
"The Illinois 500-Pound Butterfat Cow club, now in its
25th year, continues as in past years to focus attention on out-
standing cows, many of which have been in the limelight in pre-
vious years," Rhode and Cash stated.
The University specialists reported that 394 cows quali-
fied for membership in the club by meeting the 500-po\md require-
ments. Approximately 1,600 cows have been nominated for the 19^8
club.
For the second consecutive year, Tazewell county led the
state's 102 counties with 42 cows producing over the 500-pound
mark. Cook county was second with 4o, followed by Kane county.
with 39 and Will county with 33.
Walk Bros, of Weoga, Cumberland county, owned the second-
place winner in the 1947 Butterfat club; and the W. T. Rawleigh
farm, Preeport, Stephenson county, owned the third-place winner.
The Illinois State Penitentiary at Joliet, Mrs. I. S.
Sellon & Sons at Galva, and the Corn Blossom farm, Arlington
Heights, each had nine cows meeting club requirements.
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RELEASE SUNDAY APRIL l8, 19^8
Some Plant Foods Are Plant Poisons
URBAM, ILL., April I8--A plant can be killed with kind-
ness, just as a cat can be choked with butter- -and a lot easier!
Some gardeners think that because a little bit of plant
food is good, a larger amount is better. When you add a teaspoon-
ful of the regular fertilizers to a potted plant, it may be just
right; but adding a spoonful of a minor nutrient may be plain
poison.
Dr. Roger H. Bray, a University of Illinois agronomist,
cautions gardeners and farmers about using these "minor "nutrients.
These elements include copper, manganese, boron, iron and zinc
and perhaps others. The minor elements, Dr. Bray says, are es-
sential to plants; they cannot grow without them. But while a ton
of hay may contain 50 pounds of a major nutrient like potash,
phosphate and nitrogen, it will contain less than an ounce of a
minor nutrient. That means the plant needs 8OO times as much of
a major nutrient like nitrogen as it does of a minor element.
If well mixed with the soil, hundreds of pounds of the
major essential nutrients to the acre can be added in the mixed
fertilizers without harming the plant. Farmers already know how
to use the major nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.
But not so with the minor elements.
The usually recommended amount of the minor elements,
when mixed together, is around 50 po\mds an acre, or about one
pound per 1000 square feet. Within the past month Professor Bray
has had two calls for help from growers who had added the equiva-
lent of a ton of mixed minor nutrients per acre I
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Some Plant Foods Are Plant Poisons--add 1
Boron is the only minor element that is recommended for
general use on Illinois soils and then only for alfalfa or a
crop similar in sensitivity to boron deficiencies. So far, ac-
cording to Bray, alfalfa is the only crop in Illinois that is knovn
to respond to boron. The general recommendation is 30 pounds of
borax per acre (contains 11 percent of boron), applied broadcast
ahead of planting or on old stands. The areas that are most ef-
ficient in boron are also the ones that are most deficient in
potassium.
Another minor element, manganese, is so abundant in
the acid soils of southern Illinois that it may be acting as plant
poison. Bray points out. Liming not only corrects the acidity but
also may be making these manganese-abundant soils safe for crops.
Fertilizers containing manganese should be used with care on Illi-
nois acid soils.
Bray says, ''Some of our sandy soils may be manganese-
deficient, although no cases have been confirmed. ¥e also knov '
practically nothing about the zinc and copper contents or needs
of Illinois soils, except that \re have observed little or no response
in the few cases irhere these elements have been applied. One or
two cases of a yield response to copper have been reported but
have not been confirmed."
We need more information about where these minor elements
may be needed. Bray adds, but we already knov how they should not
be used. If you irant to try them on an acre or two, broadcast
|50 pounds of the mixed minor elements per acre. If tempted to use
jmuch more, remember that some plant foods can also be plant poisons.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 19^8
Hog Cholera Immunization
URBANA, ILL., April 23--The Illinois baby pig crop will
soon be reaching the weaning stage. Now is the time to think about
having your pigs vaccinated against hog cholera, advises Dr. M. E.
Mansfield, extension specialist, University of Illinois College
of Veterinary Medicine.
Hog cholera is still a dangerous killer of swine, Doctor
Mansfield says. To prevent losses from this disease, have your
pigs vaccinated while they are still young. The cost is lower
for young pigs because they require less serum. Because vaccina-
tion and weaning both place a strain on pigs, it is best not to
do them at the same time: vaccinate either before or after wean-
ing.
Vaccination will prevent cholera in healthy pigs, but
there is no sure cure for animals that already have the disease.
The cost of vaccination is low compared to the value of pork. If
your pigs have not been immunized, don't take a chance with hog
cholera--vacclnate, says Doctor Mansfield.
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FOR RELE.ASE THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 19^8
Laxrnch City Counterpart of ^-H Club Program
Chicago boys vlll soon have an opportunity to carry
projects similar to the ^-H projects of rural boys and girls.
General Robert E. Wood, chairman of the board. Sears
Roebuck and Company, and chairman of Chicago Boys' Clubs' 19^8
fund campaign, has taken the lead in setting up an urban program
similar to the well-known 4-H club program for rural young people.
"Our country needs a reawakening of the ideals which
built it," General Wood said in announcing the new program. "And
right now wo are faced with a challenge to do just this for our
country, beginning right here in Chicago. We are going to lay
plans to organize a counterpart of the ^-H club for the city boy
i
and give him the same start the country boy has in becoming a
solid and respectable citizen."
At the top of the list in the new program is a plan to
improve camping programs for the city boys. Combination farm-
playgrounds in congested city areas also are planned.
Under the city-farm proposal, land will be cleared
in congested areas, and rich top soil will be brought in from
rural areas to make the land more productive. Boys will be
taught how to raise crops and care for animals and pets.
General Wood has asked for the cooperation of schools,
iPublic organizations, officials and parents in making the program
,a success.
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RELEASE MONDAY, APRIL 26, 19^8
Late Pot Soedlngs
URBANA, ILL., April 26--If your oat seeding has been
delayod this spring, you may wonder what your chances are for a
crop this year. Some tests made by the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture give the oat producer reason for a mite
of optimism.
Some indirect benefit may result from the late seeding
of oats, reports George H. Dungan, University agronomist. He
points out that one of the reasons for seeding oats is to help
start a clover or alfalfa stand. Although the legxime may not
benefit from late seeding, the reduced yield of the companion oat
crop may give the legume a better chance to grow. The loss in
oat yield may bo partly offset by the better stand and growth of
the legume.
Dungan said records show that oat growers in central
Illinois who have had to wait to get their oats in the ground
average one-half bushel less per acre for each day's delay in
seeding after March 3I. The rate of decrease is greatest for
seedings made in May.
Seedings made after the middle of March in southern
Illinois give yields averaging about three pedes an acre less
for each day that seeding is delayed.
!
Innorthorn Illinois oats may be seeded any time during
April without much danger of failure or even of lower yield.
jiXingan observes, however, that season has an important bearing
pn the outcome of a late-seeded oat crop in all parts of the state.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, APRIL 26, 19^8
No Feaoh Record
URBANA, ILL., April 26--The peach basket for 19^8 will
be only partly filled, according to observers who have been look-
ing over the poach orchards of southern Illinois.
Peach specialists say March freezes cut at least a mil-
lion bushels off the 19^7 crop, which totaled 2,363,000 bushels.
They think this year's crop will be 1,500,000 bushels or less.
The early March freeze caused serious damage to peach
buds in the south-central region of Illinois, centering in the
counties of Marion, Jefferson, Franklin, Washington, Fayette,
and Clinton, according to V. W. Kelley, University of Illinois
extension horticulturist.
Trevor Jeffries of Dlx reported practically a complete
kill in some orchards and damage varying from severe to light
In others. Most of the bud survival occured in orchards south and
east of Centralia. In general only about 50 percent of the or-
chards have live buds, and those have a prospect for only about
half a crop.
Farther south in Jackson, Union, Johnson, Saline,
j Williamson, Massac and Pulaski counties, there was little bud
1 kill from the March freeze.
Kelley reported that no action had been taken on a
;;proposal to set up an Illinois Extra Fancy Grade for peaches
I
based on greater maturity and a minimum size requirement. "A
number of Illinois producers grow and pack this superior grade
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No Peach RGCord--add 1 FOR RELEASE MONDAY, APRIL 26, 19^8
of fruit," he said, "and it is only reasonable that a higher grade
be sot up for them. It would also encourage other growers to
grow and pack the quality of peaches which consumers demand.
"It is evident that the U.S. grades are set up for the
'rank and file,' and these grades are not adequate in a program
of marketing quality fruit which is so much needed at the present
time .
"
Upon the suggestion of the grade committee of the State
Horticultural Society, an Illinois Extra Fancy apple grade has
been recommended to the State Department of Agriculture. The
specifications include higher color requirements than for the
U.S. No. 1 Grade and a minimum size based on variety.
Kelley points out that some Illinois apple growers produce
and market this superior grade of fruit, which merits a higher
market price. The higher grade should encourage other growers to
grow and pack better apples.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 19^8
May 2 -- National 4-H Club Sunday
URBANA, ILL., April 29--Rural boys and girls will ob-
serve Sunday, May 2, as National k-E Club Sunday.
Special emphasis will be placed that day on the spiritual
significance of planting time.
4-H Club Sunday, the fifth Sunday after Easter, is closely
linked with Rogation days. These days of worship were first set
aside by St. Mamertus, Bishop of Vlenne, in 475 A.D. to ask God's
blessing upon the fruits of the earth. Later they were observed
throughout Prance, and in 74? A.D. they were established in England
by church action.
The idea of a special period of prayer at planting time
is of even more ancient origin, however. In the earliest days of
Egypt, the ceremony of blessing the land and the seed at the time
of planting was widely practiced.
In observing National 4-H Club Sunday, therefore, club
members are preceded by many generations in seeking the blessing
of God upon the land, the seed, the cultivation of the earth and
the enrichment of home and community life
.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, APRIL 30, 19^8
DHIA March Report
URBANA, ILL., April 30- -The seven purebred Jersey cows
of Ray Clancy, Charleston, Coles county, had the highest average
production of butterfat among herds entered in dairy herd improve-
ment associations for the month of March.
The herd average was 58.7 pounds of butterfat per cow
and 998 pounds of milk compared with the state average of 29.^
pounds of butterfat and 753 pounds of milk.
Effingham No. 1 association, continuing its high average
production for the fourth straight month, rated at the top of the
state's eighty-odd associations. Clarence R. Mann, tester, re-
ported an average butterfat production of 37.0 pounds per cow
for the 29^ cows in 21 herds.
Other high individual herds for March include Ralph Muller
Washington, Tazewell county association No 1, 55.3 pounds; Melvin
Graves, Olney, Ambraw association, 53.5 pounds; Walter Splinter,
Winslow, Stephenson county No. 1, 52.1 povinds; Alva Grieser,
Dewey, Champaign county No. 2, 51.5 pounds; Elmo Albert, Carlyle,
Bond county, 51.2 pounds; J. W. Hemingway, Oregon, Ogle No. 3,
50.8 pounds; Mrs. Maude Martin, Kankakee, Kankakee No. 3 associa-
tion, 49.2 pounds; Vtarren Lewis, Quincy, Adams county, 49.1 poxinds;
and Joe Walden, Penfield, Champaign No. 1, 48.8 pounds.
Testing is supervised by C. S. Rhode and J. G. Cash,
specialists in dairy extension at the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, MAY 4, 1948
Quality Roughage Pays
URBANA, ILL., May 4--Hlgh-quality roughage for dairy
cows means lover cost of production, larger net returns and bet-
ter herd health to the Illinois dairyman.
Hay and pasture are two of the most important crops
grown on dairy farms, asserts C. S. Rhode, dairy extension special-
ist. University of Illinois College of Agriculture. He points out
that 25 pounds of high-quality alfalfa hay will furnish all of
the protein needed to produce about 30 pounds of four percent
milk dally. It will also provide all of the calcium needed, and
in winter such hay Is one of the best sources of carotene and vit-
amin D.
Rhode suggested a general plan for curing hay:
and 1/10 bl^o/Jt^S® *^l ^^^* ^^^^' °^* alfalfa between the Initial
nf fhi Si? ? s age and red clover when approximately 50 percent
slalTs ?o'Sloor '" ''°°"- "'"^'^^ ^^°^^^ ^^ -* J-? bef??e'ff
lower ln f?S.°?S?^ °S^ at these stages are higher in protein andi iber than when they are cut at more mature stages The
reLlne? '\°lfalf^ ^Jf^ '^'?"' ^^^ ^^^^^^ and"g?eln'fo!or Irt
Protein and iho?it on r®' ^J^^ain approximately two-thirds of thep abou 90 percent of the carotene in the total crop.d. Check weather reports before cutting
be nut UTD 1^ a \?L°''^? f? """"^u."^ ^^® ^^^ crop at one time as can
SScS^^d^rif?he wL'iSfr'?i?nfb\°r''°" ^^'^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^
aftPT. 01,-t-i-?;., "^mSy® ^^® ^^^ ^^ *^® s^^^^h ^^021 two to four hours
amin D? ^' ^^'
^^''°''' ""^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ development of vit-
it In c.n,ai?%/^^^^ the hay has been in the swath a few hours place
mow Srie?s aJe Sled'^Iet'^h/i^^^""'' '^^"^^ ^^^^"^ is completed^ SSJre
imately^l tS^s'ercent mo!stS?e'"°' '"'^ '^ '"^ ^'"'^°" ^° ^^P--
provide two^?n%^?/J^r' ^^l\^^ t dairyman has silage, he shouldL ^^\Tllla^p^TA fJ7o/lLirn.^l Td't^ire^^^r-is.
and one ton for each animal under one year of age If the alfalJ^
aSple'acJeage ^hoSd'bfT^^^'i "°' J^^^^^^ ^^'- amoun?I,'a?'''
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, MAY 3, 19'^8
Corn Quality Raised
URBANA, ILL., May 3--A good bill of fare for corn-belt
soils pays off In better quality corn. Tests made by the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture show that corn quality
can be improved through good treatment of soils.
H. J. Snider, University agronomist, reports that veil-
treated soils have added to the feeding quality of corn by raising
the protein content 0.8 pound per bushel. Corn grown on treated
land averaged approximately 10 percent protein, or 5.6 pounds in
a bushel, while corn grown on untreated land averaged only 8.5
percent protein, or 4.8 pounds In a bushel.
The agronomist said these results represented an average
of 50 tests each from a number of experiment fields in the Illi-
nois corn belt. The basic soil treatment was limestone, phosphate
and legumes, and in some cases potash was added to the land.
Where the legume crop was not sufficient, nitrogen fertilizer
was effective in raising the protein content of the corn.
Snider added that besides growing corn v^lth a higher
protein content, the treated land also produced much larger yields
of grain.
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FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, MAY 5, 19^8
Necrotic Enteritis Is Fatal Disease of Svlne
URBANA^ ILL., May 5--Hlgh pork production goals on Illi-
nois farms this year are menaced by necrotic enteritis, one of the
most deadly diseases of swine in the state.
j
Already this spring several Illinois farmers have suf-
fered severe losses from necro, according to Dr. M. E. Mansfield,
extension specialist. University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine. One swine raiser reports that he lost 48 of his near- i
market -ire ight pigs within a period of three days.
Good management and sanitation seem to be the best answer
to the necro problem. Doctor Mansfield says. If you wish to prevent
I
losses, don't give the disease a chance. Movable houses, clean
pastures, clean drinking water and well-balanced rations are good
precautions against infection.
I
Faulty sanitation also allows the spread of parasites
and other enemies that lower the resistance of pigs to necro
germs. A dally inspection of your herd is a good management prac- '
tice.
Sulfa drugs have been found to be helpful in treating
some cases of necro, Doctor Mansfield says. But treatment and '
j control measures should be carried out under the direction of ,
your local veterinarian.
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RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, MAY 6, 19^8
Outstanding 4-H Boy Attends riational Family Life Conference
URBANA, ILL., May 6--Donald Preebalrn, 19-year-old
LaSalle county 4-H Club boy is in Washington, D.C., this week
as an official delegate to the National Family Life Conference.
More than 1000 delegates representing approximately
4o million people are attending the meeting.
The group is studying a number of different social and
economic forces which vitally affect the American family. Out
of these studies will grow plans and recommendations designed to
broaden and enrich the experience of family living.
Preebairn has been working with the conference section
that is preparing a report on family needs in recreation.
An outstanding club member, Preebalrn lives on a 24o-acre
farm near LaSalle, Illinois. He is a sophomore at LaSalle-Peru
Junior College. Next fall he expects to enter the University of
Illinois to study agricultural engineering.
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RELEASE THURSDAY, MAY 6, 19^8
Open House at UI
URBANA, ILL., May 6--An open house will be held June 30
and July 1 and 2 on the campus of the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture, announces Associate Dean R. R. Hudelson.
Individuals and groups are Invited to visit the agricultural ex-
periment station on one of these days to observe the research pro-
gram that Is In progress.
"During the past year, many persons have expressed a de-
sire to visit the agricultural college campus and the experiment
station," Dean Hudelson said. "We shall be glad to have them make
plans to come on one of these three days.
"Guides will conduct small groups around the campus and
I
the South Perm, and departmental representatives will be on hand
at the various stops to explain the research program that is under
way .
"
Tours will start from the famed Morrow Plots on the south
campus at intervals between 8 and 9 a.m. Central Standard Time,
and the tours will end betireen 3 and 4 p.m. Visitors should bring
their own lunoh.
On the tour stops will be made at the grain plots on the
, .agronomy farm, the various fruit orchards of the horticulture de-
partraent, the dairy barns and the swine and poultry houses and beef
cattle pastures.
"} Dean Hudelson stressed the point that any individual or
'group planning to visit the agricultural campus during the summer
should arrange the trip during one of the three spec ifled days . At
'this time the college staff will be best prepared to escort visit-
ing farmers and their families around the University farms and show
them the points of greatest Interest.
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RELEASE TUESDAY, MAY H, 19^8
Veterinary College Examines 6,600 Specimens
URBAKA, ILL., May ll--An average of 6,600 specimens a
month is sent to the University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine for diagnosis, reports Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the
college.
More than 250 autopsies were performed on farm animals
and poultry in March by staff members of the college in finding
the causes of disease in Illinois farm flocks and herds.
Specimens sent to the laboratory for diagnosis also
included milk samples to be tested for mastitis, cat and dog heads
for rabies testing and feed samples suspected of being poisonous
to livestock. The specimens come from veterinarians, farm advisers
and farmers in Illinois and sometimes from near-by states.
No charge is made by the College of Veterinary Medicine
for diagnostic service. This service is carried on by staff mem-
bers of the college in cooperation with the State Department of
Agriculture as an aid to practicing veterinarians in their fight
against animal diseases. Many of these diseases not only take
the lives of farm animals, but also menace human health.
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RELEASE MONDAY, MAY 10, 1948
Milk Cooling Important
URBANA, ILL,, May 10--Tricky spring weather may lull
dairymen into some false reasoning about milk cooling.
During the late season it's not unusual to have some
cool days followed by warm or often fairly hot days. And on the
warm days failure to cool milk properly may result in a lower
quality product.
R. V. Hussong, University of Illinois dairy bacteriologist,
reminds farmers and dairymen that it's very important to cool
milk to 50 degrees or lower right after it has been drawn. He sug-
gests following this plan regardless of season.
Hussong strongly advocates a year-round program of cool-
ing milk as an important step to high quality. But don't forget
the other stone in the foundation--sanitation. Milk produced in
clean, sterile utensils just naturally has an advantage in com-
petition with fine-quality dairy_ products
.
Tests show that milk handled in clean, sterile utensils
will have few bacteria per cubic centimeter, while milk handled
under the same conditions in dirty utensils may have many thou-
sands. Bacteria cause milk and cream to spoil, and such products
will bring the producer a lower price.
"In order to clean and sterilize properly, dairy utensils
should be made of a smooth noncorrosive material. Rusty or badly
lented equipment should not be used. Utensils with cracks or
;3roken seams cannot be properly cleaned. They are a source of many
pacterla in milk.
; Cleaning, sterilizing and drying are three essentials in
:he proper care of dairy equipment.
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FARM FILLERS
Garbage collection and disposal are important parts of the
sanitation program needed to control flies.
Effective fly control depends on good sanitation plus
proper use of DDT sprays.
Cleaning, sterilizing and drying are three essentials in
the proper care of dairy equipment.
Tests show that milk handled in clean, sterile utensils
will have few bacteria per cubic centimeter, while milk handled
under the same conditions in dirty utensils may have thousands.
**»**»***
On medlum-prouuctive soil, maximum corn yields can be
obtained from three stalks per hill.
Experimental results from both Illinois and other states
show that under similar conditions, erosion is no worse on soybean
land than on corn land.
**********
Soybeans planted on the contour average about two bushels
more per acre than soybeans planted up and down the slope.
The 2,4-D compounds either kill or retard the growth and
flowering of most broad-leaved plants other than grasses.
**********
Tractor operators should Veep all containers, grease guns
|
and measures clean and protected. Each fitting should be wiped off
before greasing.
**********
A 2 percent chlordane spray has proved to be effective in
|
getting rid of ants in the house.
**********
On the average, corn yields are highest when the ears
weigh approximately 1/2 pound each.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE FRIDAY, MAY l4, 19^8
Prevent Fowl Pox and Laryngotracheltls
URBANA, ILL., May l4- -Range time is the right time for
you to vaccinate your chickens against fowl pox and laryngotracheltls
--two dangerous pullet killers, says Dr. M. E. Mansfield, Universi-
ty of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
If fowl pox or laryngotracheltls have caused losses on
your farm in the past few years, further losses this fall and
winter can be prevented by vaccinating the birds while they are on
the range. Healthy birds, 2 or 3 months old, can be vaccinated
against either or both diseases and still be ready for production
when laying time comes.
But don't vaccinate if these diseases have not been in
your flock and there isn't much danger of infection from outside
your farm. Doctor Mansfield warns. Once you've started to vac-
cinate, yearly vaccination will be necessary to protect each new
jorop of pullets from possible carriers.
I
If you've been able to keep fowl pox and laryngotracheltls
iout of your flock, never give the diseases a chance to get started.
I
Buying diseased breeding stock or allowing visitors to enter the
flock area may result in contamination.
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RELEASE FRIDAY, MAY l4, 19^8
8£I00 4-H Club Memberp V/ill Attend University of Illinois Open House
URBANA, ILL., May l4--More than 8,000 rural boys and
girls will attend 4-H Open Plouse at the University of Illinois
Jxme l4 to l8. That's the estimate of R. 0. Lyon, state ^-H staff
member and chairman of the open house program.
Lyon says that the program will include tours of the
campus and University buildings, including the Illlnl Union,
Memorial StadiiJim, Natural Resources and other buildings.
Tours also will be made of the Agricultural Experiment
station, where club members will see the latest developments in
animal science, dairy production, poultry husbandry, horticulture,
crop production and soil technologj'-.
Special programs of interest to girls enrolled in home
economics 4-H projects are planned.
Lyon extends an invitation to all club members, parents,
leaders and others interested in ^-H Club work to visit the campus
and take part in the open house activities.
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RELEASE FRIDAY, MAY ik, 1948
Grain Elevator School
URBANA, ILL., May 14--A threa-day grain elevator manage-
ment school will be held at Peoria on May 17-19 for persons en- ,
gaged in the grain and feed business, announces L. P. Stice, sec-
retary- of the Illinois Country Grain and Peed Institute and extension
economist for the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
The program is the eleventh in a series to help operators
and GIs become acquainted with the grain and feed business. Dur-
ing the concluding session, certificates will be aimrded to those
who have attended the preceding 10 schools.
The school is sponsored jointly by the Illinois Country
Grain and Peed Institute and the Illinois State Board for Vocation-
al Education.
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RELEASE SUNDAY, MAY 16, 1948
Harris Heads Rat Control
URBANA, ILL., May 16- -Appointment of J. Robert Harris,
Urbana, to head up a rat control program in Illinois cities was
announced today by G. C. Oderkirk, Lafayette, Indiana, rodent
specialist, U. S. Pish and Wildlife Service.
Harris, a graduate of the University of Illinois College |
of Agriculture in 19^2, will work with local committees in cities
of 10,000 population and over in lining up aggressive campaigns
to control rats.
He will have headquarters at Urbana.
j
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RELEASE MONDAY, MY 17, 19 '+8
Dairymen Like Legxjme Silage
URBANA, ILL., May 17--An Increasing muaber of Illinois
dairjrmen are making legume silage for a top-quality dairy feed.
If you have a silo and haven't tried legume silage, you
may want to give it a try this year. If you do, here are some tips
from C. S. Rhode., dairy specialist with the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture.
Rhode says you are the most likely to get first-class
legume silage if you use a preservative. And considering the
cost this year, one of the best preservatives is corn molasses.
This molasses can be used at the rate of 60 to 70 pounds for each
ton of green forage. If you can't get a preservative, good silage
can be made by following proper methods.
First attention should be given to the silo. Make sure
the silo is airtight and has smooth trails. If repairs are needed,
make them before silo-filling time. Remember, too, that legume
silage exerts more pressure on silo walls than regular corn silage-'
about 19 pounds per square foot compared with 11 pounds for corn
silage. Your silo may need additional reinforcements.
For the best silage, Rhode says legumes should be cut at
the "late hay stage." After cutting, the crop should be allowed to
wilt slightly. On this score, a little wilting is enough, because
the moisture content of the hay should be between 60 and 68 percent
when it goes into the silo. Usually an hour or two will be long
enough. If there's been a long dry spell, the wilting time may be
icut to only a few minutes.
To keep the crop at the right stage for ensiling, you
may want to cut just enough to ensile the same day. Even then, it
'often is a good idea to windrow the crop inmiediately after cutting.
i
When it comes time to put the legiime in the silo, Rhode
^as these suggestions:
You'll get better packing in the silo if you set the
cutter bar for a l/4-inch cut. The silage should be spread evenly
ind thoroughly tramped in the top third of the silo. And the
'3llage in that top third should be only slightly wilted, and that
|it the very top not wilted at all.
j
When you've finished filling the silo, leave the silage
jsllghtly higher near the trails than at the center.
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RELEASE TUESDAY, I-lAY l8, 19^8
Buy Disease-Free Svlne
URBAM, ILL., Itoy l8--If you are looking aro\.md for good
svlne breeding stock this spring, make sure your animals come from
brucellosis-free herds.
That's the advice of Dr. E. A. V/oelffer, vho is with
the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
A diseased boar, gilt or sow may infect your entire
svlne herd, Woelffer says. And there is a real danger that the
disease v/ill spread to your dairy animals.
Even though you are sure your nev stock is free from
disease, it's a good Idea to keep the animals in quarantine until
blood tests are taken.
HRrlk -30-
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arm News
RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, MAY 21, 19^8
Contributions for 4-H Camping Program Total $77,000
URBAWA, ILL., May 21--More than $77^000 has been con-
tributed so far to develop a state-vide camping program for
Illinois 4-H Club members and other rural young people.
The report was made yesterday by F. H. Mynard, who
is a member of the state ^-H staff at the University/ of Illinois
College of Agriculture.
Piatt county leads all other counties, with contribu-
tions totaling more than $6,000. Runner-up county Is Champaign,
with more than $3,300. Douglas is third, with a $2,770 contribu-
tion.
Mynard pointed out that one million dollars will be
needed to construct four permanent camps planned for the program.
Additional funds will come from three main sources:
contributions from 4-H Club members, contributions from local
business concerns and other friends of club work, and contribu-
!
itions from major Industrial firms.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, MAY 21, 19^8
Cocklebur Seedlings Are Menace to Svlne Health
URBAWA, ILL., May 21--The No. 1 poisoner of swine in the
springtime is a poisonous plant-- the cocklebur seedling, says
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, extension specialist, University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Illinois farmers may have seen the cocklebur seedling
already this spring--it has a slender^ straight whitish-green stem
1 to 3 inches tall and is topped by two strap-shaped leaves. But
what many persons don't know Is that this seedling is very poison-
ous to livestock--especially pigs.
Swine grazing in pastures in which young cocklebur plants
are growing eat the plants T^hile eating grass. Later stages of
the cocklebur are less poisonous and are seldom eaten by livestock
-because of the bitter taste, Doctor Mansfield says. Cocklebur
poisoning can best be prevented by keeping pastures free of the
plants.
Usually within 24 hours after feeding on cocklebur seed-
lings, swine show weakness, unsteadiness, rapid breathing, nausea
and sometimes jerky neck muscles. Death usually follows about
12 to 24 hours after the first symptoms.
i If you believe your pigs have eaten cocklebur plants,
lall a veterinarian to give an antidote. While the veterinarian
1
Is on the way, you can help the poisoned pig by giving it raw lin-
jjeed oil, mineral oil^ lard, cream or even whole milk.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, MAY 21, 19^8
Better Days for Hog Producer
URBANA, ILL., May 21--"Illinoi3 hog producers would be
making a mistake if they let the present market situation Influence
them to produce fewer fall pigs," asserts H. G. Russell, extension
livestock specialist. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Russell cautioned producers against reducing numbers in
the fall pig crops at a time when it appears that there vrill be an
increased demand for pork by fall and winter.
Russell pointed out that there was 9 per cent less meat
during the first 3 months of this year than a year earlier. This
is the lowest for the quarter since 19^2. Compared v;ith the first
quarter of last year, production of beef was down 13 per cent;
veal 9 pel* cent, lamb and mutton 7 per cent, and pork 5 per cent.
Further reductions, especially in beef and pork, are expected during
^ the rest of this year.
While hog growers have been operating during the past
I
ifew months on an extremely unfavorable corn-hog ratio, a good
jCorn crop this fall will bring lower corn prices and a more favor-
able feeding ratio. In the heavy producing areas, choice slaugher
hogs of desirable weights have "backed up" on farms, become heavy
.and continued to eat our highest priced corn crop for irant of a
I
I
market.
In the North Central States, the U. S. Department of
Agriculture is asking for a 13 per cent increase in the fall pig
:rop over the fall crop of 19^7. And Russell believes this in-
irease is amply justified if our corn crop is near the average of
he past several years.
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Better Days for Hog Producer- -add 1
"Since last February, hog producers have been the 'whipping
boys' of the livestock and meat industry," Russell observes. "Mar-
keting intentions misdirected early in the year by ill-timed pub-
licity and an unprecedented price decline in February have become
relatively insignificant compared to the actual experience of farm-
ers marketing hogs during the strike period.
"Hogs have been dirt cheap, relatively speaking, but
the public is still eating pork at near-record prices. Is this
a sad commentary on the inefficiency and inflexibility of a highly
touted distribution system or merely proof that pork producers, by
a peculiar combination of circumstances, have been taken for a
'ride' in the past few weeks?"
Declining markets for live animals, due in the main to
lack of buying competition, have permitted record cut-out values.
During the week of May 10, number 1 pork loins, 8 to 16 pounds,
sold at $50-56 as contrasted with $57-60 the first week of
October 19^7 j when an all-time high average price was established
for butcher hogs and sows.
Fresh carcass beef has been selling at near record prices
(week of May 10), live lambs have recently established an all-time
high price,and fresh lamb and mutton carcasses are at a record
high.
The May 1 cold-storage report shows supplies of meats in
general lower than they were a year ago. The only exception is
cured and frozen pork, with 612 million pounds this year compared
ifith 394 million pounds a year ago and a 5-year average of 475
inillion pounds.
L. The 13 per cent increase in the 1948 fall pig crop would!5ive a crop of 34,400,000 head. In recent years that figure has been
millic
TRW: Ik 5/18/48 -0-
3xceeded only by the 1941 crop of 35 on head, the 1942 crop of
[3 million the 1943 crop of 47 million and 1945 crop of 34 1/2 millior
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, MAY 24, 1948
Te3t--Don't Guess
URBANA, ILL., May 24---Illinois farmers could have been
$5,000,000 richer In 1947 If they had tested their soil instead of
guessing how much fertilizer to spread on their croplands.
Two University of Illinois agronomists report that four
million dollars were saved by the state's farmers who tested their
soil last year before applying fertilizser. But farmers who
guessed at the amount of fertilizer needed for their soils spent
five million dollars for limestone and other fertilizing materials
that their soils didn't need.
Soil tests can tell \That and where fertilizing materials
are needed on the farm, how much is needed and how much increase
in crop yields will be obtained irith a good fertility program, ac-
cording to Roger H. Bray and A. U. Thor, College of Agriculture
soil testing specialists. They report their findings from experi-
ence in supervising the University's soil-testing laboratory. Here
they train the technicians of the state's 68 coxinty soil-testing
laboratories and safeguard the county testing program by regularly
checking on the accuracy of soil tests made in the county.
"An actual saving of $4,000,000 and a possible saving of
$9,000,000 in a single year is a big return for the relatively small
'amount of tax money spent for the research in soil fertility that
itias made this soil- testing program possible," according to the
agronomists
.
"Farmers have always known that tax money spent on ex-
oeriment station research pays off in a big way; but when the
rrnfS rf.-,
Te3t--Don't Guess--Add 1
average farmer saves 33 per cent of his fertilizer bill by using
soil tests, that is big money I"
Reports for 1947 from county farm advisers to the state
laboratory show that on the average only 75 per cent of the soils
need either limestone or phosphate- -the principal materials used in
Illinois. On this basis the chance that the farmer does not need
either of these elements for his soils is only one in four.
Bray and Thor state that other information in the re-
ports, together with information on the amount of fertilizing
materials used last year, makes it possible to determine accurate-
ly the average savings to the farmer who tests his soil.
"Fertilizing materials are short and foodstuffs are
scarce over the world, and only by testing the soil can limited
amoimts of fertilizing materials be used with maximum efficiency
I
tor vital food production," the University agronomists stressed.
"Soil testing not only saves the average farmer $50 for |
every dollar spent on testing, but increases food production by
using every ton of fertilizing material where it will do the most
good .
"
I
The expression, 'Test--Don't Guess," is a popular word
of caution coined by C. M. Linsley, University extension soils
{specialist. But his suggestion wasn't followed by 60 per cent of
!
the farmers last year who still guessed as they applied over 100,000
tons of rock phosphate and 800,000 tons of limestone on land that
ididn't need it.
I Soil testing is part of the reason why Illinois farmers
[used over 700,000 tons of rock phosphate and 5>000,0C0 tons of
limestone during 19^7,
-0-
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, MAY 25, 19^8 I
Curing Baled Hay In Stacks
URBANA, ILL., May 25--The quality of alfalfa hay Is
higher when it is cured in stacked bales, according to tests made
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. J. H. Ramser,
of the agricultural engineering department, reported on the tests,
which were made in cooperation with the department of dairy pro-
duction.
In these tests alfalfa that was partly field cured was
baled and stacked, and heated air was blown through the stack.
After 20 hours of this treatment, the hay was found to have a fifth
more protein and to contain about three times as much carotene
(vitamin A) as average field-cured hay.
The moisture content of the alfalfa was limited to 30
per cent, and the bales weighed about 65 pounds each before drying.
The bales were stacked with a duct down through the center of the
stack into which the heated air was forced. They were then covered
with a tarpaulin for protection against rain. A trench was dug
around the stack to prevent water from running underneath.
In one test 30^ bales weighing l8,330 pounds and con-
taining 30 per cent moisture were dried down to an average mois-
ture of 13.2 per cent in 20 hours. This drying required 8I gallons
of fuel oil. The drier fan was driven by an internal combustion
engine that used 15 gallons of gasoline. The cost of fuel oil and
gasoline amounted to $1.37 per ton of dry hay.
The drier was of the direct heater type, in i/hich the j
products of combustion pass into the circulating air. The air
circulation was provided by a 32-inch propeller-type fan driven by
a 10 h.p. gasoline engine. The burner was capable of burning 12 \
gallons of fuel oil per hour, although in this test the total capac-'
ity was not used.
The dried hay had an average protein content of 16.02
per cent and an average carotene value of 23,^70 micrograms per
pound. Compared with average field-cured hay, the protein value
is about one-fifth higher and the carotene value about three times
!
as high.
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Wade New UI Hort. Dept. Head
URBAKA, ILL., May 28--Doctor Bryan L. Wade, director of
the U. S. regional vegetable breeding laboratory, Charleston, S.C.,
has been appointed head of the department of horticulture at the
University of Illinois College of ^Agriculture. He succeeds Doctor
M. J. Dorsey, departmental head for the past 8 years, vho retires
on September 1.
For the past 12 years. Dr. Wade has been in charge of
the vegetable breeding investigations of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture at the South Carolina station. Previously he served
as a geneticist in commercial vork and for the department in Idaho,
Colorado, California, Wisconsin and Virginia. He has developed
several new disease-resistant varieties of beans.
A member of a number of distinguished professional organ-
izations, the new department head is a graduate of West Virginia
^
University and holds his doctorate degree from the University of
Wisconsin.
Dr. Dorsey retires after 23 years of service in the de-
partment of horticulture. Previously he had been chief in the
division of pomology in the department, vhere he had taken a lead-
ing role in developing nev peach varieties adaptable to the state
and middle vest.
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RELEASE FRIDAY, MY 28, 19^8
4-H Club Boys Will Spend Sijmmer In Europe
Kl
*
' ' " 1 J II > IM 1. ! .—I.I I I I —
URBANA, ILL., May 28--The next time somebody asks you,
"What's new in Denmark?" you might tell him to see one of the
4-H Club boys who are going to visit that country and other
European nations this summer.
Twenty-two of the young farmers will sail for England
June 17 to get a first-hand look at European agriculture.
They will remain abroad for four to six months, living
and working on farms, taking part in agricultural meetings and
learning to understand the culture and problems of the people.
The boys will be guests of the National Federation of
British Young Farmers' clubs at the Royal Agricultural Show in
York, England, July 6 to 9.
The group will then be divided into separate teams to
visit other European countries, including Denmark, France, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway and Sweden.
The following states are sending delegates: Arkansas,
Connecticut, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana,
Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Washington, West Virginia and Wyoming.
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RELEASE FRIDAY, MAY 28, 19^8
Newcastle Disease Reported In Turkey Flock
URBANA, ILL., May 28--The first outbreak of Newcastle
disease in Illinois turkey flocks recently was diagnosed in a
brood of 500 three-week-old poults, reports Dr. J. 0. Alberts,
University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine. The poults
had been purchased as day-old stock from out of state.
Doctor Alberts says symptoms first appeared about one
week after the poults were placed in the brooder. Gasping was
the main symptom, v^ith nervous changes appearing about a week
later. Affected birds showed a paralysis of the legs, or so-called
leg weakness. More than 25 percent of the poults died.
Newcastle disease generally shows up from 4 to Ik days
after exposure. The origin of this outbreak was not determined,
but it may have come from infected eggs, from a contaminated in-
cubator or sorting room or from contaminated surroundings during
transportation.
LEA: Ik -0-
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RELEASE SATURDAY, MAY 29, 19^8
j
Dairy Fleldman's Conference
URBANA, ILL., May 29--A two-day dairy fleldmen's con-
ference and training course will be held June 1 and 2 at the Univer
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Invitations have been extended to 76 fieldmen and 15
sanitarians in Illinois. The conference is under the auspices of
the departments of agricultural engineering and dairy production
cooperating with the State Department of Public Health.
Purpose of the conference and school is to help fieldmen
interpret uniformly the ordinances governing the production of
Grade A milk and to learn the latest developments in dairy barn
construction.
JRWrlk -0-
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RELEASE SATURDAY, MY 29, 19^8
Rush Completion of 4-H Memorial Camp
URBANA, ILL., May 29--Englneer3, construction crevs and
landscape specialists are rushing completion of a portion of k-E
Memorial Camp for the official opening June 30.
The large camp, located near Montlcello, will be in op-
eration for the first time next month. More than one thousand 4-H
Club girls and boys are expected to camp there during the summer.
Pacilities already completed include a small lake for
fishing, boating and waterfront activities; a natural amphitheatre;
an athletic field; and a 1^0-foot well.
In addition, large areas have been landscaped; roads
have been cut into the area and improved; and construction of a
dining hall and permanent comfort stations is well under way.
Tents will be used to house the young campers this
summer. Eventually, permanent cabins and other camp buildings
will be constructed.
Memorial and three other camps are being built for a
state -wide camping program for Illinois 4-H Club members and
other rural young people.
JiM:lk
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RELEASE MONDAY, MAY 31, 19^8
Can Cut Tractor Fuel Costs
URBANA, ILL., May 31--If you still have your tractor-
operating manual around, you may want to read it over again for
some suggestions on saving tractor fuel.
H. P. Bateman, agricultural engineer at the University
of Illinois, says simple adjustments on your tractor can save from
15 to 30 percent of your monthly fuel bill. And the best sugges-
tions for mal::lng those adjustments arc in y^ur operating manual.
It came with the tractor and is probably in the n^achine shed or
tucked away in a kitchen drawer.
On the subject of fuel-saving, Bateman says it's a mis-
take to burn gasoline in a low-compression tractor engine. Tractors
I
with low-compression engines were made to burn distillate. This
fuel costs from a fifth to a fourth less than gasoline.
If you can step up your tractor speed a mile an hour
and still do a good job, you can save additional fuel.
HRtlk
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RELEASE TUESDAY, JOTE 1, 19^8
Compare Beans This Summer
URBANA, ILL., June 1--If you get a chance this summer,
compare a field of soybeans growing on the contour vlth a field
planted up and down the slope.
If the soil is about the same in both fields, you'll
notice two things: First, the beans on the contour will show
better growth and, second, there will be less evidence of soil
erosion.
At the University of Illinois College of Agriculture,
research workers compared beans on the contour with beans planted
up and down the slope. Russell S. Stauffer, of the agronomy de-
partment, reports that the contoured beans outyielded the others
by 2 bushels an acre. What's more, the contoured beans reduced
erosion by as much as 75 percent.
On the contour, beans do a better job than corn in check-
ing erosion.
You've probably already planted your beans this year.
If you weren't able to put them in on the contour, you may want
to check the difference this sunmier.
HR:lk
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VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JUWE k, 1948
State FFA Meeting at U. of I.
URBAWA, ILL. June 4--Future Farmers of America vill hold
their Twentieth Annual Convention on the University of Illinois
campus June l4-l6. More than 1.200 high school agricultural stu-
dents will attend.
On hand for the three -day meeting will be 700 voting
delegates from the state's 44o local chapters, according to J. E.
Hill, State F.F.A. Adviser. Additional representatives from the
chapters will place total attendance between 1,200 and 1,500
One of the highlights of the program will be the selec-
tion of l4 Illinois candidates for the American Farmer degree.
Pinal action on these candidates i7ill be taken at the national con-
vention next fall.
In addition to the American Farmer candidates, approxi-
mately 280 boys will be awarded the Illinois State Parmer Degree.
These awards are based upon outstanding accomplishments in farming,
leadership, cooperation and activity in local chapters. From this
group of winners, four will be named District Star State Farmers.
One of those four boys will receive the highest recognition as
Star State Parmer of Illinois.
Present state officers of the association are in charge
of the convention. The officers include Kenneth Cheatham, Smith-
boro, president; George Lewis, Mt. Sterling, vice-president; Edward
Heine, Hampshire, secretary-treasurer; and Virden Trotter, Adair,
reporter. Each of the 20 sections of the state is under the di-
rection of a vice-president.
Nevr officers and vice-presidents for the sections will
be elected on the last day of the meeting.
The College of Agriculture and the College of Education
of the University of Illinois are cooperating with the State Board
I for Vocational Education in sponsoring the convention.
HC:lk
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JUI^ 5, 19^8
Huge Losses Result from Mastitis
URBANA, ILL., June 5--Illinois dairymen might be aston-
ished to find that their combined losses from mastitis total more
than $7,500,000 each year, says Dr. E. A. Woelffer, University of
Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Recent reports show that Illinois has more than 1,100,000
dairy co\rs vhich produce 5 1/2 billion pounds of milk. About 22
percent of the cows have mastitis which reduces milk production
by 20 percent. The yearly loss in milk production from mastitis
amounts to 2^2 million pounds, or enough milk to supply 331,500
children with one quart a day for a year,
A cow infected with mastitis will short-change you by
as much as $40 a year at today's prices--in ten cows this amounts
to $400. Any dairyman can find good ways to use $400, Doctor
Woelffer says.
Most dairy herds in Illinois have some mastitis. A two-
year mastitis control program in Illinois showed varying amounts
of infection in 694 of 731 herds tested for the disease.
Mastitis shows up most clearly in acute cases when the
udder becomes inflamed and the milk is watery or contains flakes.
But many cows have chronic mastitis which often goes unnoticed
until the disease becomes more advanced. A laboratory test is
often necessary to find chronic mastitis.
The University of Illinois Extension Service in Agricul-
ture and Home Economics has a herd program of mastitis prevention
and control called Demons trational Project No. 6. If you would
like more information on mastitis and its control, write to the
I University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine, Urbana, and
j
the herd program will be sent to j'-ou.
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FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, JUNE 6, 19^8
Extension Conference Starts Monday
URBANA, ILL., June 6--A three-day conference of county
extension farm and home advisers opens here tomorrow, announces
Dean H. P. Rusk, of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Taking part will be 96 county farm advisers and 89 home
advisers.
Participating in the conference vill be the resident
staff of the extension service in agriculture and home economics.
Cannon C. Hearne, Washington, D.C., vill address the joint groups
at the opening session on "Building an Extension Program for the
Future." He is from the division of field studies and training,
federal extension service.
L. J. Norton, professor of agricultural economics, will
discuss "Basic Factors in the Current Economic Situation Affecting
Farm People," and L. H. Simerl, agricultural economist, vill review
current economic developments at the opening session.
During their three-day conference the county staffs vill
be brought up-to-date on research projects that are being carried
on by the experiment station.
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FOR RELK^SE MONDAY, JUNE 1 , 1948
U. of I. Host to Land Appraisers
URBANA, ILL., June 7--S0Eie of the nation's outstanding
land appraisers will meet at the University of Illinois, June 15-
17, to discuss the best way to figure the long-time value of farm
land and buildings, according to Dean H. P. Rusk of the College
of Agriculture.
"This is a timely meeting, because of the present problem
of placing a fair value on farm land and buildings. The current
high economic level and the uncertainty of the future make it ex-
tremely difficult to forecast a valuation that will be fair over
a long period of time," Rusk said.
The three-day appraisal conference will be divided into
three parts. The first day will be spent In Inspecting farms in
east-central Illinois. Each farm will be appraised by a different
professional appraiser. The visitlnggroup will then discuss the
appraisal method that each of the specialists have used. Rusk re-
ports.
Several nationalHy known appraisers will speak on the
second day's program at the University campus. They will discuss
new developments in appraisal methods.
A prediction of things to come will feature the final
day's activity. College of Agriculture specialists will predict
the expected happenings of the next 25 years in their fields. They
will cover such subjects as farm prices, mechanization, new crops,
,
disease and pest control, and soil and fertilizers. Rusk says.
! Anyone interested In farm appraisal who plans to attend
any of the sessions should write the College of Agriculture for
;
an application blank.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 1948
Insecticides for Corn Borers
URBANA, ILL., June 8--Insectlcide3 have a definite place
in corn borer control, but that doesn't mean the widespread,
promiscuous use of insecticides on all corn acreage, asserts G. C.
Decker, entomologist. University of Illinois and State Natural
History Survey.
In lightly Infested counties, the use of insecticides
irould not be profitable. In the more heavily infested areas, only
the earliest planted or most advanced fields should be treated.
The entomologist reported that research data shows that where
corn borer populations are high, the treatment pays big dividends
on early planted corn where there is danger of severe damage.
DDT and Ryanla are two outstanding insecticides among
the materials that have been tested. Both may be used as sprays
or dusts. At the present time, DDT seems to be more readily avail-
able and lower in cost.
In using DDT as a spray. Decker suggests you use 3 pounds
of a 50-percent DDT wettable powder, or 3 to 4 pints of a 25-percent
DDT emulsion concentrate in 50 gallons of water per acre. You can
use 3 pints of 25-percent emulsion concentrate in 5 gallons of wa-
ter per acre if you apply with a low-pressure sprayer such as is
recommended for weed control. As a dust, use a 5-percent DDT dust
applied at the rate of 25 to 30 pounds per acre.
To obtain maximum protection on heavily Infested corn,
four end possibly five applications of spray or dust at 5- to 7-
day intervals may be needed. Cost figures for materials and labor
reported by growers have varied from $1.75 to $3.50 per acre per
application.
When four or more applications are to be used, the first
treatment should go on within a day or t^^ro after the first eggs
hatch in the field, and repeated applications at 5 to 7 day Intervals.
If the number of applications is reduced, start 4 or 5 days later.
If only one treatment is to be made, Decker suggests this treatment
be applied about 10 or 12 days after the first eggs hatch in the field
JRWtlk 6/1/48 -0-
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JUKE 11, 19^8
Band to Be Featured at FFA Convention
URBANA, ILL., June ll--Performance by a 90-plece State
P. P.A. Band will be one of the highlights of the Twentieth Annual
Convention of the Illinois Association of Future Farmers of Amer-
ica on the University of Illinois campus next week.
Band members, chosen from every section of the state
by Director Maurice Russell of Newton, vrill present drills and
concerts. Russell will be in charge of the music activities
during the convention.
Between 1,200 and 1,500 high school agricultural stu-
dents from kkO local P.P. A. chapters are expected to be on hand
Monday, June l4, when the 3-day meeting opens.
Two final state contests--public speaking and parlia-
mentary procedure --are expected to attract keen interest from the
attending delegates. Finals of the public speaking contest will
be held Monday night, i/ith the four boys who won district con-
tests vieing for top honors. Four chapter teams of five boys each
' will participate in the parliamentary procedure finals. Each
team will demonstrate correct techniques in conducting official
) business meetings. This contest will be held Tuesday.
"HC:lk -0-
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 19^8
More Rabies Outbreaks Reported
URBANA, ILL., June 12--Several more outbreaks of rabies
have occurred in Illinois, reports Dr. P. D. Beamer, University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Recently a fox raiding a poultry flock on a farm near
Orion attacked the flock ovner. The farmer shot the fox, scalped
it and collected the bounty. The local veterinarian sent the
fox's head to the diagnostic laboratory of the College of Veter-
inary Medicine where it was found that the fox had had rabies.
A cow on a farm near Pana suddenly became very excitable
and attacked anyone who came near her. Later she became paralyzed
and was destroyed. Her head was sent to the veterinary college
laboratory and rabies wasfbund. A dog from Watseka was also
found to have died of rabies.
Rabies is spread by the bite of rabid animals--usually
rabid dogs. But man also may get the disease if a rabid animal
licks a scratch or wound.
Doctor Beamer says you should never take a chance with
rabies. It's a terrible disease in both animals and man. When
you are bitten by a dog or other animal,wash the wound immediately
with soap and \;ater. Then consult a physician who will decide
v/hether you should be given the Pasteur treatment.
Any dog which has bitten other animals or humans should
be confined for two weeks; if it dies within this period it may
have had rabies. A veterinarian should send the dog's head to a
-.•:>;"•
,,r<
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More Rabies Outbreaks --page 2
laboratory for examination. If the animal Is alive and well after
two weeks, there is little danger of rabies.
A dog suspected of having rabies should not be killed
by shooting it in the head. This destroys the brain which is
needed for rabies examination. Doctor Beamer says.
There is no absolutely sure way of preventing rabies
in dogs, but there are several things that you can do to help
prevent it. Avoid stray dogs. Often they bite family pets and
sometimes cause rabies. All dogs in the community should be
licensed. Your local dog catcher or police officer has means of
taking care of stray dogs.
Dog owners can help protect their pets, their families
and their neighbors by having their dogs vaccinated each year.
Vaccination will protect most dogs against rabies. The veter-
inarian also knows how to handle a dog suspected of having rabies
.
Consult him if your dog or your livestock has been bitten.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JUNE l4, 19^8
Chemical Provides Check on Farming Methods
URBANA, ILL., June l4--There are laboratory tests to
shov whether or not you are getting enough limestone, phosphate
and potash In your soil. But for nitrogen, the one plant nutrient
that can absolutely limit corn yields, it's another story.
You can't send a soil sample to your county soil test-
ing laboratory and find out about your nitrogen program. Soil
tests for available nitrogen cannot be told in terms of nitrogen
needs, as can the other soil tests. This is a job you have to
do for yourself. It can be done easily and simply, by using a
white nitrate testing powder.
Dust this powder on the juicy sap in a notch cut on
the lower part of the growing cornstalk. If the corn likes your
sort of soil management, the povrder will color up like the rosy
cheeks of a school girl, anjrvrhere from a light pink to a deep
rosy red. But if you are starving the corn, the powder stays
white.
Where to get this white powder? Your county farm ad-
viser can tell where it may be obtained. He has a list of the
companies that are producing the powder.
Dr. Roger H. Bray, University of Illinois College of
Agriculture agronomist, who did much work in developing the
testing powder, pointed out that the University does not sell
the powder and cannot supply it.
In using the powder early in the season. Doctor Bray
said that young corn plants on dark-colored soils usually test
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Chemical Provides Check on Farming Methods--add 1
red. It means nitrogen is still plentiful. White tests obtained
between the middle of July and the first part of September mean
that you can expect less corn or less protein content in the corn.
Except where really severe drouth is present, white tests result
from a poor nitrogen program, according to the agronomist. Drouth
is seldom severe enough to cause white tests.
If you plow under legiimes, farm manure or commercial
nitrogen and want to see if it is supplying enough nitrogen for
the corn crop. Doctor Bray suggests using the powder test at
four different times during the season--middle July, early August,
middle August and early September. Here's \That to look for in
the tests:
If the powder is pink or red all four times, your soil
management program can be rated as good.
If in three out of the four times the stalks test
mostly pink to red, the corn will be held back only slightly
by lack of nitrogen.
But if three or four times out of the four they test
white, yields will be held back moderately to severely. These
four testing periods will tell xmether or not your nitrogen pro-
gram is good, only fairly good, or is no good.
If the tests show that you should get more nitrogen
in the soil, agronomist Bray suggests the planting of legume
crops more often in the rotation program; growing more legumes
by adding limestone, phosphate and potash where soil tests show
they are needed- applying more farm manures; and by increasing your
use of commercial nitrogen.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, JUNE 15, 19^8
Time to Watch for Grasshoppers
URBANA, ILL., June 15--^'^hat, no grasshoppers'. Well,
just i/ait a fev days and look again.
A major grasshopper outbreak in Illinois this year is
not in the immediate forecast, hut state entomologists do say it
would be unwise to pass by the warning signs.
Last year 'hoppers \/ere more abundant than usual, and
a generous crop of eggs has been reported this spring in the soil
of meadows, fencerows, roadsides and other suitable egg-laying
areas. These eggs should start hatching now, \inless delayed by
prolonged cold and rainy weather. With a good hatch, grasshoppers
are likely to give a more than usual amount of trouble in July
and August.
The best time to control grasshoppers is when they are
still small and are gathered in the hatching areas, points out
G. C. Decker, entomologist. University of Illinois and State
Natural History Survey. Less acreage will need to be treated,
and less materials are needed to do the job.
Half a pound per acre of the new insecticide, chlordane,
is recommended for control when the 'hoppers are small. I^en
about half-grovm and until they are almost full-grown, 3/k pound
of chlordane an acre is required. After full growth, one pound
per acre is needed.
If grasshoppers are migrating from a neighboring field,
chlordane can be used effectively as a barrier-spray several rods
wide on the margin of the field from which the migration is coming,
The treatment should be extended, for some distance, along two
sides of the field and should be repeated every 10 days as long
as the migration is heavy.
Large numbers of 'hoppers may prove disastrous in any
crop, but a surprisingly small population can do a lot of damage
,
by nipping fruits here and there in an orchard or by clipping
; seed heads in a clover or alfalfa seed field.
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arm News
RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JUNE l8, 19^8
Farm-Home Improvement Contest Announced
URBANA, ILL., June l8--Parmers and homemakers in 50
southern Illinois counties are eligible to compete in the 19^8
farm and home improvement contest, according to Dean H. P. Rusk
of the College of Agriculture at the University of Illinois.
The contest is sponsored by the University in cooper-
ation with the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce and is open to farm
families in all the counties south of and including Adams, Schuy-
ler, Cass, Menard, Sangamon, Christian, Shelby, Cumberland and
Clark.
Entries must be made with the county farm or home ad-
viser by July 1. Three winners vill be selected in each county
at the end of the year. In each case the husband and vxfe will
receive an expense-paid overnight trip to St. Louis.
Progress during the current year will count approximate-
ly 60 percent and previous improvements ^0 percent. Records must
be completed by December 31.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JUNE l8, 19^8
Rural Chorus Books Another Engagement
URBANA, ILL., Jvine l8--July 10 is Rural Chorus Day. All
county groups in the state have been invited to sing at the
DuQuoin (Illinois) Music Camp on that day.
The DuQuoin Music Camp is the second largest in the
United States, according to Robert Haley, assistant in rural
sociology. University of Illinois College of Agriculture. This
is the third year the camp has been held, and more than 500 sing-
ers from all sections of the United States have enrolled.
Noble Cain, arranger of two of the numbers selected
for the Rural Chorus program this year, will direct the joint
chorus the evening of July 10. Picnic grounds and all recrea-
tional facilities will be available without charge to rural chorus
members
.
Interest in rural chorus work is excellent this season.
Thirty-six adult choral units and five 4-H club groups already
have organized and have rehearsals well in hand. The adult
groups are booked to sing at the Illinois State Pair, Springfield,
and at the Sports Festival, University of Illinois, in Aiigust.
Arrangements now are being made for a section of the chorus to
sing in Canada at the close of the season.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 19^8
Brovn Rot May Be Serious
URBAKA, ILL., June 19--BrDvn rot In the 19^8 Illinois
peach crop inay be doubly sorious this year, it was predicted here
today.
Dvight Povell, horticulturist with the University of
Illinois Collece of Agriculture, says that the brown rot may
brin^ a tvo-barreled attack on the peaches due to a comparatively
light crop in prospect for many orchards and a high population
of the curculio, an insect that injures the fruit.
The University horticulturist says that brovn rot blos-
som blight has been very light except in isolated cases. Most
orchards show none to a very meager supply of the summer spores,
but only a small potential of these spores is enough to cause
trouble at harvest time.
Poi:ell recommends spraying with wettable sulfur or sul-
fur dusts in the preharvest period until materials that are better
and just as safe have been developed. Growers may wish to try
a spray of 2 quarts of lime sulfur to 100 gallons of water one
week before harvest to reduce brown rot development.
Probably the most effective method of stopping infec-
tion during transportation is by precooling. In many cases this
is not practical, but it does definitely reduce brown rot.
At present none of the new organic fungicides appear
effective. A few seem comparable to sulfur. Lime sulfur is enter-
ing the picture in some areas, but is far from 100 percent effec-
tive.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JUNE 21, 19^8
Swine Erysipelas Causes Losses In Illinois
URBANA, ILL., June 21--3wine erysipelas, a bad crlppler
and killer, is one of the serious animal disease threats to Illi-
nois sirine raisers, says Dr. E. A. Woelffer, University of Illi-
nois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Several outbreaks of swine erysipelas were diagnosed by
the College of Veterinary Medicine in May. The disease occurs
most commonly from May through September, Doctor Woelffer reports
Whether you are a breeder or a feeder, erysipelas
should be a big concern to you. Death losses in swine vary from
a fe\r up to 50 percent. If your pigs survive the disease, they
may be runty and unthrifty. Those with enlarged joints may be
condemned on the market or docked in price.
Germs causing erysipelas may live many months in the
soil. Sick animals may also contaminate the feed or water supply
for other hogs. Lambs, ducks, turkeys and pigeons sometime get
the disease from Infected swine.
Farmers often mistake swine erysipelas for other dis-
eases. Cholera, necrotic enteritis, rickets and brucellosis are
only a few that pass for erysipelas. For this reason you should
call your local veterinarian to get a correct diagnosis.
Once you find erysipelas on your farm, isolate infected
animals, burn or bury all dead hogs and have the veterinarian
vaccinate the rest of the herd against the disease. Wear rubber
gloves while handling the animals, since you may get a painful,
slow-healing infection through scratches or other breaks in your
skin, Doctor Woelffer says.
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FOR RELEASE VJEDNESDAY, JUNE 2h , 1948
Memorial Campers Celebrate Opening
URBANA, ILL., June 24--Pour-H campers and officials of
the University of Illinois will open Memorial Camp with a cere-
mony on Friday, July 2, according to J. C. Spltler, associate
director of the Illinois Extension Service in Agriculture and
Home Economics.
This will serve as the official state camp and as east-
central district camp. It is in Piatt county, near Montlcello.
The first district camp, Shav7-waw-nas-see in northern
Illinois, was officially opened in 19^6. Camp sites for i^estern
and southern districts are Jacksonville and West Frankfort.
Campers will start arriving at Memorial Camp on June 30
The group will Include 4-H clubs from Macon, DeV/ltt and Lawrence
counties. They will stay four days.
Divided into four tribes, campers will participate in
a proji^ram of handicraft, nature study, recreation and waterfront
activities. Six stainless steel boats have been purchased, and
a swimming area has been planned in the lake.
Campers will sleep in tents. Facilities include a kit-
chen, a dining room and comfort stations.
E. H. Schroth is director of the camp. The staff in-
cludes Miss Joan Hunter, nature study: Miss Marjorle Reeves,
recreation; Dennis Norman, i^aterfront activities: Mrs. Norman,
handicraft; John Klassen, wood-carving.
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Harm News
RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JUNE 25, 19^8
State Safety Week Chairman Appointed
URBANA, ILL., June 25--W. D. Murphy, Urbana, and W. V.
Whltlock, Chicago, were today appointed co-chairmen of the 19^8
Illinois Farm Safety Week by Dean H. P. Rusk of the College of
Agriculture at the University of Illinois.
The state's safety veek program will tie in with the
nation-wide campaign during the week of July 25-31
•
Murphy is assistant state leader of county farm advisers
in Illinois, and Whltlock is director of the department of safety
and public health of the Illinois Agricultural Association.
Chairmen of subcommittees will be appointed to coordinate
state-vride safety programs for the farm home, rural youth, traffic,
equipment, livestock, electrical appliances and fire safety.
A national goal during the safety week will be the elim-
ination of 30 million farm hazards. Murphy and Whltlock believe
that Illinois' part of this goal can be reached if every farm family
will eliminate at least one hazard for each member of the family.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 19^8
Wet Pasture May Cause Bloat in Cattle
URBAM, ILL., June 26--Bloat can be the serious conse-
quence vhen a hungry cow is turned onto a pasture wet with dew or
rain these summer mornings.
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois veterinarian,
urges livestock owners to be cautious about turning hungry animals
onto damp legxune pastures as losses from bloat may occur. Legumes,
such as clover and alfalfa, cause bloat most often when they are wet
with dew or rain. The animal's stomach may become bloated, and
this extra pressure of gas on the lungs and large blood vessels
may cause sudden death.
"Some animals bloat no matter how carefully they are
fed," the veterinarian said. "But usually this sickness occurs •
after a sudden change from a dry ration to green pasture. You can
help to prevent bloat by feeding your cows dry hay or straw in
the morning before they are turned out to graze."
Mansfield says these are several ways to treat bloat:
You can help the cow belch the gas by tying a piece of fork handle
or a similar stick crosswise in her mouth. Tie a small rope to
both ends of the stick and over her head to keep it in place.
You can slow down gas formation in the first of the
cow's four stomachs by giving a drench of a tablespoon of formalin
or kerosene in a qxiart of water. Be extremely careful not to
pour the liquid into the lungs. If further treatment is needed,
call your local veterinarian.
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FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, JUNE 27, 1948
Ceremony Opens Memorial Camp
URBANA, ILL., June 27--The 4-H Memorial Camp will be
opened July 2 by the first 4-H campers and officials of the Univer-
sity of Illinois. Dedication ceremonies will be conducted. This
report comes from J. C. Spltler, associate director of the Illinois
Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics.
The camp, which is in Piatt county near Monticello, i;ill
serve as the official state camp and also as the east-central dis-
trict camp. Its opening marks the achievement of the second goal
in the state 4-H camping plan. The northern district camp, Shaw-
waw-nas-see, was opened officially in 19^6. Camp sites for western
and southern districts are located at Jacksonville and West Prank-
fort.
Capacity for Memorial Camp this season is to be 200
plus the staff. The camp covers 250 acres and includes a newly
constructed three-acre lake.
Campers will start to arrive on June 30. The first group
includes 4-H clubs from Macon, DeVfltt and Lawrence counties They
will stay four days
.
Divided Into four tribes, campers will participate in a
program of handicraft, nature study, recreation and waterfront acti-
vities. Softball, volley ball, stunts, a scavenger hunt and group
singing will provide recreation. Six stainless steel boats have
been purchased, and a swimming area has been planned.
Campers will sleep in tents. Facilities include a kitchen,
ainin£ room, meeting room and comfort stations.
3. H. Schroth is business manager of the camp. Other
staff members are Miss Joan H\anter, nature study; Miss Marjorie
Reeves, recreation; Dennis Norman, waterfront activities; Mrs.
Dennis Norman, handicraft; and John Klassen, wood-carving.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JUNE 28, 19^8
Hyperkeratosis of Cattle
URBANA, lUli., June 28--Cattle raisers and dairymen are
being warned about a cattle disease that is new to Illinois. It
is called hyperkeratosis, reports Dr. E. A. Woelffer, extension
specialist, University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
The first recognized case of hyperkeratosis in Illinois
was found earlier this year in a herd of 13 dairy animals. Four of
the infected animals died before the disease was identified. Only
one cow in the herd v;as free from the disease. The second out-
break was found in a northern Illinois milking shorthorn herd.
The disease was first reported in New York in 1939- Its
cause is not known, and for this reason it was called X-disease
until recently. Doctor Woelffer says.
Hyperkeratosis means thickening of the skin, and that is
one sign of the disease. It develops slowly, usually starting
i;ith a watery discharge from the eyes and nose. Then the animal
loses weight, has a poor appetite and its skin thickens. Di-'-rrhea
Day develop in the later stages.
The skin changes start on the withers and on the sides
Df the neck. Later the skin on other parts of the body becomes
iffected. Sometimes raised patches are seen on the muzzle and in
the mouth of the animal.
Information on how to treat and prevent hyperkeratosis
Is incomplete at this time. Doctor Woelffer says. He advises
farmers to be on the lookout for the disease, however, and to re-
port suspicious cases to their local veterinarian.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, JUTIE 29, 19^8
Chemicals Remove Dark Color In Cistern Water
UBBP.M, ILL., June 29--The dark color of cistern water
that is objectionable to some people can be removed easily and
safely by using alxim and soda^ two common chemicals.
The University of Illinois College of Agriculture and
the State Water Survey division report that the two chemicals, when
properly mixed and used, form a sludge or a sediment all through
the cistern water. When this sediment settles to the bottom, the
dark color of the water is carried with it.
Two solutions can be made up with these chemicals. Care
should be used in mixing them as directed. Otherwise the water
may not be so clear as it should be.
Solution No. 1: Dissolve 3/4 pound of ordinary baking
soda in 1 gallon of water. Solution No. 2; Dissolve 1 pound of
alum (potassium alumin\im sulfate crystals) in 1/2 gallon of water.
("Filter alum" --aluminum sulfa te--is cheaper than alum and may
be used if available. Use 1/2 pound to 1/2 gallon of water. Do
not use "burnt alum.")
For every 30 gallons of water in the cistern, add 1/2
pint of solution No. 1 and stir. Next add 1/4 pint of solution
Kfo. 2 for every 30 gallons of water, and stir again. Allow 24
hours for the precipitate to settle to the bottom, carrying the
lark color with it. The water above the precipitate will then be
clear and ready for use. A small amount of sediment will form,
but it \T±11 not cause any inconvenience.
I A certain amount of mud and dirt always accumulates in
fa cistern. It should be removed, together with the precipitate
from chemical treatment, once a year.
The amount of water in the cistern may be determined by
multiplying the area of the cistern by the actual depth of water
(l cubic foot of irater contains 7 1/2 gallons).
I
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^arm News
VRSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JULY 2, 19^8
Name Sub-Committees for Farm Safety Week
URBANA, ILL., July 2--Chalrmen of nine subcommittees
that will plan for state-wide observance of Farm Safety Week July
25-31j have been named by W. W. VHiitlock and W. D. Murphy, co-
chairmen of the general committee.
The state chairman, appointed last week by Dean H. P.
Rusk of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, named
the following 10 Illinois citizens to the committees:
Maude B. Carson, Springfield, farm health and safety;
E. D. Lyon, Chicago and E. I. Pilchard, Urbana, youth safety;
E. H. Regnier, Urbana, recreational safety; Gladys Ward, Urbana,
»
home safety; Captain E. H. Warren, Springfield, traffic safety.
E. W. Lehmann, Urbana, far^ equipment safety; H. G.
Russell, Urbana, livestock safety; Dawson Womeldorff, Chicago,
farm electrical safety; and H. K. Scott, Chicago, fire safety.
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FOR RELFxASE FRIDAY, JULY 2, 19^8
Tuberculosis in Farm Livestock
URBANA, ILIi., July 2'-Here's a one-question quiz program
for you Illinois livestock growers: Is there more than one type
of tuberculosis? If you answer "no," you'll get the horn.
Actually there are three main kinds of tuberculosis- -the
cattle, the human and the poultry types--reports Dr. M. E. Mansfield,
extension specialist, University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine.
Cattle, swine and poultry are the livestock on your
farm that are most likely to get tuberculosis. Chickens get only
the poultry type of the disease; cattle are susceptible mainly to
the cattle type. Swine may be infected with all three types.
Other farm animals are more resistant. Horses, mules,
3heep and goats are quite resistant to all three types of the
iisease. Dogs may become infected with human tuberculosis. Man
Ls susceptible to the human and bovine types, but is resistant
zo poultry tuberculosis.
I
Tuberculosis of cattle has been greatly reduced in the
Jnited States. But the disease isn't licked yet and cattle should
)e tested each year.
(Chickens are now the main spreaders of tuberculosis on
Cllinois farms; they spread the disease to each other and to swine,
'revent this spread by keeping chickens out of hog lots, selling
"our old flock after the first laying season and practicing good
'arm sanitation. You'll be guarding the health of your poultry
md your swine if you do, Doctor Mansfield says.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JULY 3, 19^8
Cistern Water Can Be Deodorized
URBANA, ILL,, July 3--Unde3irable odors in cistern water
can be eliminated and the water made satisfactory for all uses ex-
cept drinking by treating it with calcium hypochlorite, according
to the Illinois Water Survey division and the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture.
The chemical recommended for use can be bought at your
drug store in small sealed tins. A fresh tin should be used, as
the chemical deteriorates upon standing. This chemical is also
known as chlorinated lime or bleaching pov^der.
Two ounces of calcium hypochlorite is recommended in
treating every 1,000 gallons of water. A heaping tablespoon of
the chemical weighs about one ounce.
Mix the dry powder with a little water to make a thick
paste. Stir the paste into a bucket of water. To avoid chlorine
fumes, do the mixing out of doors. Pour the contents of the bucket
Into the cistern and, if possible, stir the water to insure thorough
nixing. Walls of the cistern should be washed down. Let the water
stand for several hours before using it.
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ntSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JULY 9, 19^8
Illinois Poultr3rmen to Meet at UI
URBAI^A, ILL., July 9--Illinols poultry flock owners,
processors, feed dealers and hatcherymen vill attend the first
"All-Industry" Poultry Day at the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture Wednesday, July 21.
H. M. Scott, poultry division head, says this is the
first time that an all-industry poultry day has been planned by
the college. "It is our hope that all seg.i;ents of the industry
will be represented and take part in the program," he said, in
extending an invitation to all persons interested in the poultry
enterprise.
The morning program will open at 10 o'clock. Prominent
leaders will discuss rations, marketing and consumer preferences.
In the afternoon the University's research program will be re-
viewed, and visitors will tour the station's poultry farm.
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FOR RELK'^SE FRIDAY, JULY 9, 19^8
Illinois Beekeepers Plan Conference
URBANA, ILL,, July 9--Members of the Illinois state
beekeepers association vill convene on the campus of the Univer-
sity of Illinois Sunday, July l8, announces Dr. V. G. Milum,
associate professor of entomology.
A. E. Meineke, Arlington Heights, president of the as-
sociation, will preside.
A program of speaking and an exhibit of the University's
apiary equipment will be features of the day's meeting.
JRVtlk -0-
I FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JULY 10, 19^8
Conservation District Directors to Convene
URBANA, ILL., July 10--Directors of the state's 89 soil
conservation districts will hold their second annual state-wide
conference at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture
here on July 27-30? according to Ernest D. Walker, state extension
soil conservationist and chairman of the program committee.
One director of each district will be selected as the
official delegate and another as alternate, although other di-
rectors will be welcome to attend the four-day conference.
A feature of the program will be an hour's air tour of
Champaign, Piatt and Macon counties as a means of emphasizing
recommended conservation practices. Planes with licensed pilots
of the University of Illinois Institute of Aeronautics will handle
the flights.
Dean H. P. Rusk of the College of Agriculture will ad-
dress the opening session.
The conference is sponsored by the State Conservation
Districts Board, the Soil Conservation Service, the Mississippi
Valley Association and the University.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, JULY 13, 19^8
Rabies Outbreak on Illinois Farm
' URBAM, ILL., July I3--A story of how rabies is spread
was told today by Dr. P. D. Beamer, University of Illinois Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine.
Last month three cats and their kittens on a southern-
Illinois farm were attacked by a skunk. The farmer investigated
the confusion. He saw the skunk biting the kittens x^hile the
mother cats tried to drive it away. To prevent further injury
to the kittens, the farmer shot the skunk.
Recently one of the cats began to act strangely--it
attacked and bit the family's dog. Later in the day a child and
the farmer were also bitten. The cat was then caged and sent to
the diagnostic laboratory of the College of Veterinary Medicine,
where it was found to have had rabies
.
In this case, the skunk exposed the cats and their
kittens to rabies. The infected cat in turn exposed the family
and their dog to the disease. To prevent further outbreaks of
rabies, the local veterinarian advised the farmer to destroy
each of the animals exposed to the disease. Both the farmer and
his child are taking the Pasteur treatment.
How the skimk became infected with rabies is not known-
-
but it probably had been bitten by another wild animal, Doctor
Beamer says. All farm animals except poultry are very susceptible
to rabies if bitten by an infected dog or other ailmal. Wild ani-
mals also get the disease.
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Rabies Outbreak on Illinois Farm- -add 1
Rabies is 100 percent fatal in animals and man once the
I
disease is allowed to develop. For this reason if you are bitten
by an animal,wash the wound immediately with strong soap and water.
Then see your physician to see whether the Pasteur treatment is
necessary.
If possible, cage the animal that did the biting and
put it under the care of a veterinarian. If the animal dies
within two weeks, it probably had rabies and its head should be
examined by a diagnostic laboratory. The Pasteur treatment should
start immediately. But if the animal is alive and healthy after
this period, there is little chance that it had the disease, Doctor
Beamer says.
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^arm News
i:SITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JULY 16, 19^8
Increase Your Beef Profits in '48
URBAWA, ILL., July 16--An increase of $3.75 P©r head
more than covers the cost of spraying beef cattle with DDT.
And that's how much DDT spraying will earn for you,
according to H. G. Russell, who is a University of Illinois
College of Agriculture livestock specialist.
I
In a test of the value of fly control, protected cat-
tle gained about 15 pounds more per head during the pasture
peason than a group that had not been sprayed. This was true
even though the iinprotected animals had better pasture during
the latter part of the grazing season.
II At 25 cents a pound, an increase of 15 pounds a head
amounts to $3.75 a head—a return that far outweighs the cost
3f spraying.
Beef cattle should be sprayed often enough to control
the flies. That may mean spraying two or three times during the
iseason, or even once a month. While large equipment and high
pressures are not necessary, they do help to speed up the job.
i| "Controlling flies on beef cattle fits into the state-
•rlde fly control campaign for 19^8," Russell pointed out. "It
ilso fits into a sensible beef production program. The producer
>ho omits it is simply failing to observe a modern money-making
:?ractice. "
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JULY 17, 19^8
Prevention Is Better Than Cure
URBANA, ILL., July l?-- "Summer slump" in milk produc-
tion costs farmers plenty. On the average farm there is about
a 30 percent drop from May until early fall, says C. S. Rhode,
dairy extension specialist. University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
Dairymen who have planned a good pasture program and
who have their herds on good legume pastures have taken the
most important step toward avoiding this "summer slump."
Some of the 30 percent loss in production is due to
the higher percentage of cows that are dry or approaching the
end of their lactation period. But Rhode believes most of this
loss could be prevented with better care and management.
"If cows produce heavily during the summer months,
they must be fed well," Rhode says. "It is a good policy to
check daily milk production and the condition of the cattle to
make sure they are getting enough supplementary feed .
"
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JULY 19, 19^8
To D13CU33 Research on Newcastle Disease
URBANA, ILL., July 19--Visitors attending the Illinois
All-Industry Poultry Day on the University of Illinois campus
this V/ednesday will hear a last-minute report on the study of
the dreaded Newcastle disease.
H. M. Scott, head of the poultry division of the depart-
ment of animal science, says this disease is causing increasing
concern in Illinois. Research workers in the College of Veter-
inary Medicine are making every effort to find satisfactory
methods for controlling the disease.
Poultry breeders, flock owners, hatchersrmen, processors
and feed dealers are invited to attend this special meeting. The
opening session will be at 10 o'clock (CSDT) in Davenport Hall
on the campus.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, JULY 20, 1948
Illinois Farmers Are Being Robbed
URBANA, ILL., July 20--Few criminals ever dream of com-
mitting a $125,000,000 robbery. But that's the amount Internal
parasites steal from the U.S. livestock industry each year.
Illinois farmers will lose a share of their profits to
these livestock pests, predicts Dr. E. A. Hoelffer, University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine. It's true that you
may not see the thieves at work, because they are hidden. But
they keep right on causing losses day and night, he says.
Parasites cause diseased animals and poultry to eat
more grain and other feeds than healthy stock eat. Parasites
also stunt the growth of young animals and sometimes kill them.
Affected animals generally bring lover prices when shipped to
market.
Doctor Woelffer says internal parasites can be controlled.
Phenothiazine, carbon tetrachloride, hexachiorethane, sodium fluoride,
and carbon disulfide are all used to fight certain types of para-
sites. But here are three questions to ask yourself before you
start using any medicine to treat your livestock:
1. Which parasite is causing the damage in my herd or
flock?
2
.
What is the right m.edlcine to use?
3. VHiat is the proper method of treatment?
To be sure of the answers to these questions, have your
local veterinarian see your livestock. Doctor Woelffer advises.
He'll loiow the be:=:i: plan of action. But, rt-ineffioor, the cheapest
and best way of fighting parasites is to keep thorn away from your
animals in the first place by using good methods of sanitation,
,he says.
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Farm News
lERSiTY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JULY 23, 19^8
Expect Increased Export of Corn and Soybeans
URBANA, ILL., July 23--Increased exports of feed to
Europe during the next 12 months will probably strengthen the
market for this year's corn and soybean crop. This report comes
from L. J. Norton, agricultural economist with the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture.
Norton says that during the next year the character of
our exports will shift. Because our supplies are smaller and
because foreign crops are better, we will probably ship less wheat
to Europe. And European farmers want to restore livestock produc-
tion. For that reason we will ship more feeds--more corn and oil
meals.
Looking to the future, Norton points out that ERP loans
and grants will help our export situation by furnishing European
countries with the dollars they need to buy our goods. Without
ERP, our volume of exports will depend upon the amount we are trill-
ing to import from other countries, the level of our production at
home and the price at which we are willing to sell our products
abroad.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JULY 23, 1948
4-H'ers Camp. Study Leadership
URBANA, ILL., July 23--Livlng and learning leadership—
that is what about 375 4-H boys and girls and their leaders will
be doing at the ninth state Junior Leadership Camp, East Bay,
Bloomington, from Monday, July 26, through Saturday, July 31.
"Opportunities for Leadership" is the theme of the key-
note address for Tuesday. Miss Miriam Aldridge Shelden, dean of
women. University of Illinois, will be the keynote speaker, accord-
ing to Mrs. Mary Hubbard and E. I. Pilchard, camp directors and mem-
cul?u?f.^^®
^'^ '^^^^ ^* ^^^ University of Illinois College of Agri-
Covering other phases of le/idership are Mr. R. L. Porter,
director of sales and promotion for Standard Oil of Indiana, Chicago,
who will discuss "Past, Present and Future" on Wednesday: and Mr.
L. J. Fletcher, director of training and community relations for
Caterpillar Tractor Company, Peoria, who will talk on "The American
Way of Life" on Thursday.
Summing up with "Should I Try to Be a Leader?" will be
Mr, A. B. Mays, professor of industrial education, University of
Illinois
.
srout^^ -rorvS^i^p^ l^^^J^f studied by campers in discussion
^u^^fnA ^"^^"^ ^®^^ ^""^ ^°°^^ ^°^^ ^®st" is the theme for dis-
3St3 MuJr® ^t???r It^l ^^®"u ^^ternoons studying special inter-
scheduled
°^^^ts, photography, nature lore, and folk games are
Periods are planned for sports, swimming and boating.
ir,,- .^.v ^5^^ campers who attended leadership camp in 1947 are helu-
Sfdall .o^n.^'^'^r^^?^^ ^^^^' "^^^^ ^^^ Gilbert B^ankenlh^p! ^jendall c unty; Donald Mansfield, Greene countyr George Lewis
'oSi?v?°^r^^V.«^''°'r ?°^^^ ^°^^ °°^^*y Joan AshbaSfr, BrJwA^ unty; and Jeanne Hawks, Madison county.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JULY 2h, 1948
Royal Wheat Proves Its Merit
URBANA, ILL., July 24--The nev grain, Royal vheat, is
living up to hopes held for It vrhen it was released by the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture to selected growers in 19^7
This first report on the 1948 harvest of Royal wheat was made by
J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist with the University of
Illinois
.
The first yield report is from the Burchwood Farms near
Divernon in Sangamon co\inty. The farms are operated by Mrs. Marie
M. Burch and her son, David.
They planted 19 acres of the new Royal wheat, using 25
bushels of seed. When harvest time rolled around, they had 993
bushels of wheat. That's a yield of 52.2 bushels an acre. In 1946
the average per acre wheat yield in Illinois was 16 bushels, and
1 in 1947 it was 21.5 bushels. In other words, the yield of Royal
on the Burch farm was more than double the average
.
The history of Royal v;heat goes back to 1933, when the
University released Illinois Progeny No. 2. The research workers
were proud of this new wheat, but it soon proved to be a pushover
for mosaic disease.
Under the leadership of Dr. 0. T. Bonnett, crops special-
ists from the University rescued individual specimens that resisted
the severe infestation. Nursed along, the few kernels that ripened
were used as parents in future crosses.
As vras proved by the record yield of Mrs. Burch' s wheat,
the fondest hopes of these scientists were realized. Illinois
Progeny No. 2 is one of the parents of Royal wheat, today rated
,Wo. 2 among the soft wheats for this area.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1948
Light Sensitization In Farm Animals
URBANA, ILL., July 24--Most persons knov that too much
sunlight on vhite skin causes a serious burn. Farm animals graz-
ing on certain grasses, legumes and weeds may also run into trouble
from bright sunlight, warns Dr. E. A. Woelffer, University of Illi-
nois College of Veterinary Medicine
.
"Rape, buckwheat, wet alslke clover, Sudan grass and the
v;hite clovers cause white-skinned animals to become very sensitive
to 3\inlight," Doctor Woelffer says. Weeds, Including St. Johnswort
and smart weed, may also cause the same thing.
While sheep are very sensitive, horses, hogs and cattle
also become sensitized. The white- skinned area cracks. Blood
serum escaping from the cracks causes the animal's hair to mat.
The affected skin generally dies.
Losses from sensitization are sometimes high in sheep and
hogs. Deaths are caused by sloughing skin, liver damage- and
starvation because of blindness or Inability to eat. In swine
this condition is easily mistaken for erysipelas.
To prevent light sensitization, provide plenty of shade
for animal 3 J particularly sheep, grazing on wet alslke clover,
Sudan grass, buckwheat, rape, weeds or the white clovers. Con-
fining animals to shaded areas during the middle of the day will
also help.
Once sensitization develops, confine the animals to shaded
ireas. Then apply soothing ointments to relieve the itching and
intl septic s to control infection that might enter through the
tracked skin. Doctor Woelffer suggests.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JULY 26, 19^8
Stop Planning Farm Accidents
URBANA, ILL., July 26- -Accidents DON'T HAPPENl Time and
again safety specialists at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture have emphasized the fact that "accidents are carefully
and cunningly planned." And usually it's the grownups who are
responsible for the planning.
The most foolish question any person can ask is "How did
the accident happen?" Yet this same question is asked a hundred
times a day in a hundred different ways after some man or woman
or some small child is killed or horribly Injured.
The farmer who leaves a stock watering tank uncovered
is laying a death trap for some little boy who wants to "sail wood
boats on the irater."
The helper who carelessly throws a pitchfork on the ground
is planning a tragedy for the group of youngsters who rush outside
to play "Indians."
A ladder left leaning against a building is an invitation
to injury to all children who like to climb.
This is Farm Safety Week. And the reasons given above
Bxplain why safety specialists hope this week will mark the time
^hen all farm families stop planning farm accidents and start plan-
ning farm safety.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JULY 26, 19^8
Clay Pigeon Poisoning Reported
URBANAj ILL., July 26--Clay pigeons used by skeet shooters
are poisonous to svlne. A recent outbreak of coal-tar-pitch poison-
ing In swine makes "think before you shoot" a timely warning to
Illinois sportsmen.
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, says skeet shooters probably don't know that
their clay pigeons are poisonous to swine. It's the coal tar
pitch, the material used to hold the "pigeons" together, that
makes them poisonous, he says.
Many skeet shooters don't limit their sport to special
ranges, but practice in pastures and open fields. Fragments of
the clay pigeons remain on the ground. Later, if swine eat these
pieces, fatal poisoning may result.
As a two-way precaution against such deaths in swine,
farmers should not allow their hogs on pastures where they know
3lay pigeons have been used; and sportsmen should be very careful
In choosing their shooting ranges.
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Farm News
nERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JULY 31, 19^8
Dean Graham Appointed as Consultant
URBANA, ILL., July 31--Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the
University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine, has been
appointed scientific consultant to the Pood and Drug Administration.
In this capacity, he vill deal vith veterinary problems in the en-
forcement of the Federal Pood, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
Dean Graham is the first veterinarian to be appointed a
scientific consultant by the Pood and Drug Administration. For
several years, ho\rever , he has been cooperating vith the adminis-
tration in enforcing the law against misbranded veterinary medicinal
preparations to protect the livestock and poultry industry of the
nation.
Dean Graham has several times appeared as witness for the
Pood and Drug Administration in several cases that have been success-
fully prosecuted. He has also made scientific tests of veterinary
medicinal preparations, the results of which have been helpful in
removing from the market worthless preparations sold in interstate
commerce.
During 19^7, Dean Graham was consulted by the administra-
tion on several cases. One product shipped in interstate commerce
ras sold as a medicine to prevent and treat external and internal
parasites and several other diseases of poultry and other animals.
"^hen tests were made, it was found that the medicine would not kill
2ither germs or parasites and the manufacturer was fined. In some
lases, manufacturers of prepared medicines have withdrawn their prod-
ucts from the market before court action is taken.
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FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, AUGUST 1, 1948
Soil Directors Given Goals
URBANA, ILL., Aug. 1--In 32 years the United States vlll
be short 10,660,000 acres of good land needed to maintain the pres-
ent standard of living.
This prediction vas made Friday by Lachlan Macleay, pres-
ident of the Mississippi Valley Association, St. Louis, before the
concluding session of the second annual state soil conservation dis-
trict directors conference. The four-day day conference was held at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Macleay said that while the number of acres capable of
producing food will decrease as a result of erosion and floods,
the United States vlll have 24 1/2 million more people to feed.
He called for a national land policy that vould conserve land and
water resources and use them in such a way as to assure a plentiful
food supply for future generations.
About 200 Illinois farmers , members of soil conservation
districts In the state, attended the conference. On Wednesday the
group made flight over Champaign, Piatt and Macon counties to view
soil conservation practices. It was the first air trip for many of
the farmers. They were impressed with the air-view of land uses
and misuses observed. The University's Institute of Aeronautics
supplied the planes and pilots.
Macleay expressed the hope that by 1970 the task of lay-
ing out a complete farm plan on all American farms would be finished.
A complete farm plan includes the proper use of all types of soil
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Soil Directors Given Goals--add 1
I
to conserve and build up the fertility. This year, with over 2,000
soil conservation districts in operation, 24 million acres are being
farmed under a plan. In 19^7, 348 million acres were planted to
crops.
The goal includes 28 million acres under a plan by next
year, 32 million acres by 1950, 36 million acres by 1951 and 50
•' million acres by 1954.
I The conference T/as sponsored by the State Soil Conservation
Districts Board, the U. S. Soil Conservation Service, the Mississippi
Valley association and the University of Illinois.
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Harm News
\:RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, AUGUST 9, 19^8
Rural Chorus Sings at Fair
URBANA, ILL., August 9--Ma3sac county's chorus has been
chosen from the southern Illinois district to sing a special num-
ber at the State Fair, Springfield, on Saturday evening, August Ik.
One chorus from the northern district and one from cen-
! tral vill be chosen to do special numbers also, according to Robert
G. Haley, Director of the Illinois Rural Chorus, University of
Illinois College of Agriculture.
The entire rural chorus, largest of its kind in the
country, will present five songs on the same program at the fair.
The songs irill include: "Keep Your Lamps Trimmed," Cain: "Almighty
God of Our Fathers," James; "Old Joe Clark," Winstead; "The Wight
Has a Thousand Eyes," Cain; and "The American Creed," Prey.
Part of the chorus will sing at the State Farm Sports
Festival, Urbana, on Friday, August 2?. And about 350 members
will go to Toronto, Canada, to sing at the Canadian National Ex-
hibition on August 28.
With about 1,200 members, the chorus is made up of 28
smaller choruses from 30 Illinois counties.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, AUGUST 9, 19^8
Peaches Acquire Quality on Trees
URBANA, ILL., August 9--Prom the standpoint of volume
alone--not to mention quality--Illinols peach growers cannot af-
ford to pick immature fruit.
During the last veek peaches are on the tree, they in-
crease 3 to 4 percent a day in voliime when there is plenty of
moisture. This gain means 10 to 15 bushels an acre more for each
day the fruit is left on the tree. In a 40-acre orchard this in-
crease would amount to at least a carload of fruit a day.
With a comparatively light crop in the state this year,
it seems probable that good prices can be obtained if the quality
is high, according to R. V. Lott, University of Illinois horticul-
turist, who is directing experiments on fruit quality. He says that
it has been shown that consumers will pay a premium for high-
quality peaches and will buy more of them.
"Maturity is the most important single factor in determin-
ing quality in peaches," Lott said. "Quality changes little after
harvest, and the more Immature the fruit is when picked, the less
it will Improve in quality after picking. Pickers should therefore
be instructed to leave Immature fruit on the tree to be picked
later when it is more nearly mature."
V. W. Kelley, extension horticulturist, suggests starting
to pick peaches a few days later than usual. Then the orchard
should be picked over frequently; every other day is ideal under
average conditions.
The 19^8 Illinois peach crop is estimated at 1,456,000
bushels, an Increase of about 250,000 bushels over the June esti-
mate and about 60 percent of the large 19^7 crop.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, AUGUST 10, 19^8
Stock Feeder Must Know Seasonal Changes
URBANA, ILL., August 10--A knowledge of seasonal price
variations is essential in planning a cattle-feeding program, de-
clares H. G. Russell, livestock extension specialist, University
of Illinois College of Agriculture.
If cattle are to be marketed in the summer and fall, a
premium can usually be realized on good and choice grades. If
they are to be marketed in late winter and spring, the plainer
grades normally give a very satisfactory margin if fed only to a
finish corresponding with their quality.
Last spring some Illinois cattle feeders sold choice
heavy steers at a loss. In some instances, losses were the re-
sult of a negative margin, while in others there was a slight mar-
gin but low returns on feed fed. There were many reasons, but an
important one was that some feeders ignored the normal seasonal
price pattern for market cattle.
Short feeding of good to choice heavy steers had been
extremely profitable in the fall and early winter. Feeders kept
right on with the same kind of program, and then in the spring they
ran into trouble. The best aattle were selling for only slightly
more than common and medium cattle. Such a situation isn't new or
unusual, according to Russell. In fact, it usually happens at
that time of year, he said.
Cattle feeders who remembered this pattern bought plainer
cattle last fall and still had satisfactory margins,
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, AUGUST l4, 1948
Foot-and-Mouth Disease in Mexico
URBANA, ILL., August l4--Foot-and-mouth disease is in
Mexico to stay, believes Dr. G. \I . Hess of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture. Doctor Hess spoke to the staff of the University of
Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine recently on his experiences
with foot-and-mouth disease in Mexico.
"I-fhen the Americans first vent down to Mexico, they tried
to eliminate the disease by slaughtering infected and exposed cat-
tle," Doctor Hess reported. This method had been used successfully
to eliminate foot-and-mouth disease in the United States many
years ago. But it was abandoned in Mexico after several months'
trial. At that time 12,000 cattle a week were being sacrificed
in the district under Doctor Hess' supervision.
Doctor Hess said that foot-and-mouth disease was so
\ride spread that it would have been necessary to slaughter 7 1/2
million cattle to eliminate it. This was such a large number that
it would have ruined the livestock industry in Mexico.
"Another reason why the slaughter program was not effec-
tive was that many farmers refused to cooperate, hiding their cat-
tle rather than allowing them to be killed," Doctor Hess said.
The movement of these cattle spread foot-and-mouth disease faster
than it would have spread if they had been left alone
.
The Mexican type of foot-and-mouth disease is not so
virulent as the type foxind in other countries. Doctor Hess reports.
It kills only about 2 percent of the cattle that are infected and
i is even less dangerous for pigs and sheep.
>3 .f'
IFoot-and -Mouth Disease in Mexico- -add 1
At present an attempt is being made in Mexico to con-
trol foot-and-mouth disease by vaccination and quarantine. Two
lines running east and west have been set up. Animals south of
these lines are being vaccinated. There is no foot-and-mouth dis-
ease north of the quarantine lines, and no cattle are allowed to
go from the southern to the northern part. The northern line is
about 300 miles south of the American border.
Doctor Hess was a district supervisor for a year in the
foot-and-mouth disease program carried out by the United States
government. His district included the State of Jalisco in west-
central Mexico and parts of other states.
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^ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, AUGUST 1^, 19^8
Dairy Conference to Be Held
URBANA, ILL., August l4—The annual dairy manufactures
conference sponsored by the University of Illinois will be held
on the University campus at Galesburg November 10-12, announces
Dr. P. H. Tracy, professor of dairy manufactures. Dairy technicians,
fieldmen and executives of the dairy Industry are expected to en-
roll in the course.
Because of crowded housing conditions on the Urbana-
Champaign campus, the meeting is being moved to Galesburg, where
ample facilities are available.
A group of nationally known speakers has been selected
for the three-day program, Tracy reported. Subjects of current
interest in the dairy manufacturing field will be highlighted.
Further details are available upon request to Dr. P. H. Tracy,
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, AUGUST l4, 19^8
Veterinarian Tests Livestock Disease Remedies
URBANA, ILL., August l4--Hllnols farmers are warned to
think tvlce before buying livestock disease remedies.
"Too often a great deal of harm results from using a pre-
pared medicine before an adequate diagnosis is made," reports Dr.
0. D. Grace, Federal Pood and Drug Administration veterinarian
stationed at the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Med-
icine. He investigates the usefulness of proprietary remedies sold
on the market.
Before you buy a product to treat an animal for a disease
such as vorms, be sure worms are causing the trouble. Doctor Grace
advises. And when you make the purchase, be sure to read the label
carefully. Facts about ingredients in the remedy should be plainly
legible. Irrational mixture of ingredients in many medicines make
them unsafe or ineffective for any specific purpose.
"Competition in manufacturing and selling drug products
for veterinary use is getting greater all the time. Our attention
is constantly being called to the questionable practices of some
manufacturers or distributors in this field," the veterinarian says.
Doctor Grace works only on remedies which are shipped
beti/een states and are controlled by federal law. These remedies
are sent to him for testing by field Inspectors of the Pood and
Drug Administration. Many of the products can be tested in the lab-
I oratories of the College of Veterinary Medicine. Others must be
tested on diseased animals under farm conditions.
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Veterinarian Tests Livestock Disease Remedies--Add 1
l/hen a product must be tested on a farm, Doctor Grace
secures the help of a farmer whose animals are suffering from a
disease the remedy is supposed to cure. Most farmers are eager
to cooperate. They realize that their aid may help to save farmers
thousands of dollars in a year's time if the remedy does not do
its job.
One of the remedies tested at the College of Veterinary
Medicine vas supposed to cure a variety of livestock dlseases--
coccidiosiSj diarrhea and other diseases of poultry, necrotic
enteritis of svine, scours in calves, and others. The product was
found to be of no value, and interstate shipments were destroyed
upon court order.
"There are on the market prepared medicines that comply
with the federal law and that serve a useful purpose when used in-
telligently, " Doctor Grace says. But he adds, "To use a medicine
safely and effectively as directed on the label, an adequate diag-
nosis is essential."
The Pood and Drug Administration is proceeding as rapidly
as possible with available funds and veterinary medical personnel
against many of the questionable types of veterinary products on
the market. Corrective measures in the enforcement of the law
cannot be carried out at the same time against all unlawful products.
Doctor Grace says.
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FOR RELEASE SIWDAY AUGUST I5, 1948
Clean Machines Improve Quality of Dairy Products
URBANA, ILL., August 15--
/Cream separators that are not properly and regularly
cleaned and sterilized can be the cause of poor quality in milk
and cream, points out R. V. Hussong, dairy bacteriologist. Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
The best way to keep the separator clean is to wash and
sterilize it after each use--that is, twice a day. It is common
practice on many farms to wash the separator only once a day,
usually after the morning milking. The bowl then stands overnight
filled with milk or a mixture of milk and water. During this time
millions of bacteria develop and pass into the skim milk and cream
\rhen the machine is next used.
Hussong says it's best not to mix freshly separated cream
with cold cream. Tests show that when fresh, warm cream is added
to cold cream the quality is always lower. The best way is to
cool the fresh cream before adding it to the cold cream. The
warm cream raises the temperature of the cold cream, promoting the
growth of bacteria that produce abnormal flavors.
Dr. Hussong stressed three points that should help dairy-
men produce quality dairy products: Keep all equipment that touches
the milk or cream clean and sterile. Cool the milk or cream quick-
ly to 50 or 60 degrees P., and hold it at that temperature. And
deliver milk to the market every day and the cream two or three
times a week.
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RELEASE SATURDAY, AUGUST 21, 1948
Seed of Nev Royal Wheat to be Available
URBANA, ILL., August 21--Unlversity of Illinois agronomists
estimate that about 50,000 bushels of the new Royal wheat should be
available this fall to Illinois wheat growers for seeding the 1949
crop.
A survey of growers who planted 1,520 acres for seed in-
crease this year revealed average yields of 34.2 bushels an acre.
J. C. Hackleman, extension agronomist, said the survey showed also
that Royal v:heat had outyielded other varieties grown on the same
farms by nearly 6 bushels an acre.
The new wheat, developed by the University of Illinois, is
adapted especially to south-central and southern Illinois areas.
The highest yield this year was reported recently from the farm of
S^aci^^"^®
^'^' ^''^°^' Dlvernon, Sangamon county, with 52.2 bushels
trihntmn !!? S^^'^r^^ ''i4 ^® exercised by the University over dis-
So^r^ii ?n ^°y^\^^^e^t for seed. Professor Hackleman Iskedgrowers to cooperate, however, in taking care of local needs for se^dHe suggested that farmers who want seSd this fall contlJt theircounty farm adviser, who will know of sources of supply PaU seed
-
ings are expected to start by the first week in October
wn, T^
Growers reported that fair prices for Royal wheat seedvould range from $3-50 to $5.00 a bushel.
Many favorable comments have been made by growers about
' ?eveTLT'^XlcATf^ statements received were^"fhe ?est wheati e er had, excellent qualities, no shattering." ^'verv vrlnter-hardy and stiff-strawed with an uAusual number of grilns lo themesh," and "long heads, good yield and high test wfight "
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RELEASE SUNDAY AUGUST 22, 19^8
Illinois Gardeners to See Gladioli Fields1 11 IIP- I —.m il—— !! 1MB laiai . I* .lai i.ium— i mi h i m i^ m wi n » n ^ m i
URBAKA, ILL., August 22--If your dream of a colorful flover
garden has been a 10 x 10 gladioli bed in your own back yard, your
vision may be slightly blurred if you visit the 1,600 acres of
"glads" in the Wichert area of southeastern Kankakee county.
Wichert may be called a "glad" comm\inity, for it is the
center of one of the largest commercial flower-growing enterprises
in the United States. It is also in an important but declining
vegetable-growing region.
In tribute to the kO years of pioneering efforts of these
flower growers, members of the Garden Club of Illinois, Inc., will
i
visit the gardens on Wednesday afternoon, August 25. Lee A. Somers,
University of Illinois extension specialist, announces that the
club is holding a meeting in Bird Park, Kankakee, at noon, after
which a field tour of the spacious acreages will be made. Visitors
are invited to take part in the program and tour.
Talks will be given at the noon program by Lloyd Graham,
Kankakee county farm adviser; Professor Somers; Dr. L. L. English,
entomologist; and Dr. J. L. Porsberg, pathologist, of the Illinois
Natural History Survey.
It iras in 1908 that a Mr. Claussen, ovmer of a sauerkraut
factory, planted some gladiolus bulbs around his plant that marked
the beginning of the industry. Soon he had beautiful flowers that
caught the fancy of Albert Bonvallet, who saw in them the possi-
bility of a nevr commercial crop for the region.
1 The next year Mr. Bonvallet bought bulbs and raised one-
' fourth acre of commercial gladioli.
Prom this small beginning, the flower crop has had a
i
steady developm-ant
. Pirst 10 acres were grown, then 25 and then
'100 acres. Alter several years there were 500 acres and later
1,000 acres. Today there are between 1,500 and 1,600 acres of com-
jmercial gladioli growing in the Wichert area.
-0-
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RELEASE SATURDAY, AUGUST 28, 19^8
Schedule Pullorum Testers' School
URBANA, ILL., August 28--The annual pullor'am testers'
school of Instruction, sponsored by the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine, will be held on the University campus,
Urbana— Champaign, August 30-31.Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the
college, made this announcement.
Talks on the control of pullorum disease of poultry will
highlight the two-day program. Participants in the program will
include Dr. C, E. Pidler, Dr. T. E. Palmer and Dr. L. B. Woods
from the State Department of Agriculture division of livestock in-
dustry; Dr. Carl Olson, Jr., University of Nebraska- and Drs. J. 0.
Alberts, P. D. Beamer, C. C. Morrill, J. E. Prier and S. C. Schmittle
of the Illinois college.
Visiting pullorum testers are asked to bring their com-
plete testing equipment, including antigen, for inspection. The
equipment also will be needed for pullorum agglutination tests
August 31.
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RELEASE SATURDAY, AUGUST 28, 19^8
Veterinary College Offers Clinical Service
URBANA, ILL., August 28--A complete veterinary clinical
service will be offered by the department of veterinary clinical
medicine of the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Med-
^
Icine beginning September 1, Dean Robert Graham announced today.
I
This service will be in addition to tho diagnostic service which
has been available to veterinarians and stockmen for nearly 25
years.
I
The veterinary clinical service will Include an In-clinlc
and an out-clinic for both large and small animals. Appointments
will be necessary before animals are brought to the College of Vet-
erlnary Medicine for examination. Staff veterinarians will answer
calls within a radius of approximately 15 miles of Champaign-
Urbana. All calls and appointments outside the 15-mlle radius will
be made only upon consultation with the livestock grower's local
veterinarian.
Equipment is available to provide both X-ray and fluoro-
,
scopic examinations of large and small animals. Fees will be
charged for surgical and medical treatment and for X-ray and fluoro-
scopic examinations.
Dr. Gordon Danks, formerly professor of surgery at Cornell
University, who has been a consultant in the College of Veterinary
Medicine during the past year, will be in charge of the new activity.
Associated with him will be Drs . L. E. Boley, H. J. Hardenbrook,
Ray Hatch and Ralph Witter.
Staff members of the department of veterinary clinical
medicine will train veterinary students of the junior and senior
classes. Dean Graham reported. The College of Veterinary Medicine
Will accept its first freshman class for training in September.
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RELEASE MONDAY, AUGUST 30, 19^8
Prusslc Acid Poisoning In Farm Livestock
URBANA, ILL., August 30--Sudan grass is a lush, fast grow-
ing plant that makes a very good summer pasture. But It also may-
be a dangerous poisoner of farm livestock.
Doctor M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine says young, dark green Sudan grass may contain
dangerous amounts of prusslc or hydrocyanic acid. This makes the
grass highly poisonous to livestock, especially cattle.
The College of Veterinary Medicine believes several cases
of cattle poisoning which it recently diagnosed were caused by
prusslc acid in Sudan grass. A sample of grass from one field in
which losses had occurred was foimd to contain large amounts of
this poison.
Poisoning from Sudan grass rarely occurs when the plants
are more than l8 inches tall. But short, green grov;th may occur
in the same pasture with nonpolsonous mature plants. This ex-
plains trhy losses sometime occur when animals graze on mature
pastures but have access to young plants. Poisoning also may re-
sult when normal growth has been interrupted by drought, trampling
or frost.
Prusslc acid acts quickly, but it can be overcome if treat-
ment is given immediately. Watch for symptoms of running eyes,
twitching muscles and a staggering gait. Death follows convulsions,
collapse and general paralysis.
Other plants which may cause prusslc acid poisoning In-
I
elude flax, arrow grass, sorghum and Johnson grass. Usually it's
jj Sudan grass and sorghum that cause the cases of prusslc acid pois-
oning that occur in Illinois livestock, Doctor Mansfield warns.
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RELEASE TUESDAY, AUGUST 31, 19^8
Make Use of Your Silo
URBANA, ILL., August 31--Silo3 may help to make good use
of the bumper crop of cornstalks that is grovring on Illinois farms
this year. Suggestions for getting the silo in good condition are
offered by J. G. Andros, University of Illinois extension agricul-
tural engineer:
First, clean it thoroughly. Clean out the pit, and scrape
old silage off the walls. Then examine the walls for air leaks that
may cause silage to spoil. Melted paraffin can be used to fill
small cracks in mortar joints or between the silo staves. You may
use a paint brush to apply the melted paraffin.
-0-
Pointers on Saving Grain Fed to Hogs
URBANA, ILL., August 31--A record corn crop may bring lower
grain prices this fall. For this reason there is considerable inter-
est in limiting grain fed to hogs now with the idea of finishing the
spring pig crop out on new corn later in the fall. If you plan to
use this limited feeding program, here are some suggestions from
G. R. Carlisle, University of Illinois extension livestock specialist
Do not limit the ration until pigs have reached 60-75
pounds in weight. Provide plenty of pasture. Limited-fed hogs will
use 50 to 100 percent more pasture than will hogs on a full feed of
grain.
Peed enough grain to provide 1/2 pound of daily gain. This
usually requires from one-third to one-half of the normal full feed.
For greatest economy, you may stop using a protein supplement after
the pigs reach 75-100 pounds if you have plenty of good-quality pas-
ture. Provide a mineral mixture free choice at all times.
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ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1948
'Livestock Outlook Meetings Scheduled
URBANA, ILL., September 4--The annual series of livestock
outlook meetings in Illinois counties started this week, announced
L. H. Slmerl, extension specialist in marketing at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture.
The first of 89 county meetings vas held in Henry county
on Monday. The series will continue for the next five weeks.
Specialists from the University and cooperative livestock marketing
agencies will discuss the present livestock situation and offer sug-
gestions to the producer in planning his future operations.
Representing the University at the various programs will
be Mr. Simerl, L. F. Stice and P. A. Stewart, agricultural economics
iepartment, and H. G. Russell and G. R. Carlisle, animal science de-
partment .
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 19^8
Take Care of Metal Roofs
I URBANA, ILL., September 6--Rust is the cancer of farm ma-
chinery and other metal equipment on the farm. It goes on destroy-
ing thousands of dollars worth of property each year.
"Rust does not stop 'working' because it's Labor Day. It
is no respecter of iron or steel. Once started, it vrill slowly de-
stroy metal roofs, machinery and equipment," declares J. G. Andros,
extension agricultural engineer. University of Illinois College of
.Agriculture.
J,
Andros pointed especially to the damage done each year to
the galvanized roofs that are used on more than a third of the
service buildings on Illinois farms. Almost half of the metal roofs
nov; in use need some repairs because of rusting.
Such repairs include replacing damaged nailing strips or
sheets, renailin^, tightening loose sheets and painting to stop
fdamage from rust. Such repairs seldom take much money or material,
but they do require a few hours of labor from time to time
.
"Galvanized metal roofing should be painted as soon as
the galvanizing or zinc coating begins to break down, and certainly
Defore the roofing rusts very much," Andros said. "Painting at this
,3tage takes less labor, and a gallon of paint goes further. Warm
II
leather is the best time to apply the paint."
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 19^8
Ag. Editorial Offices Win Top Honors
URBANA, ILL., September 3--Entries from the editorial of-
fices of the University of Illinois College of Agriculture shared
top-place honors in national competition at the recent annual confer-
ence of the American Association of Agricultural College Editors,
Dean H. P. Rusk announced today.
A final report on the judging of entries from 27 agrlcul-
' tural colleges shows Illinois and North Carolina tied for first place
vlth 26 points each. In the judging, 2 points were given for an
Excellent rating and 1 point for a rating of Good on an entry. Of
the 26 editorial entries from Illinois, 19 were judged either Good
or Excellent.
Blue ribbons for Excellent editorial merit were awarded to
a popular, a technical and a semltechnlcal bulletin submitted by the
publications office of the college and to the Illinois Extension News-
Messenger, coliomn fillers for newspapers, a single photograph and a
set of educational color slides submitted by the extension editorial
office.
Red ribbons for Good editorial merit were given to two other
popular bulletins from the publications office. This rating also was
;avarded to the syndicated news service to the state's weekly and daily
newspapers, the farm and home radio news service, news aids to county
farm and home advisers, a published feature story, a series of educa-
tional pictures and the informational materials prepared to support
the Southern Illinois 6-Polnt Dairy Program. These entries were sub-
nitted by the extension editorial office.
County extension editorial entries shared in the national
recognition. Red ribbons were awarded to A. R. Kemp, Knox county farm
idvlser, for a transcribed farm radio program; Jeannette Dean, Jackson
county home adviser, for a transcribed home economics radio program;
Kenneth R. Imig, Iroquois county farm adviser, for his weekly news
service to newspapers, and 0. 0. Mowery, Macoupin county farm adviser,
"or his county farm organization publication.
^'l^
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FOR RELMSE SUNDAY, SEPTEI/BER 5, 19^8
Grain Stora&e Discussed at Meetings
URBANA, ILL., September 5--With grain storage and marketing
facllties near the saturation point, farmers must use their own re-
sources and Ingenuity to minimize losses that may develop through
Inadequate storage.
0. L. Whalln, University of Illinois agricultural extension
service, offered this advice in a series of district meetings just
held in the state. Particular stress was put on the need for more
farm storage at these meetings, which were attended by county farm
advisers, county AAA committeemen, bankers and elevator operators.
Whalln pointed out six reasons why farmers vrlll need to
give special attention to the problem of storage this year:
Corn and soybean production in Illinois is at record levels,
and production in the U. S. as a whole will reach an all-time high.
Marketing facllites may not be sufficient to handle all
grain offered during the early part of the season. Lack of facili-
ties may tend to lower prices.
Transportation facilities may break down.
Demand may be weakened by a decrease in livestock numbers
and by the export situation.
There may be a greater- than-normal spread in price between
harvest time and later.
Many farms are short on storage space.
At the four district meetings held at Dixon, Urbana, Mt.
Vernon and Jacksonville, Whalin offered four possible solutions to
the shortage of storage space on farms: New permanent storage may be
sn;.
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Grain Storage Discussed at Meetings--add 1
constructed, various types of temporary storage may be used, present
building space may be converted into temporary or permanent storage,
or neighboring farms may have extra storage space. If a government
loan is desired on the grain, then storage must meet the loan require-
ments; othenrise the only requirement vill be to deliver satisfactory
grain.
IJhalin encouraged farmers not to harvest grain until it is
in suitable condition for storage. Informational campaigns will be
carried on during the fall months to help farmers understand the
critical storage problem and to suggest vays to save grain through
use of temporary storage facilities.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 19^8
Veterinary College Opens to Students
URBANA, ILL., September 10--Twenty-for\r students will
make up the first freshman class of the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine when they enroll for veterinary training
September 11 and 13.
k For the first time in the history of the University of
Illinois, students vill enroll in the professional veterinary courses
that \7ill lead to the degree of doctor of veterinary medicine four
years in the future.
Each of the students accepted in the College of Veterinary
Medicine has completed two years of preveterinary training. The
degree of bachelor of science may be conferred upon the students at
the end of their second year of veterinary training.
The freshman class of veterinary students will come from
all sections of the state. All are World War II veterans. The
oldest student will be 34; the youngest 22.
Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the veterinary college, says
members of the first veterinary class will be trained in two build-
ings on the Urbana campus of the University. The Veterinary Pathol-
;
ogy Laboratory, a one-story brick building erected in 1904-05, houses
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Veterinary College Opens to Students --add 1
one teaching laboratory for the use of the departments of veterinary
anatomy and physiology and pharmacology. The building also houses
the department of veterinary clinical medicine and the diagnostic
service of the department of veterinary pathology and hygiene.
Students vill also receive training in a former residence
which is being used temporarily by the college. This building houses
the college's administrative offices and research and teaching lab-
oratories in the departments of veterinary anatomy j veterinary path-
ology and hygiene, and veterinary physiology and pharmacology.
T\To new buildings are planned for the College of Veterinary
Medicine. One of them will be a basic science building; the other
will house the activities of the department of veterinary clinical
medicine and the diagnostic service of the college. Larger veter-
inary classes will be accepted when the new buildings are completed.
Members of the first veterinary class will be John R. Baker.
Dixon; Robert G. Bramel, Urbana; Robert P. Butzow, Chicago: Kenneth
D. Campbell J Sparta; John M. Carroll, Kewanee- George F. Pehrenbacker,
Dundas; Richard B. Pink, Glasford; William Paul Hendren, Urbana;
William G. Huber, Champaign; Cecil R. Johnson, Pekin* Boyd B.
Knuppel, Urbana; Robert A. Latham, Jr., Mt. Vernon: Charles E.
Lindley, Hutsonville; Harry A. Loeffler, Berwyn; Clifford E. Loomls,
Urbana; Earl E. Lutz, Astoria; Edward C. Murphy, Yorkville.
William M. Newton, Coal Valley: Raymond E. Olsen, Chicago;
Harold I. Patterson, Parmington; George C. Scott, LeRoy: William
K. Specht, DeKalb; Oliver W. Stovre, Greenville: and Robert P. l^Hialen,
Danville
.
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FOR RELMSE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 19^8
Illinois Farm Managers Plan Fall Meet
URBAM, ILL., September 10--The Illinois Society of Farm
Managers and Rural Appraisers will meet In Bloomington, 111., on
Wednesday, September 15, for their fall conference, according to
J. B. Andrews, secretary of the society and professor of farm man-
agement extension. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
The annual fall conference will be a joint dinner meeting
with the Bloomington Agricultural Club at the Hotel Rogers. Trevor
L. Jones, Havana, manager of the Cimco farms, will speak on in-
creasing the intensity of production on a farm.
On Thursday the entire day will be spent inspecting the
gift of Robert Allerton to the University of Illinois which consists
of farms, a park and the Illinois 4-H Memorial Camp near Monticello.
On the farms there are about 4,000 acres of land divided
into eight farm units operated by tenants under crop-share-cash
leases vrith the University. Soil conservation and improvement pro-
grams and cropping systems will be reviewed. New crops, production
of clover seed and weed control have been given special attention.
Professor D. G. Carter, University of Illinois agricultural
engineer, has made a complete survey of all buildings on the farms
and will be present to discuss special features.
The Allerton Park is a wooded area along the Sangamon River
including the manor, former residence of Mr. Allerton, and the formal
gardens. This area is now a state park under the supervision of the
University.
The 4-H Memorial camp covers 250 acres north of the park
area and was ^iven by Mr. Allerton two years ago for use as a 4-H
club camp. A small lake has been constructed, and a small camping
project was carried out this year. Plans are being made to start
work on a lar;:,e lake and buildings next year.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 19^8
Announces State Contour Plowing Contest
URRANA, ILL., September 13--Cbamplon county plovmen will
vie for state honors on Tuesday, September 21 when the state plowing
contest will be held near Ohio, Bureau county, according to Ralph C.
Hay, Urbana, executive secretary of the state soil conservation dis-
tricts board.
The event will mark the third annual Illinois state soil
conservation field day and contour plowing conl^est. The Dewey
Johnson farm just south of Ohio will be the scene for the state
contest.
Entries for the plowing match are open to one contestant
from each Illinois county, according to Hay. In most cases, the
winners of county contests now in progress will be entered.
In addition, the 19^7 state champion contour plowman, Lloyd
Shafer, Livingston county and the second-place winner, John Hood,
Bureau county will defend their last year's laurels. Entries are
to be listed with Halsey Miles, Bureau county farm adviser, Princeton,
111., by Friday, September 17.
Cash prizes and trophies will be awarded to all contestants
in the state contest. In case of rain, the event will be postponed
until Tuesday, September 28.
Events of the field day will include terrace building
demonstrations, inspection of crops planted on the contour, build-
ing a farm pond, building grass waten^ays, building a concrete flume,
landscaping the homestead on the Johnson farm, and a contour staking
contest for high school students in that section of the state.
Implement dealers and farm machinery companies are pro-
viding the equipment for the demonstrations which will contribute to
carrying out the farm and home plans of the Johnson farm.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1^, 19^S
Illinois Svlne Breeders Fight Brucellosis
URBANA, ILL., September l^--Illlnols breeders of purebred
swine are fighting swine brucellosis. A total of 102 owners of
purebred swine now are enrolled In Project 1046, the antibrucellosis
project of the University of Illinois Extension Service in Agricul-
ture and Home Economics.
The U. of I. College of Veterinary Medicine reports that
30 Project 1C46 members have been awarded state accreditations for
their brucellosis-free herds. Accreditations recently have been
awarded to P. L. Bossingham and Sons and Newell Henderson, Stanford;
Vfalter E. Passett, Reynolds; and Raymond Weinheimer, Hlshland.
Viron Gustafson, Sparland, recently entered the fight
against swine brucellosis by enrolling his herd in Project 1046.
After entering the project, t\To negative brucellosis tests 30 to
90 days apart qualify a purebred swine herd for accreditation by
the State Department of Agriculture. Further information on Project
1045 can be had by writing the College of Veterinary Medicine, Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana.
University veterinarians say members of Project 1046
benefit themselves and their customers by fighting brucellosis.
Brucellosis in swine often causes the troublesome disease known as
undulant fever in herd owners and their families. Infected sows
sometimes abort their litters and in this way expose cows that share
the same barn lots. Purchasers of purebred swine help to protect
themselves and their families when they buy from accredited herds.
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FOR RELK^SE THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 19^8
Four-H Judging Teams Picked
URBANAjILL., September 9--Eleven Illinois h-E county live-
stock, dairy and poultry champion judging teams ranlced tops at the
1948 state judging contest held here at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture on September 4.
E. I. Pilchard, in charge of boy's 4-H club vork, super-
vised the contest in which 790 Illinois 4-H boys took part in an all-
day program of judging horses, beef cattle, sheep, swine, dairy cat-
tle and poultry.
Six county teams were given a rating of "A" for high
scoring on livestock (except dairy cattle and poultry): Boone,
Christian, Macon, Tazewell, Sangamon and McLean. Three county teams
were awarded an A rating in the dairy judging contest: Pulton, McLean
and Tazevrell; and two county teams were given A ratings in poultry
judging: Kendall and Will.
On October 2 the six county livestock teams return to the
University for a run-off to determine the state champion. The win-
ning team will represent Illinois in the non-intercollegiate judging
contest held in Chicago on November 26, preceding the opening of
the International Live Stock Exposition.
Members of the winning teams were: (livestock) Boone county,
Earl Jackson, James Turner, David Lampert; Christian coxinty, Jim
Winans, Dale Smith, Gene Fisher: Macon, Lyle Tohill, Arnold Bork,
Ernest Myers; Tazewell, Robert Schrock, Dan Roth, Howard Springer-
Sangamon, William Brunner, John Krell, Harry Robertson; McLean, Lynn
LaMont, Lee Quast, Eddie Wright.
(Dairy) Fulton county, H. Ault, J. Thompson, Philip Melville;
McLean, Dick Compton, Gordon Ropp, Don Smith; Tazewell, David Diemer,
Elmon Koch, Gerald Wagler. (Poultry) Kendall, Duane Clauson, Ronald
Johnson, Ralph Worwick; Will, Vernon Laukenau, William Shoop, Maurice
Soucie.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 19^8
Save Pigs to Boost Profits
URBANA, ILL., September 17--Illlnols hog producers should
be getting ready to save every possible pig that Is farroved this
fall, according to G. R. Carlisle, University of Illinois livestock
specialist. With the prospect of lowered corn prices and continued
good demand for meat, fall pigs can be real money makers for the
hog man who does a good job in his management practices.
Brood sows that are thin because they've been on pasture
with little grain this summer, can use some of the new oat crop
to put on flesh before time to nurse the fall litter. Oats for
hogs should be finely ground.
The Illinois extension specialist points out that with
pastures usually available, it is probably easier to maintain good
sanitation for young fall pigs than for spring litters. But he
said that strict sanitation always should be a part of any swine
production program.
Pigs will get just as wormy, and their gains will be just
as costly if they are allowed to run in old hog lots before they
are 4 months old, no matter what time of year they are farrowed,"
Carlisle emphasized. "Cleaning and scrubbing out the farrowing
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Save Pigs to Boost Proflt3--add 1
houses is another step that should not be overlooked in following
a good sanitation system."
Gilts that are to he kept for sow herd replacements should
be removed from the market lot before they become quite fat, and fed
a growin£i rather than a fattening ration.
Early spring litters that have been pushed for an early
market soon will be ready to move to market, and gilts that are to
be kept should be selected by this time. It is important, according
to Carlisle, that the best, growthiest gilts be kept although with
present high prices, it may be a temptation for the hog producer to
sell his largest gilts and keep the smaller slow-growing gilts
for herd sow replacements.
Other points to keep in mind in selecting breeding herd
replacements are to select gilts of good type with at least 10 and
preferably 12 teats, gilts that do not show inverted (blind) teats,
and Gilts that come from large litters farrowed by sows that are
heavy milkers and good mothers.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER l8, 19^8
Hatcherymen Attend Pullorum Testers' School
URBANA, ILL., September l8--Pullorum disease of poultry
is the No. 1 baby chick killer in Illinois, Dr. J. 0. Alberts. Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine, recently told
120 Illinois hatcherjrmen attending the annual pullorum testers'
school on the University campus.
"Poultry sanitation and pullorum testing would have helped
to prevent the hundreds of outbreaks of the disease which occurred
in Illinois last year," Doctor Alberts, chairman of the two-day
school, told the hatcherymen.
Dr. Carl Olson, Jr., University of Nebraska, told the
hatcherymen that pullorum disease also is a problem in Nebraska.
He said the disease often spreads from infected hens through their
eggs to baby chicks. Infected chicks then may spread the disease
to other chicks in the same brooder. Some of the chicks die, while
others recover, mature and spread the disease through their eggs.
The disease can be checked by testing the laying flock, removing
the reactors, and practicing sanitation, he said.
Another visiting speaker. Dr. C. E. Pidler, superintendent,
Division of Livestock Industry, State Department of Agriculture,
explained to the hatchersrmen that the control of pullorum disease
is necessary for the welfare of the state's poultry industry. Vet-
erinary college staff members who participated in the school were
Dean Robert Graham and Drs . H. S. Bryan, C. C. Morrill, J. E. Prier
and 3. C. Schmittle.
ll
Collecting blood samples and inspecting testing equipment
'Were other features of the school. Each hatchersnnan tested 100
blood samples for the detection of pullorum disease reactors and
took oral and written examinations. Those who passed the tests will
be checked by State Department of Agriculture Inspectors in field
examinations. They then will become state-accredited pullorum test-
:
ers
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 19^8
Good Concrete Can Be Made on Farm
URBANA, ILL., September 20--Concrete as solid as the Rock
of Gibraltar is a possibility on the average-sized farm if the
farmer uses or insists that the person who mixes the concrete uses
a f e^7 simple rules .
J. G. Andros, University of Illinois agricultural engineer,
says good quality concrete usually costs no more to make than poor
quality concrete. At the same time good concrete is far more econom-
ical in the long run because of its greater durability.
"An investment today demands long-time service because
of hi£,h-priced materials," the Illinois engineer added. "If you
are making your own concrete or if someone else is doing the work,
demand good concrete-making practices. You'll save money in the
years to come and better service will be the result."
The amoxint of water to be used with each sack of cement
is one secret of making good concrete. Another is to use clean
materials and then to see that the newly laid concrete is cured
properly for a week.
Two mixes are common for farm jobs. In the first case
where watertight floors., foundations and tanks are being made, use
6 gallons of vmter to each sack of cement; in the other case where
foundation walls, footings and the like are being poured, 7 gallons
of water for each sack of cement is recommended. Allowance for
water should be made when sand or bank-run material is damp, wet or
very vet.
''In the placing and finishing process, no accumulation of
water should come to the surface. If it does, then too much water
has been used in the mix," Andros said. "In work where the con-
crete is poured in 'forms', the concrete should be placed in layers
6 to 8 Inches deep. Spade next to the form to eliminate air pockets
and to make the concrete mass more compact."
In finishing floors, only a wood float finish is desirable
for animals to travel upon. Smooth surfaces may cause slipping and
injury to the stock. For basement floors, poultry houses, grain bins
or milkhouses, a steel trowel should be used to finish the floor
after the concrete has taken its initial set.
Concrete should be kept moist for at least seven days dur-
ing the curinc process. It may be covered with straw, dirt or bur-
lap to reduce the evaporation of moisture.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 19^8
Foresters Plan Logging Show
URBANA, ILL., September 21--The first logging equipment
shov7 of its kind In Illinois or the midwest Is the description
given by L. B. Culver, Illinois forester, in announcing plans for
an all-day program in Kaskaskia Experimental Forest, 20 miles south-
east of Harrlsburg, 111., on Thursday, October l4.
Culver, extension forester at the University of Illinois
and State Natural History Survey, said that woodland owners, log-
gers, sawmill operators, farmers and foresters of Illinois, south-
western Indiana, western Kentuclcy and southeastern Missouri will
find a special interest in the day's events.
"The general pattern of the program will follow an average
woods operation," the forester said. "Trees will be felled, skidded
and loaded on trucks to be hauled to a mill set up for sawing demon-
strations .
•'Logging equipment manufacturers and distributors will
have equipment in use and on exhibit."
Savring and wood-chopping contests will be staged during
the noon hour with special prizes donated by the makers of logging
tools . Anyone attending the show may take part in the contests but
must provide his own ax or saw.
'It promises to be the biggest and best balanced logging
equipment show yet held in this area of the midwest," Culver de-
clared. 'A wide variety of woods equipment will be shown at work
under actual logging conditions.
"An invitation to attend the program is extended to anyone
Interested in this type of activity."
Arrangements are being made for visitors to obtain lunch
on the groxmds during the noon hours. Highways will be marked with
directions to the location of the camp.
li^orking with Culver in making arrangements for the program
are other foresters in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky and Missouri,
and R. D. Lane, Carbondale, 111., and R. K. Day, Columbus, Ohio,
of the Central States Forest Experiment Station.
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Farm News
/ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELKA3E FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2h , 194'
Extra Care for Pullets Nov Means More Profits Later
URBANA, ILL., September 24--Poultrymen can earn larger
profits irhen their pullets start to lay if they spend extra time
now to prepare a good poultryhouse.
That's the suggestion of Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine, to poultrymen now mov-
ing their young flock into fall laying quarters.
Be sure the laying house is thoroughly cleaned, scrubbed
and disinfected. Doctor Mansfield advises. This will help control
troublesome poultry diseases. If you expect to keep any of the old
laying birds, keep them separated from the pullets. Old birds
often carry diseases, especially tuberculosis.
Don't crowd more birds into the laying house than it can
handle comfortably, he adds. Allow four square feet of floor space
per bird for heavy breeds and three and one-half square feet per
bird for light breeds
.
l/hen housing pullets, cull them rigidly. Eliminate the
light weight or abnormal birds. They may be disease carriers and
dangerous to the rest of the flock.
If you have had fowl pox or laryngotracheitis on your farm
recently, and the birds are tvro to four weeks away from production,
vaccinate them for these diseases.
It's alTrays a good plan to watch your pullet flock closely
every day for signs of disease infection. Prompt removal of sick
birds will help check the spread of most poultry diseases.
LEA :1k
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1948
Gives Safety Rules to Run Corn Picker
URBANA, ILL., September 24--"The most dangerous farm
machine" of the 101 common farm Implements is the mechanical corn
picker, declares a University of Illinois agricultural engineer.
Although it is a great lahor-saver, the corn picker de-
serves the utmost respect, declares A. R. Ayers, College of Ag-
riculture engineer. The mach:'ne is notorious for causing mangled
or amputated arms, and even deaths.
About 200,000 mechanical pickers, most of them operating
in the midwest, will be needed to harvest this year's huge corn
crop, estimated as the largest on record.
Corn picker accidents run high in the corn-belt states,
Ayers pointed out, even though the machines are well-guarded and
instructions are given with the equipment for safe operation.
Ayers urged operators to take all possible precautions in
handling corn pickers to prevent accidents. Most picker accidents
happen because operators disregard warnings posted about the machine
by the manufacturer, or because they don't know the many dangers
that exist, he said.
The engineer listed five rules for safe picker operation:
1. Have the power take-off shield in place and properly
adjusted.
2. Keep all covers for moving parts, where provided, in
place
.
3. Always put the power take-off drive out of gear before
lubricating, adjusting, unclogglng or working around the machine.
4. Do not wear loose or floppy clothing.
5. If a machine cannotbe unclogged clear out as much dirt
as possible, then get on the tractor and run it a while, then shut
it off and finish the job. Most accidents are caused by the opera-
tor's clothing or his hands getting caught in moving parts of the
picker.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 19^8
Protection Against Lightning
URBAWA, ILL., September 25--Lightning causes nearly
one-third of the country's annual farm fire loss, double that of
the second greatest cause, defective chimneys and flues, reports
J. G. Andros, extension agricultural engineer, University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture.
"With Fire Prevention Week to be observed October 3-10,
ve should not overlook checking all possible danger spots that may
be the cause of fires on the farm," the engineer declared.
Andros believes that buildings not only should be grounded
for protection, but It Is also equally Important that metallic parts
within the buildings be grounded. He advised to connect all metal-
lic parts of the building, such as hay tracks, steel beams, pipes,
and ventilators, to the grounding sj'-stem. Sometimes a separate
grounding system inside the building is more convenient for the
interior metallic parts.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 19^8
Georgia
^
Farm Leaders Visit Illinois
URBANA, ILL., October 5 (Special) --More than 150 Georgia
farmers, farm leaders and businessmen will actually taste the prod-
ucts of agricultural research when they visit the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture on Friday.
Dean H. P, Rusk, of the college, announced today that the
Georgia visitors would be served a special luncheon featuring
roast beef from steers used In pasture -feeding studies this summer.
Th© luncheon will follow a morning tour of the agricultural exper-
iment farms and laboratories, where special attention will be given
to livestock utilization of soil-building grasses and legumes.
The men making the visit to the campus are stockholders
of 25 farms taking part in the Georgia Better Farms program. This
program originally was started by Cason J. Callaway, well-known
Georgia landowner and business executive, who is sponsoring the
trip.
Chancellor Raymond R. Paty, of the University System of
Georgia; Vice Chancellor Harry L. Brown, in charge of agricultural
activities for the University System, and Mr. Roy N. Emmet, chairman
of the Committee on Agriculture of the Board of Regents, will ac-
company the group as Callaway's guests.
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The Georgia Better Farina program consists of 100 small
demonstration farms, financed locally under a corporate setup.
Each of these farms, containing from 75 to 125 acres of land, has
seven community businessmen, farm leaders and farmers as stock-
holders. Each man originally put up $1,000 to form the corporation
and to furnish $7,000 capital for the purchase and Improvement of
the farm. The stockholders of the 25 farms making the best record
are being given a one-week tour of the East and Midwest to study
agricultural research and farming methods.
In commenting on the planned visit of the group. Dean
Rusk said, "The College of Agriculture welcomes the opportunity
to be host to more than 150 of the 700 men who have expressed faith
and confidence in the future of small-farm agriculture in Georgia.
One of the main objectives of the Better Farms program in that
state is to develop and follow soil-saving and soil-building
practices as the basis for a permanent and prosperous agriculture.
Certainly, we face that same problem in Illinois, and the sharing
of information and experience should be mutually beneficial."
Plans completed early this week call for the group to
arrive in Champaign-Urbana by special train at 7:15 o'clock Friday
morning follovrlng stops earlier this week at the USDA experimental
farms in Beltsville, Maryland; Hershey, Pennsylvania; Ohio State
University; Gary, Indiana, and Chicago.
After breakfast at the Illinl Union on the campus, Dean
Rusk and members of the staff of the College of Agriculture will
escort the men on a 3-hoiir tour of the farms and laboratories of
the agricultural experiment station.
Champaign county farm adviser W. B. B\inn and a number of
prominent local farmers will join the group for lunch and will serve
as hosts on a visit to the James Dovrell farm in the afternoon. This
stop will give the Georgia visitors an opportionity to gain first-
hand information on modern midwest farm operations.
The visit will end at 4 o'clock when the group boards the
special train for the return trip to Atlanta.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 19^8
Larger Yields From Contour-Seeded Wheat
URBAKA, ILL., October 8--Contour-3eeded wheat fields
produce larger crops than those seeded up and dovn the slope,
acoordinii to University of Illinois reports.
Increases of two to three bushels an acre have been re-
ported on contour-seeded wheat fields, College of Agriculture farm
accoTint books show.
Besides producing bigger yields, contour-seeded wheat
fields erode less, reports Ben F. Muirheld, agricultural extension
service engineer.
As for extra work, once contour guide lines are located,
he says, it takes little additional time or trouble to plow, disc
and seed on the contour.
"The natural draws in the field need extra protection be-
cause they are the natural eave troughs of the field." Muirheld
added. "Melting snow water and the spring rains collect in the
draws and will carry off precious topsoil if you aren't ready for
them. Combining will be difficult next summer if gullying is per-
mitted this winter."
Muirheld offers two suggestions to protect natural draws.
Prepare them for seeding to a grass mixture, and seed heavily to
insure a tough sod.
Circular 575, "How to Plow on the Contour," and Circular
593 J "Grass or Gullies," are available free from any farm adviser.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 19^8
"Loggers Dream" Gets Spot at Logging Shov
URB.1NA, ILL., October 8--There's nothing romantic about
the "Loggers Dream." It's the name for a heavy-duty machine for
skidding and loading logs
.
This is one of the many new machines that irill be on
display on Thursday, October 14, at the first logging equipment
shov ever held in Illinois. The demonstration will be staged in
the Kaskaskia Experimental Forest, about 25 miles southeast of
Harrisburg, Illinois. Markers along the highways will point the way
The main part of the all-day show will be demonstrations
of nearly developed equipment for logging work. Several new one-
man chain saws, lightweight electric saws, self-loading devices
and a portable sa^-rmill will be seen in action. Other pieces in-
clude three-wheeled circular saws, the newest in tractors, skidding
pans, sulkies, log carts and hydraulic lift bars.
An assortment of axes, hand saws, explosive wedges, metal
detectors, safety devices and other small logging tools will be on
exhibit.
During the noon hour there vrill be log chopping and sawing
contests. Lunch can be bought on the grounds.
The day's program will follow wood all the way from the
standing tree to sawed lumber. It will start at 8 a.m. with the
felling of trees, to be followed by bucking, skidding, yarding,
truck loading, hauling, and sawing into lumber. Newest equipment
developed by farmers in their logging work will be shown in these
demonstrations
.
In charge of the arrangements are L. B. Culver, extension
forester. University of Illinois; and R. K. Day, Columbus, Ohio,
and R. D. Lane, Carbondale, both of the Central States Forest Exper-
iment Station.
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 19^8
Faulty Construction Cause of Fires
URBANA, ILL., October 7--Half of all fires In farm homes
are caused by methods used in building the house. And a good many
of these structural hazards could be remedied, asserts a University
of Illinois agricultural engineer.
These facts were cited today by J. G. Andros, College of
Agriculture engineer, as the country observes National Fire Pre-
vention Week. He stressed the Importance of correcting major
structural defects before starting fires in your stoves and furnaces.
"Many farmers intend to remodel or build houses, barns
and other buildings in the near future," Andros pointed out. "Fire-
resistant construction should be the keystone in all building pro-
grams .
"Fire prevention is everyone's job, because his life and
property are threatened. It's the commonsense approach to safety."
Andros offered these recommendations for preventing fires:
Install heating plants properly, and make sure they are
safeguarded. Enclose the heating plant in a separate room with
fire-resistant walls, and cover the floor joists above with plaster,
gypsum board or other fire-resistant material. Clean the heating
plant once a year.
Have the electrical wiring checked according to the Under-
writers' code, and have enough capacity both for present equipment
and for appliances that might be added later.
Use fire-resistant roofing. Flammable roofing was the
third-ranking cause of fires a few years ago, but has now dropped to
seventh or eighth, mainly because fire-resistant roofing is re-
quired by building codes in many cities and towns.
Be sure that chimneys are fire-safe. Chimney foundations
should rest on the ground, and woodwork should not touch a chimney
at any place. Clean the chimney every year.
Use lightning rods on all main buildings. A good lightning
rod system provides virtually complete protection.
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 19^8
First Forestry Congress Studies 6 Million Acres
URBANA, ILL., October 7--0ne-3lxth of the state's area--
some six million acres especially suited to growing tree3--wlll be
studied carefully at the first state-vide forestry congress ever
held in Illinois. The scheduled dates are October 28 and 29 at the
University of Illinois.
In making this announcement today, Dr. J. Nelson Spaeth,
head of the University forestry department and general chairman of
the congress, said:
"This congress provides an opportunity for people of
the state to discuss ways of developing the state's forest resources
more fully in order to meet present and future needs.
"In the program prominent consideration will be given to
the development of Illinois forests to supply wood, control erosion,
benefit water resources, increase wildlife and serve recreation
needs .
"
The congress is enlisting the aid of 400 to 600 citizens
from various fields related to natural resources. Under sponsor-
ship of the Illinois Technical Forestry Association, headed by Dr.
Spaeth, the two-day meeting will consist of addresses, exhibits,
discussions and a field trip,
"Each public-minded citizen interested in the use or en-
joyment of forests and woodlands is urged to attend the congress,"
Dr. Spaeth stated.
The sponsoring association, a nonprofit group of technical
foresters, has prepared a report on how forest land in Illinois can
be used. A summary of the study will be presented during the con-
ference.
Among the speakers who will address the congress are
Chester C. Davis, president, St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank; Charles
B. Sh\aman, Chicago, president, Illinois Agricultural Association: and
S. L. Frost, Washington D.C., executive director, American Forestry
Association.
Persons wanting more information or reservations for the
congress should \7rlte to R. \I
. Lorenz, 219 Mumford Hall, Urbana, 111.
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Farm News
KERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 19^8
Treat for Peach Borers Now
URBANA, ILL., October 8--The most effective time to treat
for peach borers is up to October 15 with P.D.B., chemically known
as paradichlorobenzene, according to S. C. Chandler, field entomolo-
gist, Illinois Natural History Survey. The material is not effective
after ground temperatures get below 55 degrees.
The amount of P.D.B. crystals recommended is 1/4 oxince for
a 1-year old tree, 1/2 ounce for a 2-year old tree, 3/4 ounce on
3- to 3-jeav old trees, ane one ounce on trees 6- to 10-years old.
For older trees that frequently have large trunks, up tc 2 ounces
may be needed.
Chandler advises putting the material in a ring on the
ground close to the trunk of the tree and mounding it up with some
earth. The chemical should not touch the tree trunk because it may
injure the tree.
Ethylene dichloride, a liquid material, has some advan-
tages over P.D.B,, Chandler noted. It works successfully when the
ground is colder. For this reason it can be used later in the fall
and earlier in the spring. About 1/2 pint of 20 percent strength
for each tree poured around the base of the trunk is recommended,
and then mounding up the earth as is done with P.D.B.
Ethylene dichloride should not come in contact with the
trunk, but it is less likely to cause tree injury than P.D.B.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 19^8
Cattle Feeders' Day Program Announced
(Note to editors: Enclosed on a separate yellow sheet Is
the complete program for Cattle Feeders' Day. You're all invited to
attend and learn more about College of Agriculture work with beef
cattle.
)
URBANA, 3XL., October 8--Saving labor on livestock farms,
the beef cattle outlook, and the supply of Texas feeder cattle for
corn-belt feed lots are among the topics to be covered at the 20th
Cattle Feeders' Day at the University of Illinois, announces R. R.
Snapp, professor of animal science.
The date if Friday, October 22, at the beef cattle barns.
Reports of feeding and grazing tests by the College of
Agriculture will take up most of the morning. Experiments have been
underway for several years to learn how much feed it takes to finish
a choice feeder steer to various market grades and how long a feed-
ing period it takes. Other work was aimed at discovering how long
Ladino clover and two others can be maintained as part of a clover-
grass pasture. Results of this work will be reported by Snapp and
Fred C. Francis, assistant professor.
In the afternoon, R. V/. Grleser, Chicago Producers Com-
mission Association, is scheduled to explain the beef cattle outlook,
and Keith H. Hinchcliff, extension service agricultural engineer,
will give an illustrated talk on saving labor on livestock farms.
Earlier Jim W. Mitchell, secretary -manager of the Texas
Livestock Marketing Association, will discuss the supply of Texas
feeder cattle, and two Illinois cattle feeders are to give short
talks on their cattle feeding methods. They are Preston Woods,
Waterman, 111., and F. D. Hartman, Plalnfield, 111.
The cattle to be used in experiments this coming year will
be open for inspection, Francis said.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, OCTOBER 11, 19^8
Slmerl and Wgrd Attend National Outlook Conference
TJRBANA, ILL., October ll--Larry H. Simerl and Miss Gladys
Ward, specialists in outlook information in agriculture and home
economics at the University of Illinois, are in Washington, D.C.
today attending the national outlook conference of the agricultural
extension service.
During the 5-day meeting, the two Illinois representatives
will hear various experts in the federal government discuss the
latest information on important farm problems. They will then use
this background to help them in preparing the outlook reports for
Illinois published by the College of Agriculture.
Today's sessions are devoted to farm income and produc-
tion costs, rural family living costs, domestic consumption, and
world trade. Tuesday and Wednesday are set aside for reviews of
the present outlook for corn, soybeans, hogs, cattle, wheat, milk,
and other Illinois farm products, plus similar Information for home
economists on costs and incomes of rural families, rural housing,
and budgets.
National farm problems such as trends in land values,
financial position of farmers, and long-range farm policy will take
up Thursday. The final day will be spent in discussing how this
outlook Information can be used better in extension work.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 19^8
$500,000 of Equipment at Logging Shov
TJRBAFTA, ILL,, October 12--An estimated $500,000 worth of
logging and lumbering machinery can be seen on display and in action
at the logging equipment show Thursday, October l4. In the Kaskaskla
Experimental Forest, about 25 miles southeast of Harrisburg, 111.,
officials announced today.
The all-day shov, first of its kind to be held In this
area, presents a fine opportunity for woodland owners, sawmill op-
erators, and farmers to see and learn about efficient logging op-
erations, according to state and federal foresters. The event will
be held in a l6-acre plot of standing timber.
Logging equipment manufacturers from at least l8 states
are bringing their machinery for the demonstration, report L. B.
Culver, University of Illinois forester, and R. D. Lane, Carbondale
branch of the Central States Forest Experiment Station. Companies
from California, Louisiana, Massachusetts, and most mldwestern
states are among those represented.
Logging equipment from heavy duty caterpillar tractors
to hand tools is to be exhibited. Included will be a portable saw-
mill and power unit, a hydraulic self-loading truck, electric chain
saws, Swedish bow saws, and two loaders called the "Loggers' Dream"
and "Timber Tosser."
During the noon hour, there will be demonstrations of
Array surplus mine detectors for locating metal in logs and a new
"splitting gun" or explosive wedge. Log-chopping and sawing con-
tests also are planned with prizes for them and registration prizes
also. Mr. Charles Zesky, Jr., Kansas City, is scheduled for a short
talk on "Safety at Small Sawmills" also at noon.
In case of rain, the program will be held Friday, October 15.
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Farm News
i/ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 19^8
Veterinarians Go Back to School
URBANA, ILL., October 15--About 200 practicing veterinar-
ians from all parts of Illinois are going back to school October 18
to 21. They will attend the 29th annual Illinois Veterinary Confer-
ence and Extension Short Course at the University of Illinois.
The four-day meeting is a postgraduate course on the
latest developments in the treatment, control, and eradication of
livestock diseases, reports Dr. L. E. Boley, conference chairman
and College of Agriculture staff member.
Two demonstrations showing how to fight mastitis, fowl
pox, Newcastle disease, and laryngotracheitis In poultry will be
held Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.
Tuesday and Wednesday will be spent In discussing baby
pig disease, calfhood vaccination, foot-and-fflouth disease, brucellosis,
ketosis, swine sterility, treating broken bones in small animals,
and other veterinary subjects.
Some of the diseases the veterinarians will study are
those that animals may spread to man.
Nine guest scientists and l6 College of Veterinary Med-
icine staff men will address the conference, Boley said.
Dr. George D. Stoddard, president of the University of
Illinois, will address the delegates and their wives at a confer-
ence dinner October 19.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 19^8
Snovfence Best for Temporary Cribs But Is Hard to Find
URBANA, ILL., October 15--Snowfence is the best possible
siding to use for your temporary pole-and-snowfence corn crib, de-
clares Deane G. Carter, farm buildings specialist. University of
Illinois College of Agriculture.
But snovfence is fast becoming a "short" item, hard to
find. Farmers should therefore get their supplies of it now. Don't
wait \mtil it is too late, he urged. There is little time left
to build the crib.
The temporary crib recommended by the agricultural exten-
sion service costs only 15 to 25 cents a bushel to build, and It can
be put up in only a day or two. It holds 40 bushels of ear corn
per foot of length and will last from three to five years.
There seems to be much more interest nov; than a month
ago in building the pole-and-snowfence crib, according to J. G.
Andros, University agricultural engineer.
If you can't get snowfence for siding, the next best thing
to use is 2 or 3 inch saplings from your farm woodlot. Carter says.
Or you can make slats the same size from salvage lumber. Just
stand them on end a few inches apart for ventilation, and tie them
together.
A second possibility is to make your own snowfence. It's
quite a job, but it can be done if need be. Use Wo. 9 wire spaced
12 inches apart, and staple it on the outside of 1 x ^ inch boards
as tall as the crib.
The farm adviser has plans for the temporary pole-and-
snowfence crib at his office.
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FOR RELEASE THTJRSDAY, OCTOBER l4, 1948
6 Cows Die of V/hlte Snakeroot Poisoning
URBANA, ILL., October 14--Tremble3 in cattle, a disease
which mystified Illinois settlers during pioneer days, recently
killed six cows in Livingston coxmty. The settlers didn't know
it, but cattle get the trembles by eating poisonous white snakeroot
plants
.
Dean Robert Graham, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, says a year seldom passes without an outbreak
of trembles somewhere in Illinois. It generally occurs in late
summer or early fall when pastures are dry, causing cattle to eat
the green white snakeroot plants.
Dean Graham warns that milk from affected cows is not
safe for hxoman consumption. Poison from the plants passes into
the milk of affected cows and may cause milksickness in persons
who drink it. The sickness also has been traced to eating affected
butter, cheese or meat.
Diagnosis of the recent case of poisoning was made by Dr.
F. H. Madden, Streator. His diagnosis was verified by the veter-
inary college when white snakeroot plants were found on the farm.
At the first sign of trembles, remove your cattle from
the pasture and call your local veterinarian. Sheep and horses
also should be kept out of white snakeroot- infested pastures.
If you want to know more about poisonous plants, write the U. of I.
College of Agriculture, Urbana, for the free circular 599, Illinois
Plants Poisonous to Livestock.
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From Extension Service
University of Illinois
College of Agriculture
Urbana, Illinois FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 19^8
Special Mailing to Farm Dallies
URBANA, ILL., October 23 (Special )--You can finish a good
feeder calf to choice market grade on 39 bushels of corn In 235 days,
according to tests reported yesterday by University of Illinois men
at Cattle Feeders Day.
Other College of Agriculture work showed that steers gained
an average of 311 pounds in I58 days this spring on low-cost brome-
grass or bluegrass pasture, both with clovers mixed in. This gain
was valued at about $90 an acre, and the cost per 100 pounds of
gain was only $9.9^^-
These steers gained 482 pounds in a 13-month feeding peri-
od, mainly on cheap pasture forage. The only grain or concentrate
fed was 115 po\inds of soybean meal. Total cost per 100 pounds of
gain was only $17.45.
Feeding tests by Fred C. Francis, assistant professor,
sought to discover how much corn it takes and how long a feeding
period is needed to finish l<xiown feeder grades of cattle to any
given market grade.
This season's tests just completed showed that choice
calves weighing 48o pounds when feeding started on November 6, 19^7,
gained 1.95 pounds a day during an average 235-day feeding period
to reach choice carcass grade. They gained ^58 pounds and used 39
bushels of corn, 1,500 pounds of silage, 3II pounds of soybean or
linseed meal, and 60O pounds of clover hay per steer.
When slaughtered between June 1 and July 27, 19^8, 12 car-
casses graded AA and three were A quality. They dressed out 63 percent,

-2-
It takes about twice as much corn to finish those same
calves to prime grade, Francis noted--63 bushels compared to 39.
This year's tests with calves are the fifth in a series.
Other trials with good and choice yearlings and good two-year-olds
on pasture or drylot showed that it takes a feeding period of right
around 200 days to finish them to choice market grade, Francis
pointed out. But the corn varied from 39 bushels for calves to 57
bushels for two-year-olds in drylot.
Younger cattle tend to finish more unevenly, he added.
In other reports, R. R. Snapp reviewed grazing tests when
good to choice Texas yearling Herefords spent 250 days on pasture
and only 1^7 days in drylot.
From August 20 to November 20, 19^7, they gained 7^ pounds
each on fall pasture at an estimated cost of $12.47 per 100 pounds
of gain.
In drylot between November 20, 1947, and April 15, 1948,
they gained 97 pounds per head at an estimated cost of $45.32 per
100 pounds of gain. The dally ration per steer was 20 pounds of
corn silage, 7 pounds of oat straw and bluegrass hay, 4 pounds of
timothy hay, and 1 pound of soybean meal for 115 days.
Prom April 15 to September 20, 1948, the animals averaged
311 pounds gain-- just over two pounds a day--on bromegrass or blue-
grass pasture, both with clovers mixed in. Estimated cost per 100
po\inds of gain was only $9.94.
Total estimated cost per 100 potmds of gain for the en-
tire 397 days was only $17.45.
Some of these steers were taken off pasture on June 24 and
fed in drylot for 77 days. They gained I85 poxmds each at a cost
of $26.30 per 100 pounds of gain. Their daily ration was l4 pounds
of corn, just under 1 1/2 pounds of linseed meal, and 7 1/2 pounds
of clover hay.
Other reports were given on saving labor on livestock
farms, the outlook for Texas feeder cattle, and the beef cattle out-
look.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, OCTOBER 25, 19^8
Ketosls Hits Low-Producing Govs Also
URBANA, ILL., October 25--Ket03l3, mainly a disease of
high-producing cows, can also strike others if they are poorly fed.
Dr. R. P. Link, University of Illinois College of Veterinary Med-
icine, reported today.
In severe cases a cow may die during an attack of ketosls
unless she is treated early. On the other hand, a cow with a mild
case may recover without treatment.
To combat ketosis, cows should have good nutritious feed
during their dry period before calving.
If ketosls develops, it's generally soon after calving
when the milk flow is heavy. The cow's milk supply usually falls
off and she loses her appetite. Most cows with ketosis act sleepy
and are wobbly in their hind legs. Some are excitable and hard to
manage
.
"A cow with ketosis has too many ketone or acetone bodies
in her blood," Dr. Link explained. "Unless she gets enough starch
from corn or other grains, she uses too much of her body fat, and
ketosis develops."
Many cases of ketosis occur during the winter when cows
get too little exercise. Without exercise they can't use enough of
the ketone substances, or they can't get rid of them fast enough.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22, 19^8
^,000 4-H'er3 Go Camping This Year
URBANA, ILL., October 22 --More than 4,000 4-H boys and
girls enjoyed the fun of summer camping this past season.
This Is the largest number of rural young people ever to
go camping in Illinois, according to F. H. Mynard, chairman of the
4-H camp coordinating committee and member of the 4-H staff. Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture. 'Phe large attendance is
the direct result, he said, of the progress made so far in the over-
all camping program being developed by the state 4-H extension staff.
Concentrated effort is now being centered on the 10-year
campaign to raise $1,000,000 for the development and building pro-
gram of the four district 4-H camps, Mynard points out. When the
facilities at these four sites are ready, it will be possible for
every 4-H club member in the state to go to camp if he wants to.
Attracting the largest number of summer campers was Camp
Shaw-waw-nas-see, near Kankakee, with 1,700 4-H'ers enrolled in its
five camp periods. Shaw-waw-nas-see, started in 1946, was the
first of the four district 4-H camps to be opened.
The new State Memorial Camp near Montlcello was open for
the first time this summer for seven weekly periods. About 1,100
4-H young people enjoyed its facilities. The other two district
camps, at Lake West Frankfort and Lake Jacksonville, are still in
the planning stage and were not open this summer.
Of the local camps, Dixon Springs drew 600 young people
with four periods in two weeks of camping, Shaubena had 400 in three
periods, and about 150 Illinois 4-H members attended camp at Merom,
Indiana
.
In addition to these programs, many county camps were held,
and many one-day camps provided a taste of camping for another large
group of rural young people
.
About 90 percent of the counties of the state took part in
some county or district camp this year.
The State Leadership Training Camp at East Bay, Bloomlngton,
for the outstanding young rural leaders in Illinois, had its largest
enrollment this sxommer, with 34l in attendance for one week.
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PROM: University of Illinois RELEASE: Wednesday, October 27, 19^8
Agricultural Extension Service
Editorial Office
330 MiiDiford Hall, Urbana, 111.
First Illinois Forestry Congress Convenes
URBANA, ILL., October 2? (Special) --The first state-wide
forestry congress ever held in Illinois convenes tomorrow here at
the University of Illinois to discuss better use of the state's
6,000,000 acres of forest land.
At least 200 delegates already have registered, stated
Dr. J. Nelson Spaeth, conference chairman and head of the forestry
department. College of Agriculture. Another 200 are expected to
register upon arrival.
The delegates include farm woodlot owners, sawmill opera-
tors, sportsmen, agricultural leaders, conservation men, outdoor
recreational interests, and railroad^ coal, machinery and chemical
representatives
.
Only three national forest-use planning sessions have been
held in the past 50 years, Spaeth noted. Very few states have held
such meetings.
Illinois grows and saws only 16 out of every 1,000 board
feet of lumber used in the state, Spaeth disclosed. The state's
3,500,000 acres of timber are loafing on the job, he charged. With
better management, this land could produce almost three times its
present yield.
Another 2,500,000 acres are best suited to forests and
should be planted to trees, he noted.
Because lumbering has declined, 81,000 men have lost their
jobs and their payroll of $162,000,000.
To improve this situation, a long-time plan for forestry
in Illinois is to be proposed at the congress. It was drawn up
after several years study by the Illinois Technical Forestry Assoc-
iation, a nonprofit group of professional foresters headed by Spaeth.
The plan Includes use of forests for lumbering, conservation, wild-
life, recreation and other uses.
A last -minute program change finds Dru L. Pippin, Missouri
Conservation commission, replacing Kenneth A. Reid, Izaak Walton
League, as a speaker at the banquet Thursday evening.
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Farm News
I'ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERV
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29, 19^8
Observe National 4-H Achievement ¥eek Wovem"ber 1-7
URBANA, ILL., October 29--More than ^19,000 Illinois 4-H
Club members vill be recognized for their 19^8 activities during
National 4-H Achievement week from November 1 to 7.
This recognition is part of a nation-wide program to honor
all 4-H'ers for their 19^8 record, explains E. I. Pilchard, head
of agricultural 4-H club work in the University of Illinois agri-
cultural extension service.
All 4-H boys and girls are b^ing honored because of the
real part they played in the national accomplishments of 4-H work,
regardless of their age or amount of work done, he stated.
Achievem'snts of the 1,800,000 American 4-H youth during
19^8 have topped those of any previous year. Pilchard said. These
4-H'ers were organized into 8o,000 clubs led by 200,000 local vol-
unteer leaders
.
There are about 3,500 4-H clubs in Illinois with some
6,000 leaders.
Pilchard praised these local leaders highly for the time
and effort they have given and for their interest in 4-H work.
Club members' records clearly indicate that the leaders' time has
produced good results, because the records prove that 4-H'ers learn
how to do worth-while things.
In reviewing the record. Pilchard said 4-H young people
can be proud of the tons of food they have grown, the garments they
have made, the skills they have learned, the help they have given
to other people, the honors so many of them have won, and the things
they have proved to themselves they could do Individually and as a
group
.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, NOVEMBER \, 19^8
National 4-H Club Congress Delegates Chosen
URBANA, ILL., November l-~Tventy-six outstanding Illinois
4-H club members have been selected to represent this state at the
National 4-H Club Congress in Chicago, November 28 to December 2.
This honor, among the most prized of all 4-H awards, was
conferred upon these top-ranking 4-H boys and girls because of
their superior over-all records for 19^8 in project work, 4-H activ-
ities and leadership in other events in their community and county.
Delegates were chosen by the 4-H extension staff at the University
of Illinois.
The delegates to Club Congress are: Edward C. Bates,
Kewanee , Henry county; John W. Bliss, Yates City , Knox county;
Denny Coleman, Shawnee town , Gallatin county; Margaret Cummins, Dlx,
Jefferson county; Mary Elder, Blue Mound , Christian county; Bettelou
Plory, Monmouth , Warren county: Jimmj.e Gahm, Streator , LaSalle coun-
ty; Margie Groves, DeKalb, DeKalb county.
Kenneth Helsner, Peotone, Will county; Elaine Held, Lacon
,
Marshall county; Rose Alice Howell, Ipava, Fulton county: Floyd G.
Hutchings, Mundelein, Lake county; Gladys Krapf, Manhattan
,
Will
county; Esther Kuster, Galva, Henry county; Merle S. Miller, Clinton
,
De\7itt county; Lewis Porter, Mendon
,
Adams county; Anita Reaman,
Grant Park
,
Kcnkakee county; Carolyn Reeser, Weldon, DeV/itt county;
Robert Schrock, Washington
,
Tazewell county; Lorna Springer, Spring-
erton
.
White county.
Thomas C. Sussenbach, Greenville
, Bond county; Barbara
Thiebaud, Greenfield
,
Greene county; Will F. Tracy, Wyoming
,
Stark
county; John White, Jr., Batavia
, Kane county; Joe Arthur Wilcox,
Bridgeport
,
Lawrence coimty; and Mary Lee Wilson, Butler
,
Montgomery
county.
TiTO local leaders have been selected this year to attend
Club Congress in recognition of their fine local 4-H club leadership
and their length of service. They are Mrs. W. J. Stevenson, Orion
,
Henry county; and Dale Donley, Mendon
, Adams county.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 19^8
Individual Ram Class Added to Junior Fair
URBANA, ILL., October 30--A new class of livestock. In-
dividual classes of ram lambs, will be added to the junior livestock
division of the Illinois State Fair In 19^9-
The joint 4-H and FFA advisory committee on junior depart-
ment rules and regulations made this announcement today after a
recent meeting at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
The showing of ram lambs will be limited to those shown
previously as part of a pen exhibit, the committee decided.
It also changed the classes in the dual-purpose breed to
correspond with those used in dairy classes. Deadline date for
dairy and dual-purpose records was extended to January 1, while all
other deadline dates remained unchanged.
**********
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 19^8
Nev, Serious Cattle Disease Found
URBANA, ILL., November 1--A new, serious cattle disease
has struck at least five Illinois herds this year, and probably
other outbreaks have occurred, say University of Illinois veterinar-
ians.
The sickness is named hyperkeratosis, or X-disease.
"The death rate from X-disease is unpredictable, but it
may be high," states Dr. C. C. Morrill, College of Veterinary Medi-
cine.
In a recent tour of five southern states, four federal ag-
ricultural scientists found that in 26 Infected herds one- third of
the cattle were affected by X-disease, and almost two-thirds of the
affected cattle died.
The cause and cure of X-disease are not known at present,
but it is advisable for owners of Infected herds to quarantine them
voluntarily as a protection to other cattle.
The disease has been found In about 30 other states. Ap-
parently cattle in southern states have a more severe form of the
disease than those in other sections. It affects beef cattle more
than dairy cattle--in about a 9 to 1 ratio. Only cattle are af-
fected. More calves than older cattle die from the disease.
Three signs of X-disease are loss of condition, thickening
of the skin, and weakness. The malady starts slowly, usually with
a watery discharge from the eyes and nose, and lasts from a few
weeks to several months.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 19^8
University Holsteln Herd Rates High In Classification
URBANA, ILL., November 5--Two govs were rated excellent
and 19 others very good In the University of Illinois Holsteln herd
in an official type classification just completed by Clair Miller,
official classifier of the Holstein-Priesan association.
"We've never won such high ratings before- -21 cows out of
51 classed excellent or very good," reports E. E. Ormiston, College
of Agriculture professor in charge of the dairy herd.
Twelve other cows were classified good plus, 13 good, and
five fair. One bull was judged very good.
"These animals are the best college herd I've seen,"
Miller commented. He has done considerable official type classifi-
cation and judged Holstelns at the 19^7 Dairy Cattle Congress.
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FOR RELK^SE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 19^8
Some Vfork, Some Loaf on Same Jobs
URBANA, ILL., Novemtier 5--Some farmers work tremendously
hard at grinding and feeding corn, while others practically loaf on
the same job, University of Illinois agricultural engineers have
found
.
And they're prepared to suggest ways farmers can cut down
the steps they walk and the lifting they do in these jobs on beef
and d£iry farms
.
The engineers counted the steps various Henry county
farmers walked in doing ordinary farm chores. They measured the
distance too.
They found that one farmer walked 5,200 feet every time
he carried a ton of corn to the grinder by hand. That's one mile.
They found that another farmer walked only 275 feet to do
the same work. That's not even as long as a football field. He
rigged up a drag conveyor, cross conveyor, elevator, and overhead
hopper so that he didn't need any hand labor. He took only one step
per ton of corn to the other man's 20 steps.
"There wasn't such a big saving in time," says Keith
Hinchcliff, farm buildings specialist. "But one system took much
less work. The difference was between shoveling corn and watching
the job most of the time from the tractor seat."
In feeding ground corn, the College of Agriculture men
found one farmer who walked 11,000 feet for every ton he fed
by hand from a bushel basket. That's more than two miles.
They found another farmer who walked only 275 feet to do
the same work. He had a self-feeder located right beside the crib.
He walked only one step for every 4o steps the other farmer walked.
A map of the farm buildings and a few answers to easy
questions are all that the College of Agriculture engineers need in
order to study the farm chores and recommend labor-saving short-cuts,
Necessary forms can be obtained at the local farm adviser's office.
The service is free.
***********
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 19^8
Lame Poultry May Have Fullorum Disease
URBANA, ILL., November ^--Prevention of pullorum disease
may mean less trouble from lameness in your chicken or turkey flock,
believe University of Illinois veterinarians.
An outbreak of lameness, also called arthritis, in an
Illinois turkey flock recently caused the death of five birds and
sickness in 12 others. Two of the live turkeys were sent to the
diagnostic laboratory at the College of Veterinary Medicine. Pul-
lorum disease germs were found in their leg joints.
"Lameness and swollen hocks and toes were signs of arthritis
in the sick turkeys," says Dr. J. E. Prier, who diagnosed the dis-
ease. "Though they remained alert, the turkeys gradually refused to
vralk."
Arthritis is also sometimes seen in chickens received at
the veterinary college. But Doctor Prier assures poultry owners
that lameness from pullorum disease is uncommon in Illinois flocks
and that it may result from several other causes.
Most cases of pullorum disease appear in baby chicks and
turkey poults between hatching and about three weeks of age. In-
fected chicks or poults may live after an attack, but about 25 per-
cent of them continue to carry the disease.
Carrier turkeys or chickens in a flock often spread the
disease through their eggs to young birds. High death losses may
then result. This loss can be prevented. Doctor Frier adds, by
blood-testing the flock and marketing the Infected hens.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1948
19^9 Orchard Spray Recommendations Decided
URBANA, ILL., November 5--0rchard spray recommendations
for 19^9 \rere decided today at the annual midwest spray conference
attended by six University of Illinois and State Natural History
Survey men. The meeting was held at the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture laboratory, Vlncennes, Indiana.
Reports of orchard spray tests this past season were given
yesterday and today by fruit specialists from Illinois, Indiana,
and Kentucky. These reports were used in making spray recommenda-
tions for next season. A report will be published early in 1949.
Attending the meeting were V. W. Kelley, agricultural ex-
tension service horticulturist; Dr. H. W. Anderson and Dr. Dwlght
Powell, plant disease men. College of Agriculture: and Dr. G. C.
Decker, Dr. Carl J. Weinman, and S. C. Chandler, insect specialists.
State Natural History Survey.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 19^8
Grain Elevators School Opens Monday
URBANA, ILL., November 6--The 13th short course for grain
elevator managers opens Monday at the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture vrith about 60 persons expected to attend.
The three-day meeting, November 8-9-10, is open to every-
one interested in grain elevator problems, announced L. F. Stice,
extension farm economist.
This year's conference is built around the sideline busi-
ness of elevators, such as feed, seed, fertilizer, and building ma-
terials, he said. Various University specialists in these topics
will present information helpful to elevator operators. Current
grain marketing problems, control of insects in stored grain, and
merchandising of feeds also will be discussed. A tour of elevators
at Savoy and Sadorus is planned for Monday afternoon.
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FOR RELEA.se SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 19^8
Boars Often Cause Brucellosis Storms
URBANA, ILL., November 13--If you buy a boar, be sure he
comes from a healthy herd, and then be doubly sure by keeping him
isolated until you blood-test him for brucellosis.
That's the word of caution given to swine raisers by
University of Illinois veterinarians. They believe infected boars
cause many of the brucellosis outbreaks in Illinois.
Even healthy-appearing boars often have brucellosis and
may pass it on to sows and gilts. The resulting abortionsmay occur
any time after the animals are bred.
No medicine or vaccine has proved effective in controlling
swine brucellosis. The surest way to control it is to blood-test
the herd and market the reactors.
The College of Veterinary Medicine furnishes sterile tubes
to veterinarians for collecting blood samples, and tests the samples
without charge. The herd owner pays only the fee of the veterinarian
who collects the samples.
Infected swine also endanger the health of the dairy herd.
Bang's disease with its abortions, sterility and lowered milk pro-
duction may come from close contact with aborting sows.
"In addition, swine brucellosis may cause undulant fever
in herd owners and their families," says Dr. M. E. Mansfield, Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine. "This infection comes from handling
infected swine or their prematurely born pigs and generally means
;
periodic headaches, aching joints and fevers."
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 19^8
Round Temporary Crib Suitable Also
URBANA, ILL., November 15--A temporary round corn crib,
made of snovfence or welded vlre mesh, is a practical answer to
the corn storage problem, say University of Illinois agricultural
engineers
.
"It's getting a little late now to put up the rectangular
temporary pole-and-snowfence crib recommended by the College of Ag-
riculture," says K. H. Hlnchcllff, farm buildings specialist. "The
circular crib will do just as well and takes less time to build."
Three 50-foot rolls of 48-inch snowfence will make a crib
about 12 feet in diameter and 12 feet high- -enough to hold about
900 bushels of ear corn. A ventilator shaft in the center should be
used if the diameter is wider than 12 feet.
Round cribs are harder to roof and are not so well suited
for summer storage as the rectangular kind, Hlnchcllff remarked.
For these reasons, round qrlbs should be emptied first. For good
ventilation, the round crib should be located in the open, and it
should also be near the feedlot.
Circular cribs can be covered with strips of roll roofing,
he added, provided the corn is ridged and 1x4 boards are laid
over it like rafters. These boards should be fastened together with
strips of tin or other flexible material so that they will settle
with the corn.
Local farm advisers have more detailed information on
round cribs.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 19^8
Artificial Lights Raise Poultry Profits
URBANA, ILL., November 19--Poultr3r profits can be boosted
materially by using artificial lights in the henhouse to make a
13- or l4-hour day during fall and v^inter, says S. F. Ridlen, Uni-
versity of Illinois extension poultryman.
The hens will lay more eggs, he explained, and egg prices
are highest at this season.
Large-sized eggs were worth 15 cents a dozen more if laid
in the last six months of the year than in the first six months,
an Ohio study showed in 19^6.
"You can turn the lights on in the morning, evening, or
both," Rldlen said. "Whichever you do, use them regularly and
provide feed and water at all times.
"Use one 40-watt light bulb in a cone-shaped reflector
for every 200 square feet of floor space," he suggested.
"Don't expect results right away," the poultryman cautioned,
"It will take from 2 to 4 weeks before your flock lays more eggs."
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, NOVEMBER l8, 19^8
Illinois Tenancy Rate 2nd Highest In U.S.
URBAWA, ILL., November l8--Illlnols has the largest block
of land in the United States in which 60 percent or more of the farm
land is operated by tenants, states J. B. Cunningham, farm management
and tenancy specialist. University of Illinois agricultural extension
service.
There are 35 adjoining counties in northern and central
Illinois with 60 percent or more tenancy, he noted. The area stretches
across the entire state from Indiana to Iowa.
And there are 10 counties where 70 percent or more of the
land is tenant-operated, Cunningham added. They are Logan, Living-
ston, McLean, Iroquois, DeWitt, Grundy, Macon, Champaign, Douglas,
and Marshall counties.
The state-wide average of tenant-operated land in Illinois
is 57.9 percent, he pointed out. Only South Dakota has a higher
rate, 58.0 percent.
Since 19^0 there has been a much smaller drop in tenancy
in Illinois than in other states, Cunningham continued.
"These facts make the tenancy problem particularly impor-
tant in Illinois," Cunningham explained. "The welfare of a good
many people, landlords as well as tenants, depends heavily on good
leasing arrangements."
Yet a recent survey of more than 300 farms in the Chicago
area revealed that only two-thirds of the leases were written, and
only 2 percent of the cash-type leases provided for any adjustment
in rentals according to changing prices and crop production.
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A second report, covering leasing practices on 8l2 farms
over the state, recommends that on each farm the lease be setup dif-
ferently to fit conditions on that particular farm.
Every farm to be leased must be studied fully before a
lease is written, Cunningham advises. Farms vary in productivity
and size, buildings differ in condition and adequacy, and landlords
and tenants do not all have the same qualifications.
Although customs become established through trial and er-
ror, they do not always provide a sound basis for deciding on leas-
ing practices, Cunningham said, because conditions change, farms
differ, and men do not have equal ability to organize and operate
farms.
Local farm advisers have free copies of the report, "Farm
Leasing Practices in Illinois," AE-258I.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 19^8
4-H Boys Earn $750 for Memorial Camp
URBANA, ILL., November 19--Chri3tlan county 4-H clubs
have added another $750 to the building fund for the State 4-H
Memorial camp at Montlcello by harvesting more than 1,000 bushels
of soybeans from 4o acres.
The boys grew the beans as a camp fund project on a 50-50
basis with Roy Johnston, who lives four miles south of Taylorvllle.
Mr. Johnston furnished the seed, and the boys planted the crop, paid
for harvesting, and donated the hauling.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 19^8
Sodium Arsenlte Kills Undesirable Trees
URBANA, ILL., November 20--Sodlum arsenite, a poisonous
chemical, Is a cheap, effective way to kill such undesirable trees as
thorn apple, elm, hedge, honey locust, and wild cherry, say University
of Illinois foresters.
These trees are prolific sprouters, they explain. Cutting
the trees is not effective, and pulling the stumps is laborious. The
chemical will kill both tops and roots so that there will be no sprout-
ing later.
In Illinois the best time to poison trees is November and
December. Treating the trees now will make it safe for stock to graze
in the area next spring. But do not use the chemical while animals
are in the field.
If you use dry sodium arsenite, mix 1 pound of powder in
3i pints of water in a glass container. Put the powder directly into
the water, and shake well until all of it is dissolved.
If you use liquid sodivm: arsenite, mix 1 gallon of liquid
with 1 gallon of water.
To apply the poison, cut a row of gashes, penetrating deeply
into the sapwood, around the tree trunk just above the ground. The
cuts should meet or overlap slightly. Then use a long-spouted oil can
to fill each cut with the poison solution until it runs out the corners
of the cut.
A system of soil improvement should be applied to the area
after trees are destroyed.
CAUTION: Sodium arsenite is a dangerous, deadly poison.
Conspicuously label all containers "POISON." Do not keep a surplus
supply on hand. Wash your hands thoroughly after handling the chem-
ical. Do the same foi* any clothing which may be soiled by the chem-
ical.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 19^8
New, Serious Dog Disease Found In Illinoi s
URBANA, ILL., November 22--A fairly new. Infectious dis-
ease of dogs, canine leptosplrosls, has killed three dogs In cen-
tral Illinois and has made several others sick, say University of
Illinois veterinarians. The disease may also he occurring In other
parts of the state, they add.
Pour early signs of leptosplrosls are dullness, shivering,
stiffness in the hind legs, and loss of appetite. In later stages,
the dog may show a muddy or yellow coloring of the mouth and eyes.
He may vomit and have a bloody diarrhea.
"In recent years, epidemics of leptosplrosls have appeared
in widely scattered parts of the United States," states Dr. R. E.
Witter, College of Veterinary Medicine. "Although most of the out-
breaks do not last long, they cause a considerable loss in the dog
population.
"
Dog owners can help save their pets by taking them to a
veterinarian as soon as the first signs of sickness appear, advises
Dr. Witter.
Leptospirosis is spread in the urine of Infected rats,
mice, and dogs. Kennels should be kept free of rats and mice be-
cause they may contaminate feed and water. All newly purchased
dogs should be isolated for three weeks. Doctor Witter adds.
Use sanitary precautions, such as washing the hands,
after handling dogs Infected with leptosplrosls. A few cases of
the disease have been reported In humans after contact with Infected
dogs.
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ERSiTY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 19^8
Commercial Sprayers to Meet January 12-14
URBANA, ILL., November 26--The first commercial spray
operators' conference ever to meet in Illinois vill be held January
12-14 at the University of Illinois, Urbana, H. B. Petty, extension
entomologist and program chairman, announced today.
"Although custom sprayers and dusters are fairly nev
in Illinois, they're pretty important in controlling insect pests,
weeds, and plant diseases," Petty said. "We'll be reporting our
latest information on these matters at this conference."
The conference is open without charge to both ground and
airplane operators, Petty explained. The first day is set aside for
groiind operators, the second day for both ground and airplane men,
and the third day for airplane men only.
The College of Agriculture, Institute of Aeronautics, and
State Natural History Survey are sponsoring the meeting together.
The tentative program Includes spraying grasshoppers with
chlordane, dusting corn borers with DDT, use of 2,4-D for weed con-
trol, fly control with DDT, an all-purpose orchard spray, best types
of equipment, and other topics.
Questions can be turned in during the conference, Petty
reported, and will be ansvered informally by a group of specialists.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 19^8
Turkeys Eat 108 Pounds of Feed
URBANA, ILL., November 26--It took 108 pounds of feed to
grow and fatten your Thanksgiving turkey, a University of Illinois
study shows.
And it cost 35 cents a pound to produce the average mar-
ket turkey weighing 19 pounds alive when finished, two College of
Agriculture men found. The average selling price, liveweight basis,
was 42 cents.
The 108 pounds of feed included 10 pounds of starting mash,
28 pounds of growing mash, 36 pounds of corn, 21 po\inds of oats, and
13 pounds of supplementary protein feeds, report R. H. Wilcox, agri-
cultural economist, and H. M. Scott, poultryman.
They've been studying turkey production costs for both
breeding and market flocks for three years on 15 central and western
Illinois farms. The figures given are for 19^7, but chances are that
they're Just about the same for 19^8, the two men said.
"The year 19^7, like the two preceding years, was one of
high feed and labor costs," Wilcox and Scott reported.
Feed amoxonted to 71 percent of the gross cost of pro-
ducing market turkeys, poults 11 percent, and labor 8 percent. The
net cost of keeping a breeding hen was $7-37 for the 19^7 season.
In the average breeding flock, there were 603 turkey hens.
Before being disposed of, they each laid 26 eggs, and incubated eggs
had 54 percent hatchability . Nearly 128,000 marketable eggs were
produced on the 15 farms studied.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 19^8
Avoid Hairless Figs by Feeding Iodized Salt
URBANA, ILL., November 26--You'll have little or no trouble
with hairless pigs next spring if you feed iodized salt to your brood
sows now. Hairless pigs are often weak and may die soon after farrow-
ing.
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, explains that the birth of pigs with little or
no hair is a sign that your farm lacks enough iodine in the soil.
On iodine-deficient land, sows should have iodized salt
for at least three months before farrowing. You can get it from
your local feed dealer.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 19^8
Nev Purebred Dairy Group Formed
URBANA, ILL., November 27--The Illinois Purebred Dairy-
Cattle Association, first state-wide group to include purebred dairy-
men of all breeds, was formed recently at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture, announces C. S. Rhode, extension service
dairyman.
The president, secretary, and fieldman of the Holstein,
Jersey, Guernsey, Brown Swiss, and Aryshire breed associations met
in Urbana at the invitation of the agricultural extension service to
set up the organization, Rhode explained. They also reviewed the
research work of the University's dairy production department.
Pinal details of organization will be completed at a
second meeting at the University of Illinois January 5, Rhode said.
A calf club sale on February 26, 19^9, at the College of
Agriculture Stock Pavilion will be one of the new association's first
projects. About 100 calves, evenly divided among all five breeds,
will be sold to 4-H and PPA members so that they may get outstanding
heifers for their club work.
Temporary officers of the new purebred dairy group are:
president, George Beutel, Mokena ; vice-president, Jesse Tuttle, West
York ; and secretary, Jesse D. Naffziger, Foosland .
Serving with them on the executive committee are El Roy
Dannevltz, Soraonauk, and Robert B. Howard, Dundee . All five men are
officers of various dairy breed associations.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1948
Florists' Committee Selects Nev "M\im3 "
URBANA, ILL,, November 29--A new system was adopted this
year for choosing new chrysanthemum varieties developed by students
In the University of Illinois College of Agriculture for possible com-
mercial use, announces Prof. S. \I . Hall, floriculture division chief.
A committee from the Illinois State Florists' association
met recently with University floriculturists for the first time and
picked "Jk out of 257 new student-produced 'mums as showing some promlsi
for commercial greenhouse use. About five or six of the ones In
greatest demand probably will be released In the spring of 1950.
Formerly, 'mtims bred by students were sent out through
individual florist's requests.
To date 57 different varieties produced by students have
been released by the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. All
74 selections this fall were also developed by students working under
the direction of J. R. Culbert, assistant professor.
These new cuttings are strictly for commercial greenhouse
use. Hall pointed out. They are not suitable for garden growing. A
royalty of one cent per cutting will be charged on the new varieties.
This money \t±11 be returned to the research fund of the Florists'
association to aid in research and developmental work being done at
the College of Agriculture.
Members of the florists' association committee who chose
the 'mums are James Sykora, commission florist, Chicago ; vrilliam J.
Werstler, retail florist. Champaign ; Julius A. Staack, retail grower,
ij Mollne ; and Rudolph Scheffler, wholesale grower. Wheaton .
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IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3, 19^8
Vegetable Grovers Honor 12 Former Officers
URBANA, ILL., December 3--The Illinois State Vegetable
Growers' association will honor all 12 former officers at a banquet
tonight during the l8th annual meeting of the organization, which is
being held today and tomorrow (December 3-^) in Joliet .
Four past presidents, five vice-presidents, three secre-
j
taries, and several board members will be special guests of honor.
Each secretary will act as historian and introduce the officers who
served during his tenure.
[^ The program includes seven University of Illinois speakers,
led by Dr. B. L. Wade, new head of horticulture work, and J. C. Spitler,
head of the agricultural extension service.
Charles B. Shuman, president of the Illinois Agricultural
Association, will speak; and Dr. Robert Carolus, Michigan State Col-
lege, will discuss pelleted seed.
Hosts for the meeting are the Cook County Truck Gardeners'
association and Farmers' association, and the Cook County Farm Bureau.
State association officers this year are Harold Fingerhut,
East St. Louis
,
president; George M. DeVries, Evergreen Park , vice-
president; and Arthur Selme, Rock Falls , secretary- treasurer
.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3, 19^8
Soil Conservation Contest Winners Announced
URBANA, ILL., December 3--T. J. Shambaugh, Jr., Oakley
,
Macon county , today was declared state winner of a soil conservation
contest sponsored by a railroad serving Illinois. He will compete
with winners In eight other states for $250 worth of conservation
material or equipment as top prize.
L So announces E. D. Walker, University of Illinois soil
conservationist, who helped judge the contest. The complete list of
winners:
$50 savings bonds: W. N. Phelps, Argenta , Macon county ;
Louis and Bradford Pfeffer, Lebanon , St. Clair county ; H. H. Dvinteman,
Shumway
,
Effingham county ; and Shambaugh.
$25 savings bonds: Louis Blehler, Shelbyvllle , Shelby
county ; W. A. Dennis, Paris , Edgar county ; C. R. Daniels and Son,
Vandalla , Fayette county ; and Orloff Smith, Louisville , Clay county .
There were 16 entries from 9 counties. Walker said, with
7 counties sharing In thea/ards. Macon county placed two winners.
Twenty-one counties served by the railroad were eligible to enter,
and entries were divided into two classes, depending on how long
the farmer has had a conservation plan in effect.
Since January 19^6, Shambaugh has laid 5,200 feet (almost
a mile) of grass waterways, put 121 acres into permanent pasture,
laid 17,000 feet of tile to complete his drainage system, and limed
.287 acres and phosphated 267 acres of cropland according to test.
I Shambaugh owns and operates his 490-acre farm and has no
outside income. He uses a rotation of corn, soybeans, small grain,
sweet clover, corn, corn, and oats with a sweet clover catch, and is
increasing the livestock on his farm now.
Judges for the contest were B. B. Clark, state soil con-
servationist; Ralph C. Hay, College of Agriculture soil conservation-
ist; Dr. 0. L. Whalln, extension service; Russell L. Cole, agricul-
tural agent, Baltimore and Ohio railroad, sponsors of the contest;
and Walker.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1948
Dairyman Saves 176 Hours, Worth $176, Per Year
URBANA, ILL., December 4—You can save 176 hours of chore
time a year, worth $176, by washing your cow's udder and teats thor-
oughly with warm chlorine water. This makes the cows milk out faster.
That's the discovery of a Whiteside county dairyman, passed
on by Eugene Boiineur and Duane Hudson, DHIA supervisors in that county,
to C. S. Rhode, University of Illinois extension dairyman.
The little extra chore of washing actually saves 30 to 45
minutes a day in milking time, the dairyman found. That amounts to
22 days of eight hours each, or a total of 176 hours, in a year's
time.
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IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 19^8
Conservation Farming Pays for Itself In Larger Earnings
URBANA, ILL., December 10—Conservation farming pays off
In cold cash In one to four years, states E. L. Sauer, soils econo-
mist employed jointly by the University of Illinois College of Ag-
riculture and the federal Soil Conservation Service.
Although the returns are not Immediate, long-term net
profits vere from $4.1? to $10.63 an acre higher on various high-
conservation farms in Illinois than on similar low-conservation farms,
Sauer said. Both types of farms practied conservation, one quite
intensively and the other very little. This was the only difference
between them.
Sauer, one of three men in the United States studying the
costs and profits of soil conservation, has been working on this prob-
lem for 11 years.
The complete cost of setting up a conservation plan would
average $34.12 an acre, a survey of 124 farms in LaSalle, Will, Liv-
ingston, Ford, Vermilion, and Iroquois counties showed. This sum
includes $11.46 an acre for extra buildings, equipment, machinery,
and livestock, plus $22.66 an acre for lime, phosphate, fertilizer,
and conservation practices.
:
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Conservation Farming Pays for Itself In Larger Earnings --add 1
Prom 1945 to 1947 the annual Income on the 4o high-
conservation farms was $10.63 an acre more than on the 40 low-
conservation farms, Sauer fovmd In examining the records. "These
earnings wouDd have paid tho complete costs of the conservation plan
In less than three and one-half years," Sauer declared.
In Stephenson, Jo Daviess, and Vlnnebago counties , from
1940 to 1947, 35 high-conservation farms had an average net Income
of $6.65 an acre more than 35 low-conservation farms. The same was
true In Madison and St. Clair counties , with a $5.60 per acre ad-
vantage in favor of the high-conservation farms.
The dollar benefl-s from conservation Increase each year,
Sauer pointed out. Ten-year records from McLean county show that
20 high-conservation farms had lower net Incomes than 20 similar low-
conservation farms in I936. But in 1936-40 the high-conservation
group earned $2.36 more an acre, and in 1941-45 the margin was $4.17.
Even where cash sale of grain is the main farm Income, con-
servation plans produce dollar profits on a short-r\m basis, Sauer
added.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 19^8
Purebred Sheep Sale December 11
URBANA, ILL., December 10--Top-quality sheep, 73 ewes and
two rams, are to be auctioned tomorrow (Saturday, December 11) at 1 p.m
at the Illinois Purebred Sheep Breeders' consignment sale in the Uni-
versity of Illinois Stock Pavilion, Urbana, annoxinces W. G. Kammlade,
College of Agriculture sheep specialist.
Two extra attractions are the dispersal of seven Oxfords
by John S. Fisher, Aledo, Mercer county
,
and 19 Shropshires by D. T.
Brooks, Charleston, Coles county . Other breeds offered include
Cheviot, Dorset, Hampshire, Southdown, and Suffolk.
Seven ewes are consigned by the Illinois College of Agri-
culture.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 19^8
Warning; Some Seed Oats Are Heating in Bins
URBANA, ILL., December 10--A warning was Issued today to
certified seed oat growers by University of Illinois College of Ag-
riculture men to check their storage bins for mustlness and heating
which damage the seed quality for planting.
J. C. Hackleman, extension service agronomist, says some
seed oats being sent to the Illinois Crop Improvement Association
for germination tests are testing as low as four percent. Other
samples have tested only six, eight, 10, and 18 percent germination.
Minimum standards usually run at least 90 percent, with
95-96 percent germination the usual figure for good-quality seed,
Hackleman said.
High moisture content is responsible for seed oats going
out of condition, the agronomist explained. This is caused by ex-
cessive moisture when the grain was stored, by weevil infestation,
or both.
High moisture seems the most likely cause, believes Dr.
G. H. Dungan, agronomist. Weather was quite damp last summer during
harvest, he noted.
However, weevil infestation increases quickly in heated
grain which is brought on by excessive moisture.
If heating and mustlness is due to Insects, fumigation with
a 3-to-l mixture of ethylene dlchlorld and carbon tetrachlorid--ED-CT
for short- -will kill the pests and stop the heating. The chemical
combination is safe, effective, and inexpensive. However, too strong
a fumigation can hurt germination. College of Agriculture men warn.
This fxunigation will have no effect if the grain was stored
while too moist.
Local farm adviser in each county have full details on how
to fumigate and amount of liquid to use.
Low-quality seed oats also should be treated with one-quarter
o\ince of Ceresan per bushel now, urges Dr. Benjamin Koehler, College
of Agriculture plant disease specialist. This precaution will keep
seed quality from getting any worse and will help control seed blight
and smut which might attack the sprouting oats next spring.
Ceresan treatment will not improve the present germination
test, Koehler stressed, but no doubt will Improve field emergence.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1948
Large-Area Airplane Spraying of DDT to Be Discussed
URBANA, ILL., December ll--Dr. Clyde Kearns, University of
Illinois entomologist who helped to perfect airplane spraying of DDT
over large areas to control flies during the war, will discuss that
topic at the Commercial Spray Operators' short course at the Illinois
College of Agriculture January 12-14, 1949.
The conference, first of its kind to be held in Illinois,
is sponsored jointly by the College of Agriculture, Institute of
Aeronautics and State Natural History Survey.
There is no registration fee. The sessions are open to
both airplane and ground operators, with a day and a half devoted to
each, explains H. B. Petty, extension service entomologist and pro-
gram chairman.
Dr. Kearns worked on DDT in Florida about 1942-43 when the
bug-killer first came out. His experiments later were the basis for
methods used in spraying Pacific islands with DDT to control flies
and insects.
The scientist will discuss the postwar improvements made
in airplane spraying of DDT to control flies. This method is being
used more widely in fly-control campaigns in cities and towns.
W. N. Bruce, State Natural History Survey entomologist, will
discuss fly control when ground apparatus is used, with special at-
tention to new chemicals.
Topics for ground operators include good and bad points on
several new insecticides, 2,4-D in weed control, corn borer control,
stopping insects and diseases in home orchards, shrubs, and shade
trees, and many questions on pumps, nozzles, discharge, rates of appll'
cation, and pressure.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, DECEMBER 13, 19^8
Brucellosis Control Demands Teamwork
URBANA, ILL., December I3--A farmer-veterinarian team is
the most practical answer to the brucellosis-undulant fever problem
in Illinois, says Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the University of Illi-
nois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Every livestock grower can protect public and animal health
by obtaining veterinary aid in stamping out brucellosis in his cattle
or swine. Dean Graham states.
Among the more than 70 diseases that infected animals can
spread to human beings, brucellosis now stands out as one of the
three most serious threats to public health. The other top two are
encephalomyelitis, or sleeping sickness, and rabies.
Brucellosis causes periodic headaches, aching joints, and
fevers in persons who become infected. In cattle and swine it often
causes reproductive failures.
Undulant fever, the human form of brucellosis, was first
made a reportable disease in I928. At that time fewer than 100 cases
were reported in the United States.
"Last year the nation haflmore than 6,000 human cases, and
55^ of them were in Illinois," Dean Graham states.
About one-third of the human cases are caused by eating in-
fected foods of animal origin. Proper pasteurization of milk, both
on the farm and in the city, and thorough cooking of all meat could
prevent many of these cases.
"But the greatest percentage of undulant fever cases is due
to contact vrlth infected animals," he says. "These cases cannot be
avoided until brucellosis is eradicated from livestock."
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, DECEMBER l4, 1948
Sliding Scale of Cash Rents Recommended
URBANA, ILL., December 14--A sliding scale of cash rents,
based on prices, is a highly desirable part of cash-lease rental
agreements, states J. B. Cxinningham, University of Illinois farm
tenancy specialist.
Yet only about 2 percent of the cash farm leases in the
Chicago area provide for any adjustment in rentals to meet changing
prices, a recent survey of 3OO farms in Lake, DuPage
,
McHenry, Kane,
and Boone counties showed.
"Unchanging cash rent--the same figure every year--is caus-
ing some landlords and tenants to change to livestock- share and other
types of leases," Cimnlngham said. "Others are changing the clauses
on sharing costs of limestone, rock phosphate, building upkeep, seeds,
and other items .
"
Three out of four cash-lease tenants paid rentals of only
$6 to $11 an acre, according to the survey. To offset low cash rents,
tenants paid all the cost of lime on one-half of the cash-lease farms.
"In most cases, though," Cunningham noted, "there is no
reimbursement clause in the lease for the unused part of limestone or
other fertilizer when tenants leave the farm. This failure is partly
responsible for poor care of soil on cash-lease farms."
Only 30 percent of the land is limed and 1? percent is
phosphated on cash-lease farms, compared with much higher percentages
on livestock-share and manager-operator leased farms.
Many tenants also think the landlord should share in the
cost of eradicating weeds if the weeds were on the farm before the
tenant came there, the survey revealed.
Free copies of the full report, "Leasing Practices in North-
eastern Illinois," can be obtained at the farm adviser's office.
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Farm News
IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS • COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17, 19^8
Improved Pastures - $64.70; Unimproved - $10.49
URBAM, ILL., December 17--Improved pastures have given a
Jo Daviess county dairyman six times more income per acre than un-
improved pastures, according to his figures.
The dairyman found that 25 acres of improved pasture made
$64.70 an acre, while 70 acres of unimproved pasture made only $10.49
That's the story from John Keleher, tester In Jo Daviess Dairy
Herd Improvement Association No. 3, a-s relayed by C . S. Rhode, Uni-
versity of Illinois extension dairyman.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER l8, 19^8
Top-Ranklng Expert to Address Sprayers' Short Course
URBANA, ILL., December l8--Prank Irons, nationally known
expert on airplane dust and spray problems, will discuss latest im-
provements in planes and equipment, possibly including helicopters,
at the commercial spray operators' conference January 12-14, 19^9,
at the University of Illinois, Urbana.
Irons, who is senior agricultural engineer with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, stationed at Toledo, Ohio, is a veteran
of 10 years' experience in solving airplane dust and spray problems,
explains H. B. Petty, extension entomologist and program chairman.
"We're fortunate to have a man so well (Qualified as Frank
Irons on the program," Petty remarked. "He certainly can give air-
plane men the best available information. He will have an hour and
45 minutes, with time for questions from the floor."
Luncheon will be served at the University Airport on Janu-
ary 13, the day Irons talks. Petty pointed out. Afternoon sessions
will also be held there instead of on the campus
.
Irons is also scheduled to speak on mist blowers, fog gen-
erators and other new ground spraying machinery. Petty said. He
\t111 remain for the sessions on the l4th.
Others topics of interest to ground operators include new
weed killers, fly control, insect and disease control on shade tree?-,
shrubs, and home orchards, latest information on new insecticides,
and a half -day on pumps, nozzles, pressure, and rates of application.
There will also be a display of ground equipment.
The sprayers' conference, first of its kind in Illinois,
is open to both airplane and ground operators, and there is no regis-
tration fee. It is sponsored jointly by the College of Agriculture,
Institute of Aeronautics, and State Natural History Survey. It was
organized to present the best information at hand to help both ground
and airplane sprayers do a better job of controlling insect pests and
plant diseases. Their part in this task is becoming more and more
important.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17, 19^8
Fire-Proof Your Christmas Tree
URBANA, ILL., December 1T--Reduce the fire hazard In your
home this Christmas by fire-proofing your Christmas tree.
It's simple and easy to do at home, says Bob Rennels, ex-
tension forester at the University of Illinois College of Agricul-
ture. Protect your tree by feeding it an ammonium- sulfate solution
—
or just plain water will work almost as well.
To use ammonium- sulfate, measure one pound of the chemical
for every four pounds of tree weight. Then mix one and one-half pints
of water with each pound of ammonium- sulfate and pour the mixture in-
to a narrow-mouthed glass jar, about two-quart size.
Next, saw off the trunk in a slanting or V-shaped cut at
least an inch above the old cut. Set the tr\ink in the solution at
once, and put it in a cool place away from direct sunlight. It will
take about four to six days for the tree to absorb enough of the
chemical solution to become fireproof.
Or you can make the cut in the same way and stand the tree
in plain water instead. Just be sure to keep the water level in the
jar above the cut part of the tree as long as you have it in the
house. You might even "plant" the tree in a bucket of sand and pour
water over the sand.
These fire precautions will work best on freshly cut trees,
but they also apply to shlpped-in trees which may have dried out en
route.
If you keep your tree well-watered or see that it absorbs
a full "drink" of ammonium- sulfate solution, you can eliminate flame-
happy Christmas trees during the holiday season. The ammonlum-
sulfate may be obtained at most seed and fertilizer stores.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1?, 19^8
High Farm Profits From Skillful Management
URBANA, ILL., December 17--Skillful farm management can
mean $30 more net profit per acre for you. At wartime prices that
return could mean that a newly purchased farm, would be debt-free in
about 10 years.
A study of about 500 farmers' records in central and east-
ern Illinois for the past two years showed that the 100 most effi-
cient farmers earned about $30 an acre more than the 100 least
efficient farmers. Records were analyzed by University of Illinois
College of Agriculture economists.
M. L. Mosher and J. B. Andrews, extension farm management
specialists, point out that most of the differences in earnings were
due to differences in management. Very few of them were due to size
of farm or quality of land.
Some farmers find that a shift in crop acreages means larger
earnings. Others find their crop yields are much lower than those of
other farms with the same quality of land.
Livestock is bringing much less for the amount of feed fed
on some farms than on others. Higher labor and machinery costs for
the amount of work done are holding down earnings on many farms
.
All farms studied kept records in the Farm Bureau Farm
Management Service project, supervised by the agricultural extension
service.
Under the management service a fieldman visits each coop-
erator and explains where his farm stands in earning power compared
v:ith similar farms. Strong and weak spots in the management are
pointed out. Whatever the cause, each record-keeper learns the major
sources of high or low earnings on his farm.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER l8, 19^8
1947 Fertilizer Use Announced
URBANA, ILL., December l8--Illinois farmers applied a rec-
ord 708,000 tons of rock phosphate to their land In 19^7 and more than
5,000,000 tons of lime for the second year In a row. But they used
only 9,000 tons of potash fertilizers to combat the serious potas-
sium shortage in some parts of the state. The main reason was the
shortage of potash fertilizers, reports Clyde M. Linsley, soils
specialist. University of Illinois agricultural extension service.
"More than 700,000 acres of land were tested during 19^7
in the 68 county soils laboratories," Linsley said. "This testing,
with later application of fertilizers, is only part of the soil im-
provement program though. These steps put the soil into good con-
dition to grow legumes, and legumes provide organic matter and
nitrogen, maintain good tilth, and control erosion."
Since 19^3^ Linsley noted, 1,805,000 tons or rock phos-
phate have been spread on low-phosphorus farm lands. This amount
is enough to cover about 3,600,000 acres of the 20,000,000 acres
needing phosphorus.
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Farm News
^ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1948
Farmers' Profits From Turkeys Are Small
URBANA, ILL., December 24--Illlnol3 turkey growers made a
profit of only about seven cents a pound from your Christmas turkey
which cost 80 to 90 cents a pound retail, according to a University
of Illinois survey.
Seven cents was the farmer's margin in 194?, and It Is even
smaller this year, two College of Agriculture men say.
It cost 35 cents a pound last season to grow and fatten the
average market turkey weighing 19 pounds alive when finished, report
R. H. Wilcox, agricultural economist, and H. M. Scott, poultryman.
The average selling price, llvewelght basis, was 42 cents.
The difference between the 42 cents a pound llvewelght
the farmer received and the 80 to 90 cents you paid for dressed tur-
key in the meat market represents marketing costs, the two men ex-
plain. Farmers are not responsible for this part of retail prices.
Wilcox and Scott have been studying turkey production costs
for both breeding and market flocks for three years on I5 central
and western Illinois farms.
"The year 194?, like the two preceding years, was one of
high feed and labor costs," they reported.
Feed amounted to 71 percent of the gross cost of producing
market turkeys, poults 11 percent, and labor 8 percent. The net
cost of keeping a breeding hen was $7.37 for the 1947 season.
Wiloox and Scott also learned that your Christmas turkey
ate 108 pounds of feed before he went to the chopping block. This
feed intake from hatching to marketing included 10 pounds of start-
ing mash, 28 pounds of growing mash, 36 pounds of corn, 21 pounds of
oats, and I3 pounds of supplementary protein feeds.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1948
Lov-Cost Copper Tubing Is Easy to Use for Farm Water Systems
URBANA, ILL., December 24--you can install your own farm
plumbing system, do it at lower cost, and have less trouble from
frozen pipes if you use copper tubing instead of galvanized pipe.
Copper tubing costs no more than ordinary pipe, about 20
cents a foot for both, says Prank Andrew, University of Illinois
agricultural engineer. But installation costs are much lower. Al-
most anyone can put in his own copper tubing.
"You only need a hammer, hacksaw, wrench, and 25-cent
flaring tool," Andrew explains. "You can bend copper tubing, but
with galvanized pipe all measurements have to be exact. It's only
a 15-minute job to hook up copper tubing to an ordinary water faucet."
Besides these advantages, copper tubing can withstand
freezing much better than galvanized pipe. It has more "give." In
tests, galvanized pipe split completely down the middle the first
time the water froze. But copper tubing expanded and didn't break
until the fourth freeze.
"With copper tubing you don't need any special measure-
ments, special washers, or special sealing compounds," Andrew added.
You can get more details on copper tubing for farm water
systems from your farm adviser, or from the Agricultural Engineering
Department, College of Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, DECEMBER 27, 19^8
Sov3 Need Good Rations Throughout Gestation
URBANA, ILL., December 27--Your brood sows will farrow
stronger, healthier pigs, and more of them, if you feed them a good
ration during their entire gestation period, not just the last half.
"The first half of the gestation period is mighty impor-
tant too," says G. R. Carlisle, livestock specialist. University of
Illinois agricultural extension service.
In a recent experiment, sows were fed low-vitamin rations
for 160 days before being bred and for the next 30 days afterwards.
Even though their ration was adequate for the last 84 days of ges-
tation, these sows farrowed weak and deformed pigs.
A good ration throughout gestation should Include enough
protein and minerals, Carlisle stated. Under winter drylot condi-
tions, you should add at least 10 percent of green, leafy ground
legume hay or alfalfa meal.
"Most of the growth of unborn pigs take place during the
last half of gestation," Carlisle noted, "and producers generally
feed their sows well during this period. But sows need good feed
during the first half of gestation too. That was shown clearly by
the poor condition of the pigs in the experiments."
Maybe the results of this test were more pronoimced than
they would be under ordinary farm conditions, the specialist ad-
mitted. But they still prove how important it is to feed sows good
rations throughout gestation.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, DECEMBER 27, 19^8
Buy Pullorum-Clean Chicks, Prevent Losses
URBANA, ILL., December 27--Buy pullorum- clean chicks in
1949, and you'll be buying protection against pullorum disease losses,
says Dr. J. 0. Alberts, veterinarian at the University of Illinois.
The chicks may cost a little more, but they'll outlive and out-lay
infected birds.
Pullorvun-clean chicks. Doctor Alberts explains, have been
given the highest rating of the U. S. Department of Agriculture in
its National Poultry Improvement Plan.
Poultry raisers may buy any of four classes of chicks un-
der the plan. Prom highest to lowest, they are pullorum-clean,
pull orurn-passed, pullorum-controlled, and pullorum-tested.
"The safest chicks to buy have a pullorum-clean rating,"
Doctor Alberts states.
The State Department of Agriculture sponsors the poultry
improvement plan in Illinois. Approximately 24o hatcheries are work-
ing in the plan, and their goal is to sell only pullorum-clean chicks.
Hatcheries and their supply flocks also have pullorum rat-
ings. Hatcheries that sell chicks from eggs of pullorum-clean supply
flocks have the highest rating. A hatchery's rating can be only as
high as its lowest rated supply flock.
Hatcherymen have their supply flocks blood tested for pul-
lorum disease each year. Doctor Alberts says. The flocks are then
rated according to the results of the tests.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 19^8
Third Outstanding Speaker to Address Sprayers
URBANA, ILL., December 28--A third outstanding speaker
was announced today for the commercial spray operator's short course to
be held January 12-14, 19^9, at the University of Illinois.
He is W. N. Bruce, one of the better informed men in the
United States on fly control. Bruce, entomologist vith the State
Natural History Survey, will discuss fly control with insecticides
January 12
.
The other two top-ranking speakers are Frank Irons,
nationally known expert in airplane spray and dust problems, and
Dr. Clyde ¥. Kearns, University entomologist who helped perfect
methods for large-area spraying of DDT by airplane.
Bruce has studied the effects of flies on milk production,
barn spraying to cut down fly population, and DDT spraying with
ground equipment to control flies in towns and cities, explains
H. B. Petty, extension entomologist and program chairman.
The conference, first of its kind ever held in Illinois,
is open to both groiind and airplane operators without charge. Petty
adds
.
Ground operators will be interested in a half-day spent
on problems of equipment, with a display of latest ground sprayers.
The use of 2,4-D in weed control, heme orchard spraying, new weed
and bug killers, and grasshopper control with chlordane are other
subjects on the program.
Aerial spraying versus aerial dusting and about 12 other
talks will occupy the day and a half allotted for airplane operators'
problems. Three question-and-answer periods and two evening panel
discussions have been planned.
Joint sponsors of the conference are the College of Agri-
culture, State Natural History Survey, and Institute of Aeronautics.
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Farm News
IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31, 19^
Illinois Cannery Fleldmen Have Banquet
URBANA, ILL., December 31--Dr. B. L. Wade, horticulturist,
and Dr. Louis B. Howard, food technologist, both heads of their de-
partments at the University of Illinois, will be the featured speak-
ers at the Illinois Cannery Pieldmen's banquet in Urbana on Thursday
evening, January 6.
The two-day meeting will open Thursday morning with a ses-
sion on soil testing as a guide to fertilizing practices conducted by
Dr. R. H. Bray, professor of soil fertility, Illinois College of
Agriculture.
Other speakers from the college staff, according to Lee A.
Somers, assistant professor of vegetable gardening and general chair-
man of the meeting, will include: Dr. M. B. Linn, seed treatment;
Dr. J. P. McCollum, quality studies in tomatoes; Charles Arnold,
fertilizing tomatoes; and Dr. George Decker, European corn borer
situation.
Speakers from the canning industry will include: Evart
Vander Meulen, St. Louis ; Joe Lutz, Normal; Yontz Bonnett, Jr.,
Bloomington ; E. V. Walter, U.S.D.A., Purdue University; Marshall
Evans, LeSeuer, Minnesota; Maurice Shellhardt, Milford ; Louis
Ratzesberger, Hoopeston ; Robert Koeller, Godfrey , and Horace Larkin,
Rochelle.
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3I , 19^8
UI Annual Farm-Home Week Announced
URBANA, ILL., December 31--The traditional Farm and Home
Week program sponsored by the University of Illinois College of Ag-
riculture vill be held here January 31-February 3, 19^9, announces
Dean H. P. Rusk. This annual highlight of the year's events vill be
the 48th of the near half-century series.
A veritable "five-ring circus" is the program that is
being planned \inder the chairmanship of Associate Dean R. R. Hudel-
son. General sessions will be held each afternoon, while during
the other hours of the day (and evening) special interest groups will
be hearing the latest from the University's agricultural and home
economics specialists.
Four outstanding speakers have been scheduled to address
the general sessions. They are Dr. George D. Stoddard, president
of the University of Illinois, on Monday; L. B. Livingston, manager
of the extension division, E. I. DuPont deNemours and Company, Tues-
day; Pauline Park Wilson, dean of school of home economics. Univer-
sity of Georgia, Wednesday; and Charles B. Shuman, president, Illinois
Agricultural Association, Thursday.
Discussions and demonstrations on farm machinery, small
grain crops, livestock and conservation will be featured the first
afternoon. On Tuesday, February 1, farm prices and farm policies
will be reported and explained. An agronomy "question box," a movie
on pasture management, and a livestock selection demonstration will
also be presented.
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UI Annual Farm-Home Week Announcej--add 1
Wednesday's program will "be highlighted with programs
centered on "The Farm and the Family." Other special programs will
interpret farm leases and livestock breeding problems, dairy market-
ing, and weed, crop and orchard sprayers.
On Thursday, the final day, farm management, pastures,
farm buildings, and grain marketing will come in for attention by
the specialists.
"Extra" events will also be scheduled during the four days
as always. Visitors will have an opportunity to take part in evening
entertainment each night, the Stonkman's Banquet, the annual Music
and Drama Festival, in addition to tours and exhibits that will be
arranged.
Folks who have attended this program in the past will be
aware of the serious housing shortage on the University campus.
Those planning to go for the first time should contact the coun-
ty farm or home adviser so that necessary lodging accommodations can
be provided. Detailed programs for the week will be available at
the offices of the county advisers.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JANUARY 1, 19^9
Farm Outlook Good for the New Year
URBANA, ILL., January 1--Farm economists at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture have taken a look into the farm-
ers' future for the New Year, and they say that future is generally
favorable
.
Here, briefly, are their views on the 19^9 farm outlook.
DEMAND for farm products will be good through 19^9 j but
probably somewhat weaker than in 19^8.
PRICES for individual farm products will shift upward or
downward according to changes in supply.
OPERATING COSTS for farmers will go up.
PROFITS from farming will go down moderately.
LAND PRICES may decline slightly because of the lower
net farm income.
LIVING COSTS will average somewhat lower.
The Illinois farm economists point out that large supplies
of grain have already brought grain prices down to or near government
support levels. They say this situation will prevent the development
of a speculative "boom and bust" such as occurred early in 19^8. And
money and credit systems now in effect are less likely to promote a
crash than those in effect after World War I.
If it were not for the unsettled international situation, the
economists say the nation might expect a moderate recession this
year. The "catching up" of supply with demand for many manufactured
goods is being partially offset by increased spending for national
defense.
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Farm Outlook Good for the Nev Year- -add 1
Here's the outlook for individual crops.
Soybean price during the first half of 19^9 is expected
to be moderately higher than at harvest time in 1948. The demand
for soybeans is good.
Large wheat supplies will keep prices near the government
support level, which probably will be about $2 a bushel on the farm--
the same as 19^8.
Corn prices during the first half of the year are expected
to work upward to slightly above the loan level. After the growing
season begins, prices will depend upon weather conditions.
Supplies of most forage seeds are smaller than last year.
Prices are correspondingly higher.
Turning to livestock, hog marketings during the first 9
months of the year are expected to run about the same as in 19^8.
Marketings during the last quarter of the year will be somewhat high-
er than in the fall of '48. If employment and wage rates in cities
remain near the 1948 averages, hog prices next fall are expected to
range from about $24 down to the support level around $l8 a hundred
pounds
.
Beef and veal production is expected to be slightly smaller
than this past year. Farmers will grain-feed a few more cattle than
they did in 1948, but the increase will be limited by the scarcity
and high price of feeder cattle. Cattle put into feedlots this season
will be fed longer and to heavier weights. This means more high-
grade cattle will be marketed, and top prices will be correspondingly
lower than in 1948.
The production of lambs and wool may be the lowest on rec-
ord. Lamb prices will probably rise relative to prices of cattle
and hogs. Wool will be supported at 42.3 cents a pound again this
year.
Milk prices this year probably will average about as high
as last year, and feed costs will be lower. These mean dairymen
should have a good year. The same thing holds for poultry producers.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JANUARY 1, 19^9
Southern Vegetable Growers to Meet
URBANA, ILL., January 1--Vegetable growers and commercial
producers in the St. Louis area will hold their annual meeting at
East St. Louis, Illinois, on January I3 and 14, announces Lee A.
Somers, University of Illinois extension gardening specialist. This
annual program is sponsored by the St. Clair-Madison-Monroe vegetable
growers' association.
A highlight of the meeting will be a banquet and program
Thursday evening, January I3, honoring Dr. B. L. Wade, new head of
the department of horticulture at the University of Illinois. The
program will be held at the Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, beginning at
6:30. Dr. Wade will speak on "Cooperation Between States."
Problems of vegetable production will be considered the
opening day, while marketing problems will be discussed on the
second day's program. Missouri growers in the area will be holding
their annual meeting in St. Louis on January 11 and 12.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JANUARY 3, 19^9
Farmer, Businessman, "Worker to Discuss Joint Problems
URBANA, ILL., January 3--Common problems of the farmer,
businessman, and worker are to be discussed at the 4th annual midwest
conference on Agriculture, Industry, and Labor at the Masonic Temple,
Decatur, January 13-14, 1949, Dean H. P. Rusk, University of Illinois
College of Agriculture, annoimced today.
"Pood and World Peace" is the general theme for this year's
meeting, he said. Nationally -known speakers addressing the delegates
include Dennis A. Fitzgerald, director of food and agriculture sec-
tion, EGA; W. J. Parker, grain elevator president, Winnipeg, Canada;
Arthur Page, WLS-Pralrie Farmer editor; Mrs. Raymond Sayer, president.
Associated Coxmtry Women of the World; Arnold 3. Zander, president,
AFL state, county, and city employees national \anion; and Roy W.
Gifford, Chicago businessman.
"This conference and others to come are designed to help
establish better working relations among agriculture, industry, and
labor through better understanding," Dean Rusk explained.
The public is invited to the conference. There is no reg-
istration fee.
Among the topics to be discussed are the midwest's part in
feeding the world, soil conservation, revitalizing world trade, the
European Recovery program, women's contribution to world recovery,
and how can labor, agriculture, and industry work together to feed
the world.
Joint sponsors of the conference are the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, College of Commerce, and Institute
of Labor and Industrial Relations; Upper Sangamon Valley Association;
Macon County Farm and Home Bureau; U. S. Soil Conservation Service;
Friends of the Land; Production and Marketing Administration; and
civic men's and women's groups.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, JANUARY 4, 19^9
Spray Operators to Study Latest Methods
URBilWA, ILL., January ^--Effective spraying for grasshop-
per and corn borer control will be a featured topic at the commercial
spray operators' short course January 12-14, here at the University
of Illinois. To lead the discussion will be Dr. George C. Decker,
agricultural experiment station entomologist and well-known author-
ity on insect control.
Dr. Decker will report experiments in spraying grasshop-
pers with chlordane and dusting corn borers on sweet corn with DDT,
according to H. B. Petty, extension entomologist and program chair-
man. Corn borer control on field corn will be discussed by J. H.
Bigger, State Natural History Survey, entomologist.
Other specialists in all phases of commercial spraying
will appear before the three-day conference, the first of its kind
held in Illinois. The program is open to both groiond and airplane
operators, with a day and a half set aside for problems of each
group. Luncheon and one afternoon's session will be held at the
University's 762 -acre airport.
Several question-and-answer periods are scheduled, and
two evening panel discussions will be held on problems faced by
ground and airplane spray operators.
The conference is imder the joint auspices of the College
of Agriculture, State Natural History Survey, and the Institute of
Aeronautics
.
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